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“A lie that is all a lie,
May be met and fought with outright;
But a lie that is half a truth,
Is a harder matter to fight.”
These lines have been repeatedly brought to
mind during the past two weeks, when driving
through the country to enjoy the beauty of
the “byways and hedges,” and to benefit by
the peacefulness and restfulness of nature, I
have been continually met with the tragic
story of Bobby’s death as presented to the

AN EVENING AT THE
BATTERY.
The Unitarian Alliance Entertained
j
by Mr.
and Mrs. E. S. Pitcher.
The attractive bungalcw at the
Battery, the
hope of Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Pitcher,
was the scfene of a
merry

summer

gathering Friday

!

Drinking and DrunkenSchool Social Center.
Kast Belfast. The News

afternoon, July 26th, when the Unitarian Alliance, with some invited gueats,
enjoyed the
hospitality of the genial host and hostess.
The trip was made in carriages and automobiles, the guests arriving about three
o’clock. After inspecting and
admiring their
charming home, cordial greetings were exwith
friends
from
changed
away, and conversation and music on piano and ’cello
by Miss
Gladys Pitcher and her friends Mr. and Miss
Sleeper, of Wellesley, Mass.—Mr. Sleeper
being the head of the musical department in a
college in Wisconsin—filled the quickly passing hours until 6.30, when a picnic supper was

public in out of town papers by our enterprising reporters. I like enterprise. I like and I
admire Belfast’s reporters. Having for years
The Churches. .County
been intimately associated fn a business way
.rdence.
with the world*in which these reporters “live,
t Belfast.
move, and have their being,” I have enjoyed,
much as a “good sport'
enjoys a horse race, served to over 80 guests.
all (con). ..Salvage of
the rivalry which has existed between them.
Dad Upon the Waters.,
As to the excellence of the “good things”
poem.)
In “Dilly’s” day, all the other reporters were
placed before them, it is sufficient to say they
Stockton Springs. ..Mareasily distanced. “Dilly,” when he wanted a were prepared by Belfast people whose skill
.Married... .Died_
went to the door, cast his eye up in the
culinary art is unquestioned. In quan'Pondence. .Shio News. story, simply
and down Main street, turned around and tity and quality there was no lack, and no lack
OF ROCKLAND IN “gave to airy nothings a local habitation and s of appetites either. The cases of indigestion
name.” The story he wrote was always an that resulted in
ISION.
consequence have been careinteresting story, and in the main a true one. fully suppressed. After doing ample justice
the Steamer Towed to But all reporters are not “Dillys,” any more to this most enjoyable feast, a short musical
than all “Dillys” are reporters. When “Dilly’ program, vocal and
Boston.
instrumental, followed,
laid aside his pen, there was a little upheaval, and then the 'company proceeded to the shore,
;.c steamer City of Rockbee river to this port, a little struggle for class and place, and then where carpets and rugs had been
spread and
mg vacationists, had her
—the race was on. Many a time in the years seats provided for the comfort of the guests,
that she sank to her
of fancy, in- And then came “the bonfire,” a pillar of flame
ut midnight with the since then some wonderful flight
her William Chisholm. geniously wedged in among a few dry facts which towered to dizzy heights, sending
its
ff Boone Island, about and sent
flying around this terrestial globe in shower of sparks upwards in fantastic shapes.
The passengers on the
Bangor, Boston, Lewiston and Augusta papers, Personally the writer is incapable of any dey mustered on the boat
has made me feel like clapping my hands, scription of it, and it would be unnecessary, as
on. but all were finally
*
nisholm, which had not swinging my hat and shouting “Hooray.”
Mr. John R. Dunton’s fame as an architect of
aged by the collision,
For instance, when the ice in my beloved bonfires is wide-spread. He filled the position
d steamer Belfast took the
river—most
beautiful, of toast-master also, in a most aoppntahlp
.. e
and landed them in Passagassawaukeag
serene and peaceable of harmless little rivers—
manner, wielding his famous “pitch-fork" and
the Rockland in tow and
was made to rear up on its hind legs and peer
addressing his delighted audience with equal
the
passengers
towing into the chamber windows ot a house on tne enthusiasm.
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in the forenoon, three
summoned by the wire*
;ipeared and assisted the
tid. coming in stern first,
.i East Boston about 5 p.
the revenue cutter Greshror boats.
City of Rockland is fully
The company values
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i ifast, to John F. Sylves.'dings in Belfast.
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and buildings in Belfast.
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SMITH,
of

ucr

Everything

at

Daily News.)
Harbor, whether he be

gor

t;

a

Eslesboro Inn

1

or a commust noarlc

!

business,
f he would know w’hat
’1 to this famous and
resort.
For David H.
‘ger of the Inn, clerk of
agent for the numberthe landscape, looking
aners

and the like dur-

intending repairs
gs

and
in general, but he is
local manager of the

the Waldo Telephone
Maine Central R. R.,
-learners from Rockland
aiso agent of the Easterm
he superintends
applies the Inn with

duties

•s

ggs and vegetables and
v > on the spot, no matter

for him and has the inr't his tongue's end.
He
is always smiling and
the time to point out the
f the spot he so dear*
'on to the shadows and
1; >tant
Camden hills; points
"untain ash which is
among the growths of
i*
unding the Inn grounds
;atest arrivals, the social
h-

I*

ost

iand deal.

t.he “man behind the
and he is there the year
,pr he lives at his attracsummer he leases to the
kept busy looking after
ottagers and the various
epresents.
made himself. When a
uda planned for him to
1 he was sent to
college
Somehow this did not
!l; und he ran
away to sea,
-me worked
steadily up
s

1

mate, sailiilg the seas
getting an experience
;
perhaps a greater help to
1

ge

was

tied

to the

“dog’s life,” but

k Harbor.

education would have

Waldo, where their home has been
The deceased leaves a husj
band, Clarence Gurney, and four children: C.
Don, Myrtle M., Clair A. and Marguerite J.,
who mourn tfie loss of a dear wife and mother.
She also leaves a sister and brother, Mrs.
Vesta M. Hasty and Charles Heath, both of
Thorndike, and who have the sympathy of
many friends in the loss of their dearly loved
sister. The funeral sermon was by the Rev.
David Brackett, with Chas. R. Coombs of Bel-

axh?.

we saw no

It

was

a

past two years. Winfield S. Waldron of
Hallowell, one of the best known psychics in
Maine, together with the other mediums, will
follow the lectures with seances. A. Belle
Skinner of New Rochelle, N. Y., has been
secured as soloist for the entire session. The
program will be as follows:
the

Sunday, Aug. 10. 10 a. m., lecture by WellC. Whitney; 2 p. m., lecture by Oscar A.
Edgerly.
Monday, Aug. 12. 10 a. m., social meeting;
2 p. m., lecture by Oscar A. Edgerly.
Tuesday, Aug. 13. 10 a. m., lecture by Florence Edgerly; 2 p. m., lecture by Wellman C.
Whitney.
Wednesday, Aug. 14—9 A. M., social meeting; 10
M., lecture by Oscar A. Edgerly; 2
P. M., lecture by Oscar A. Edgerly.
Thursday, Aug. 15.—10 A. M., entertainment
and G. A. R. day exercises; 2 P. M.. lecture by
Oscar A. Edgerly; 4 P. M., business meeting
of the corporation; 7.30 P. M. concert.
Friday, Aug. 16—9 A. *M„ social meeting; 10
A. M., lecture by Wellman C. Whitney; 2 P.
M. lecture by Oscar A. Edgerly.
Saturday, Aug. 17—10 A. M., lecture by
Wellman C. Whitney; 2 P. M., lecture by Florence Edgerly.
Sunday, Aug. 18—10 A. M., lecture by Oscar
A. Edgerly; 2 P. M., lecture by Oscar A. Edgeriy.
Tests will be given each day from the platform by Mr. Whitney, Mrs. Edgerly and Mr.

reguL.r

other way.

taking kindly to the prescription, I started one
morning with my family for a day in the
woods.
As usual Bobby trotted happily along
day turned hot, then
We drove a colt, seldom
hotter, then hottest.
starting her out of a walk. After driving
about three miles, we stopped beside a brook
for an hour or more. Horse and dog went into
the water for

a

The

splash

and

plunge,

then

we

and walked the colt three miles
farther, to another brook, where we spent the
afternoon in the woods. Bobby was comfortable, and as happy as any dog could be that
jvas tied to a tree when he might be hunting
squirrels, rabbits and sheep.
When we started for home the heat was
terrific. W7e drove carefully and slowly, but
Bobby panted distressingly, as a dog will on
such a day. We passed the R. F. D. man as he
stopped at a box; we quickened our pace a little to get on ahead of him; the heat, that little
spurt of speed and the dust from it, proved too
much for poor Bobby. As we looked around
at him he lost his footing and fell exhausted.
He was not “dragged” and in my opinion he
was not “strangled.”
He was simply overcome by the heat and died from it, as did several dogs on that same day. We brought
water and tried hard to save him. We were
sad, we were solemn, we were sorrowful, for
“with all his faults we loved him still.” But
realizing that the accident, sad as it was, very
probably saved Bobby from an ignominious
death as a sheep-killer, we were soon reconciled. Wishing to keep the matter quiet until
we had filled his place, since we felt that Bobby had been a protection, we did not unnecessarily spread the news of his loss; and so it
was with amazement that far and near “I saw’
it in the paper” and read the story of how,
harnessed

upon

reaching

home

(presumably

from my of-

|

Waldron.
Additions to the program will be announced
from time to time during the week.
The officers of the corporation are: President, Mark A. Barwise, Banger; vice president,
Mrs. Maria W. Williams, Providence, R. I..
secretary, Maud McFadden, Fairfield; treasurer, R. A. Packard, Northport; superintendent
of grounds, Collins McCarthy, Belfast; directors, B. M. Bradbury, Fairfield; A. H. Blackington, Rockland; Dr. Marshall Parks, Bradford
N. H.; S. P. Strickland, Bangor; Adelee A.

Montefiore, Waterville; A. D. Champney,
| Rockport, and Nellie M. Kneeland, Somerville,
Mass.

GRAY CAPTURED IN BROOKS.
_

Admits His Identity, but Denies all Knowledge of the Murder.

of

Mr. and Mrs. Clarence E. Frost were guests
Mr. Frost’s parents in Pittsfield last week.

Mrs. James Nickerson and daughter Agnes
last Thursday to visit in Old Town.

is

Mrs. Freeman Snow of Frankfort has been
of Fort
Kent.

Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Poor and two

home,

William K. Keene returned home recently from a visit with relatives in Rutland.
Mass.

Mr.

Mr. and Mrs. M. B. Smith returned last Monto their home in Hartford, Conn., after a
visit at Pearl Brook farm.

are

sons

visiting relatives

0. Crockett of the Naval Construction

Department at Newport News is the guest of
of his sister, Mrs. Fred S.
Hutchins.
in

Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Wallace of Vancouver, B.
C., are visiting Mrs.L. 0. Eucklin, his sister, and
Mrs. Warren E Marsh, his niece.

and Mrs. John Shuman and children of

MalHon

Mass

are

crnoete nf his fothor

VI

y

V

Mr. ar.d Mrs. Herbert Morey and children
spent a few days in Morrill recently with
Mrs. Morey's sister, Mrs. Anson Leonard.

S. Shuman.

Charles H. Brier of New York is spending a
short vacation with his family on
Northport

Mrs. Albert Robinson, who has been the
guest of her sister in Bucksport, returned
home last week.

avenue.

Mr. and Mrs. Arthur D. Roumner of Boston
arrived last Thursday to visit Mr. and Mrs. C.
E. Owen.

Mrs.

William C. Thompson of New York
arrived and opened her cottage on.
the South Shore, Northport, for the season.

City

Mrs. A. E. Miller, Harvey Miller and Miss
Pauline Miller of Bangor are spending the
summer

Reynolds and little daughter
visiting Dr. and Mrs. Eugene

F.

at

Mary Fowler of Unity arrived last
Saturday to visit Mrs. George E. Johnson at
the Battery.

Mr. and Mrs. S. L. Averill have returned to
their home in Fort Fairfield after spending
several weeks in Winterpott and Ocean Park.

Mr. and Mrs. Edward H. Kelley and son
Edward G. of Bangor are spending a few days
with relatives in Belfast.

2 Leach

was

known

as

a

man

of

unusual

Rockland, Maine, Heights

spent last Thursday with Mrs. M. E. Haugh,
accompanying her daughter, Miss Florence
Walker, as far as Rockland.

Mrs. C. B. Hall and Mrs. Cora Butterfield of

business ability and integrity. For over 12
was with Charles W. Morse at his
sales stables on Franklin street. He was al-

years he

Winthrop, Mass., arrived yesterday and are
guests of Mrs. Annie H. Richards, Cedar
street.

P. Palmer of the Boston Globe.and family,
Bayside for their annual visit. The
Journal had a fraternal call from Mr. Faimer,
B.

ome

in Great

Tuesday.
Mrs. L. B. Linnekin and her cousin. Miss

Lucy Walker of Rockland, arrived Wednesday
to visit her sister, Mrs. Lister A...Wilson, at
Poors Mills.
%

Mr. and Mrs. Bert Knight and child have reto their home in South Manchester,
Conn., after a visit with their pare: 3, Mr.
and Mrs. Albert Knight.
turned

of

was

frequently

an

racing

Friday
employment as

j

Stone & Webster, Boston.

Seven Star Grange of Troy had a full meeting Saturday evening. It was “married peoples night.” B. L. Myrick was in the chair and
Mrs. E. D. Sidelinger was lecturer. The program included readings by Mrs. B. L. Myrick
and Mrs. J. W. Luce; story telling by W. L.
Gray; music by Mrs. Coffin and L. L. Rogers,
and pantomine.
The refreshments consisted
of sandwiches, pie, doughnuts, coffee and lemonade.

Rev. David L. Wilson and his son Donald
left Wednesday to spend August in New York
city. Mr. Wilson will supply the pulpits of
the church of the Good Shepherd, at 66th
street and Broadway, and the Huguenot Presbyterian church at Pelham Manor.
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Arts and

Senator Gartlner arrived home from Washand will devote

busy

a

sum-

to campaign work.
It is understood that
his services will be required in the Presiden
tial campaign after the Maine battle is over.
Rockland Courier-Gazette.
mer

Mr. and Mrs. Wm. M. Randall received

a

telegram Tuesday evening from Rock Springs,
Wyoming, announcing that their son Tom was
ill with typhoid fever. They are awaiting
additional news and are naturally very anxious.

Works.

Among those from Waldo County who at
tended the Summer School in Castine were
Lillias G. Ford of Park, Martha A. Small of
Thorndike, Jennie M. Weob of Thorrdike,
Helen Philbrick of Thorndike and Mira Porter of

Wmterport.

COBBOSSEECONTEE

YACHT

CLUB

Entertains ct the Annual Reception and Ball.
Mr.

day

on

Alfred Johnson went to Augusta Mon-

business, returning Tuesday.

Monday

evening he attended, by invitation, the annual
ball of the Cobbosseeeontee Yacht Club at
Cobbosseeeontee, the largest social event
the season in that district. Besides the

Lake
of

large summer colony people came in launches,
automobiles and special electric cars from the
neighboring towns and cities. Hobbs orchestra
of Lewiston, a dozen pieces, furnished excelThe

lent music.

dancing

pavillion, with

was

in

a

large

open-

good floor, situated on an
island in the lake, which is fifteen miles long.
The party was a gay one and dancing was kept
up into the small hours. A supper of several
veranda of the
courses was served on the
air

a

hotel, which is huilt

nut

ovrr

thp waters nf the

lake, and the beams of the full
with those from the lighthouse,

moon

mingled

and

one

a

half

regular 4th order government light, revolving alternately white and
red every minute; is 24 feet high, and is
placed on a submerged rocky shoal in the
fairway of boats bound up and down the lake
and is tended during the summer months by a
regular keeeper. As many motor boats are
owned on the lake and they are extensively
used, not only for pleasure trips but for visiting from one cottage and another, to connect
with electric cars, etc., this lighi is a great
convenience. Its red chimney is of the deepshade, recently adopted by the U. S. govern
ment, and gives a much more penetrating ray
than the old red lights, which were not often
miles away. This is

William R. Marshall of Winchester, Mass.,
this city, has arrived at Northport
to spend a few weeks there with his family.
Mrs.
Marshall and son, Charles Marshall,
arrived some weeks ago and are occupying the
Howes cottage on North Shore ,for the sum-

visible at

; mer.

so

The white

J. Warren Skinner of Searsmont will

the

i sail from New York Aug. 1st for Naples, Italy,
I He will take in the attractions of that country
| and then go to Switzerland, France, Germany,
| Belgium and Holland. lie will then go tc
| England, Wales and Scotland, and on there! turn will take a steamer at Glasgow, Scotland,
j for Boston. Mr. Skinner will be accompanied,
! on his trip by his old friend and schoolmate
Franklin F. Phillips of Cambridge, Mass.
L Mr. Charles O’Connell will go to Bangoi
( Saturday to attend the formal opening of the

great

stone

a

a

distance

and

as one

tower, which is

regular automobile

Lewiston

could wish.

visible from

road between

Poland springs,

was

Augusta,
built and

equipped by popular subscription among the
cottagers through the efforts of Daniel C
Robinson, ex-Commodore of the Cobbosseecontee

j
!

|

j W’alkover shoe store of Ward & O’Connell,
! Robert C. Ward of Brockton, formerly of Beli fast, and Ralph O’Connell of Belfast are the
i proprietors. The store has a fine location on
j Central street and the outlook is good for a
splendid business. Mr. Ward has been in the
shoe town of Brockton, Mass., for over 2£
I
j years and Mr. O'Connell is a fine salesman.

the

ington Saturday,

formerly of

Mr.

nurse.

because of the illness of the authors.

Rachel Kingsbury of Belfast and granddaughters, Misses Dorothy anu Margaret
Drinkwater, are guests of Mrs. Thomas Kershner, Maple street.—Waterville Sentinel.

i

York, where she has

to have been read
Crafts in August by
Mrs. E. B. Blatchford of EJoston and Miss
Evelyn P. Morison of this city will be omitted
The papers

before

official in the judge’s stand

call.”

trained

Mr. and Mrs. Howard B. Mcllroy of Houlton
Me., and their children, Delaney and Carroll,
are visiting Mrs. A. L. Curtis.
Mr. Mcllroy is
a letter carrier in the Houlton
post office.

»

;

for New
a

John Wentworth of Freedom arrived in
Augusta Tuesday afternoon and has resumed
his duties at Morrill’s barber shop after a
month’s vacation.— Kennebec Journal.

Mrs

and

Miss Marian Bailey, who has been the guest
her parents, Mr. and Mrs Frank M. Bailey,

left last

Mr. and Mrs. Walter R. Varney (Mattie
Wiley) returned last week from a brief wedProf, and Mrs. Charles E. Paul of Chicago
ding trip and are guests bf Mrs. Varney’s arrived last
Saturday to visit their parents,
George A. Parks died about 11.30 Sunday parents, Mr. and Mrs. Frank E. Wiley.
Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Padl. They came by the
night, July 28th, at the home of his daughter.
way of Montreal and the Thousand Islands.
I ence Walker of Dorchester, Mass., returned
TV.o Rotfnct
af;~~
gusta. Mr. Parks had suffered a long illness. 1 home last Thursday after a ten days' visit with
Troy, who is still very ill, will be glad to know
He was 85 years of age.
Three daughters, Mrs. Biather’s mother, Mrs. M. E.
Haugh.
that for the past few days she has been much
Mrs. Frank Luce of Montville, Mrs. Jennie
Mr. and Mrs. William Garland of Everett, more comfortable. Mrs.
Mary Myrick, a nurse
McLellan of Lynn, Mass., and Mrs. Walter
Mass., were in .Belfast recently. Mr. Garland of large experience, is still caring tor her.
Webb of Augusta survive.
examined several pieces of shore property
Capt. and Mrs. J. W. Jones received letters
The funeral of Capt. Andrew E. Clark, who with a view to returning to Belfast, his old last
Monday announcing the arrival at Liverdied at his home on Main street, July 24th, was home.
pool, England, of their sons Lynwood S. and
held at 2 p. m., July 26th, Rev. Charles B. Ames
Mr and Mrs. Chester L. Pascall of Rock- Harold S. Jones on steamer Canadian of the
of the Unitarian church’ officiating.
A. E.
port and Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Reed Tarbox Ley land Line. They report a delightful trip.
Clark camp, Sons of Veterans of Belfast, which of Fryeburg, Maine, were guests of Hon. and
Perley Gray, who has been seriously ill at
I
was named in his honor, attended in a body
Mrs. Fred S. Walls at their beautiful cottag
the Revere House, has sufficiently improved to
and many of the comrades of Thomas H. Mar- at Bayside two days last week.
be moved to his sister’s, Mrs. Hugh Bryant, 15
shall Post, G. A. R., were present.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Lamson arrived home last Union street.
His mother, Mrs. Ida Gray,
Gladys L., daughter of C. M. and Elizabeth Monday from B?8ton. Mr. Lamson has been called here by his illness, has returned to her
Mains Richard, died at the home on Bridge in South America and Panama, representing home in Prospect.
street last Friday night.
The funeral was the Carter Ink Co., and Mrs. Lamson went to
Misses Lizzie Durham of Boston and Ruth
held Sunday afternoon, Rev. David L. Wilson, Boston to meet her husband on his way home.
Tatt of New York were guests the past week
pastor of the Congregational church, officiating.
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace R. Tarbox were week- of Mr. T. W. Pitcher.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
end guests of Mrs. S. L. Milliken and daugh- Durham of Boston will be guests of Mr. PitchNEWS OF THE GRANGES.
ter Maud, Church Street.
Mrs. Tarbox was er on their return from Winterport, where
Miss Mary Reardon of Belfast and has they are visiting.
The annual Grange field day for Waldo
county will be held at Centennial Park, Mont- many friends who are always pleased to welMr. and Mrs. William N. Todd of Portland,
ville, August 16th. The speakers will be as come her to Belfast.
accompanied by Miss Bertha I. Bird of Auburn,
follows: Leon S. Merrill, Dean of the AgriculMr. and Mrs. W. O. Fuller of Rockland an- Mass., Mrs. Tyler Bird and little daughters,
tural College, Orono; subject, Roads—their nounce the engagement of their daughter, Frances and Catherine, of
Dorchester, Mass.,
relation to Agriculture;” C. S. Stetson, State Elizabeth, to Howard G. Philbrook of Shelburne, mo.ored to West Auburn last
Sunday and
“Postal
B.
Walker
Mr.
H.
of
Master; subject,
N.
Philbrook, University
Express;”
Maine'09, were the guestB of Prof, and Mrs. William F.
State
to
“The
is
McKeen,
ReLecturer; subject,
Charles A. Stone of Schoppe.
private secretary
ways much interested in harness

at

are

weeks,

turned to her 1

has

Rev. Eugene S. Philbrook of Sanford arrived
Wednesday to join his wife and children, who
are guests of her father, Mr. A. u.
Smalley.

Northport.

Mrs. D. B. Phelan went to Islesboro Tuesday
to spend several days with her daughter, Mrs.
Bowdoin Pendleton.

Miss

Higgins

years and

1

Mass.,

Fairhaven,
Belfast.

Mrs.

are

of New

children

day

Melvin E. Wood of Pasadena, Calif., visited
his brother, S. V. Wood, in Northport, last
week.

of Brewer visited Belfast relatives the past
week.

of Portland
L. Stevens.

Mrs. S. M. Webber and two

Cove.

| ^Misses Annie May Titcomb and Gertie Curtis

George

Mrs. E. L. Stevens.

Rochelle, N. Y., will arrive tomorrow, Friday
Mrs. Frederic Wells of Chicago is the guest
to visit Mrs, S. G. Swift.
of Mr. and Mrs. G. F. Harriman at Kelley’s

Mrs. Laura C. Fletcher of Somerville. Mass.,
the guest of her sister, Mrs. H. H. Carter.

Mrs.

Mrs. George F. Reynolds of the Eastern
Promenade, Portland, is the guest of Dr. and

visiting Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Crossman

Miss Mary McGrath of New York is the
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Wm. H. McIntosh.
Thomas E. Bowker is at home from Portland
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Bowker.

where 1 have not been working since
A telephone message received by Deputy
some 20
May) I found my pet dog Bobby dragging i Sheriff Gibson at the Banger jail at 12.30
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Macllroy of Houlton
Manager under my wagon, strangled to death by dust.
were guests last Saturday of Rev. and Mrs. D.
Tuesday night from Deputy Sheriff Estes of
From that position to
;
* *he
R. T. Newell.
house today, with all
Brooks, Waldo county, was to the effect that a
B. Phelan, whose daughter, Mrs. Bowdoin Pens °f trust and
■.
honor, Mr.
! man believed to be J. Sherman Gray, suspectdleton of Islesboro, was also their guest. They
-call y rigen
Haines and Burleigh.
O. J2. Chapman Dead.
> ed of being the murderer of Naomi Mitchell
^
Capt.
’1,f‘
all left on the afternoon boat for a short visit
!lle Jnn, Mr. Smith has marI of Carmel, had been arrested and was held a
a
If sentiment is worth anything, William T. prisoner at the deputy’s house. Deputy Estes
family of girls and
Tacoma, Wash., July 28—Capt. O. E. Chap- at the Pendleton home in Islesboro.
'^arming
!
!,>us schools and
colleges in : Haines will be elected governor of Maine by 1 stated that a Carmel resident who knows Gray man, master of the ship Dirigo, on which Jack
Mr. and Mrs. James Browne, their daughter
had seen the man and said that it London made his 148-day voyage around Cape
! 10,00^-majority.
This is the feeling of promi- i personally
and Miss Alice Thorndike of Dexter,
was Gray without any doubt.
Sheriff Horn, died last night at Providence Hospital, Margaret
Deputy
came to Belfast, last Saturday with Mr. McJ nent men in various parts of the State, as re- Gibson telephoned Sheriff White at Monroe Seattle.
Body Found.
and the sheriff prepared to start immediately
! ported by four prominent Republicans of
Capt. Chapman fell ill while the vessel was Glathery in his touring car and were guests
(
rounding Cape Horn on her voyage from Bal- of Mrs. Geo. F. Ryan.
.;B*rbert Snowman, who was ; Skowhegan who toured through Somerset, for Brooks. man
Sunday they went to
in custody has admitted that timore, and gradually grew worse.
Later. The
U(\ July 21st, was found Kennebec and Franklin
counties, and they he is Gray, and that he was in Stagon’s store on
His widow is on the way here from their Rockland, returning to Dexter that night via,
Bagging. The coronor de- I
!; V* ‘")uest was necessary. The found that the sentiment, even in Kennebec ; the night of the murder, but dihies all knowl- home in Newcastle, Me. Capt. Chapman was Bangor.
Oman’s body had
59, and one of the best known skippers in the
stopped at county, is strongly against Plaisted and the edge of the crime.
Mrs. N. E. Bragg of Bangor is occupying her
whole Democratic administration.
In making
American sailing service. He had been on
t e investigation through the three counties
this coast frequently, once bringing the Shen- cottage on Park Row, Bayside, and has as
But
Beer.
Nothing
1 tlH
r entioned, the party took pains to find out
andoah to Puget Souud.
,'mperor of Japan.
guests for the summer Miss Helen Skinner of
t e strength of Hon. E. C. Burleigh, and the
wm
Today the Dirigo’s crew were paid off at
New York, July 29. The entire cargo of
Springfield, Mass., Miss Dorothy Sullivan of
xr port was most encouraging.
chairmen
The
Jack
commissioner's
shipping
office.
London
steamer
the
which
of
arrived
at
Main,
QuaranEmperor
Japan,
He h,ld been tbe c f the various town and county committees tine tonight from Bremen, was beer. There drew down $25 a month aB third mate, and Philadelphia, Pa., and Dr. H. F. Tefft, former"Of
44 years and waa the
K. London, his wife, received $15 a ly of Brewer and
Lawrence, Mass.,who has
121a) stated that there was nothing but Burleigh are 2,583 barrels of it, consigned to.large New Charmion
month as stewardess.
Lcntiment throughout the counties.
York importers.
taken up his residence in Bangor.
Bin was built
:,:'tli came with

fice

(

man

Having been ordered by my physician to
stay out of doors this summer and rest, and

behind the wagon.

Ladies’ Aid.

Mrs. Francis Donaldson of Yonkers. N. Y., is
the guest of Miss Louise Hazeltine.

The friends of Mrs. Edwin Frost will be sorlearn that she is still confined to her
home by illness.
ry to

street, Salem, Mass. She
Mrs. Alice E. Dickey of Greenville, S. C., is
was born in Swanville, Maine, the daughter of
Mrs. A. B. Meade of Natick, Mass., arrived
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. George F. Harriman
the late Jeremiah and Mary Littlefield Chase,
last Monday to visit Mrs. S. N. Rackliff and
at Kelley’s Cove.
and was the wife of Altred Goldsmith of Salem.
Mrs. R. D. Southworth.
Mrs. J. A. Fessenden is visiting friends in
For years they maintained a summer home in
Mrs. F. J. Rigby of Rumford arrived last
Swanville. She was a life-long member of the Plainfield, N. J., but is expected to arrive in
Saturday to spend several weeks at her old
Belfast this week.
Salem Universalist church, a most charitable,
home on Congress street.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Meader of Brookline,
and lovable woman and her death brings sorFred R. Poor and family, who had spent sevrow to many outside the family circle.
Her Mass., were recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. E.
eral weeks at the Elwell cottage, Little River,
husband; one brother, Melvin Chase of Swan- R. Conner at Bayside.
have returned to their home in the city.
ville; a sister, Mrs.,Gilbert Levenseller of W7alRalph Emery arrived last week from KalaRev. Arthur A. Blair left by Boston boat
do, a sister in Boston and one in Bangor, sur- mazoo and joined his family at the
Emery last
vive.
Sunday for Manchester, N. H., where he
Prayers were held at her late home homestead on Church street.
will spend several weeks with elatives.
Friday at 7.30 a. m. and the remains were
Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Gardner and little son
Mrs. William C. Thompson of New York
brought to Swanville for burial. The funeral 1 Robert B. of
Rockland, spent Sunday in Belwas held Saturday afternoon, Rev. David L.
City, has arrived, and opened her cottage on
guests of Mrs. Nannie Gardner.
fast,,the
the South Shore, Northport, for the season.
Wilson, pastor of the Belfast Congregational
Mrs. William Engell of Holyoke, Mass., was
church, officiating. The interment was in the
Mr. Fred I. Bean of Roslindale, Mass., and
a recent guest of her sister, Mrs. Frederick W.
family lot
Mr. Horace Bean of Hampden visited their
Brown. She is visiting relatives in Thorndike.
sister, Mrs. Joel P. Wood, in Northport last
Mrs. Hepsie B. Brown, widow of Hon. Simon
Rev. A. T. Ringold and family of Brockton week.
S. Brown, died at her residence on Center Mass, will
arrive early next week to spend the
Miss Annette Brown returned to her home
street, Waterville July 27th after a lingering month of
August with relatives in Belfast.
in Citypoint Monday after spending two weeks
illness of several months consequent upon a
Mrs. Louise Thomas and Joseph McGee of with the
broken hip. She had been unconscious for
family of Miss Jane W. Ferguson in
Plymouth, Mass., have returned home from a Belfast.
several days preceding her decease, and the
visit with Mr. and Mrs. S. G. Gurney, Main
end came peacefully and without suffering.
Mrs. Harry Morrill and Miss Alberta and
Mrs. Brown was born in Freedom, Maine, the ! street.
Clayton Morrill of Natick, Mass., are guests of
daughter of John Wiggin and Dorcas (Sawyer)
Miss Cora S. Morrison returned last Satur- Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Southworth and of friends
WMggin, and like her husband died at the age
from Buffalo, N. Y., where she had been
of 75 years.
in Sandypoint.
She was born December 14, 1836. day
Her useful, unselfish, and neighborly and sym- the guest for several weeks of Miss Harriet
Hart. L. Woodcock, who spent the winter in
attracted
and
retained
pathetic spirit
many Dunn.
Nassau, N. P., is expected in Bangor for a
close and intimate friends. She was loved
Mrs.
and esteemed by all.
She is survived by oqly
Lucy Keene and daughter Helen of Ven- visit, and will later spend some time at Chase
one sister, Mrs. E. 0. Howard of Boston,
The tura, Calif., are guests of Mrs. Keene’s
sister, Pond Camps, Bingham.
children of Mrs. Brown are all living, namely:
Frank E. Brown and Mrs. Alpheus W. Flood of Mrs. J. W. Ferguson. It is her first visit East
Miss Alice E. Dickey of Lincolnville returnWaterville; Mrs. Lewis A. Burleigh of Augusta I in 25 years.
ed home last Saturday after spending a week
and W. Wirt Brown of Kingston, N. Y.
L. P. Swett, local agent in Bangor for the in Belfast with Miss Ruth Curtis. Miss Edna
John A. Burrill, who was widely known Reo automobile, recently sold and shipped to Curtis returned with her.
throughout the State as a horseman, died sud- South Africa one of the 1913 Reo five-passenMiss Leonia Achorn is the guest of Mr. and
denly July 26th, at his home in Bangor. He is ger ti uring cars.
Mrs. William Haugh. She has been visiting
survived by three brothers and a sister, his
Mrs. Freeman Cook and son Russell of Som- relatives in Morrill since coming from Lubuc,
wife and daughter. Miss June, who was visit- erville, Mass., are visiting relatives in Belfast* where she has.been teaching.
ing friends in Islesboro at the time of her Mr. Cook will join them later for a visit in
Miss Marjorie Ketchen, who had been the
father’s deatn.
Mr. Burrill had been identified Monroe and vicinity.
gue^t of relatives and friends in Temple
with the horse business in Bangor for over 20
Mrs. Freeman
of
and Belfast for two
has reher

The annual campmeeting of the Temple
Heights Spiritual Campmeeting association
will be held on their grounds in Northport,
August 10th to 18th, and a specially interesting
session is expected. The speakers will include
Oscar A. Edgerly of Lily Dale, N. Y
one of
the most eminent lecturers on the Spiritualist
rostrum; Mrs. Florence Edgerly, formerly of
Los Angeles, Cal., a well known worker on the
Pacific Slope, and Wellman C. Whitney of
Springfield, Mass., who was so well received

of

Mr. George Dickey of Lincolnville spent
Sunday with Morris E. Curtis and family:

to

Mr. and Mrs. G. A. Maxim of Boston
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Harry A. Shaw.

<

CAMPMEETING.

2 p. m., invocation,
4 p. m., annual meeting

Claude B. Roberts of Plymouth, Mass., spent
Sunday with relatives in this city.

Miss Doris Shorey of Waldo visited Mrs. R.
Mosher at City point last week.

eft

The Bath Times says of the late Capt. Geo.
E. Wiggin of that city, whose death in Belfast,
July 23rd, was reported last week:
Capt. Wiggin was a native of this city, son
j of the late
(’apt. John S. Wiggin. He was educated in the public schools and when a young
man learned the sparmaker's trade with his
father. He was an expert yachtsman and his
sailing yacht-', Clique and Cruiser, were favorj ite pleasure boats for many years at Boothbay
Harbor and Casco bay among the summer res-

and others, perhaps, unthe writer. But all too soon came
the hour of parting and at little past nine,
while the fire still sent its cheery beams far
over the water, we reluctantly bade our entertainers good night, and that Mr. and Mrs.
Pitcher and their charming daughter were the
most delightful of hosts was the universal
verdict. One of the best times on record; “so
say we all.”

Saturday, Aug. 10.
presidential address;

Boston after a visit with her mother, Mrs.
Sarah R. Lewis.

H.

fast, undertaker.

known to
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are

to

for many years.

Sleeper of Wellesley

HEIGHTS

PERSONAL.

Miss Nan Bailey of Boston is the guest of
Harry and Lloyd Brown are visiting relatives
Marcia L., wife of Clarence Gurney, died
Howard Tibbetts is spending the week in
Mrs. Emma R. Ham.
in Rockport.
June 26th at their home in Waldo, aged 61
Boston.
Mrs. Julia G. McKeen is visiting her sister,
Paul
was born in ThornR.
Smith
She
returned
last
and
17
from
a
years
days.
Tuesday
Miss Susan Higgins of Springvale is
E. H. Colby, in Sunset.
visit in Boston and vicinity.
visiting
dike, June 7, 1861, daughter of the late Joseph Mrs.
her aunt, Mrs. S. R. Lewis.
and
where
Mrs.
Heath,
of
Miss Lillian Page of Fairhaven, Mass., is the
F. and Margaret Thompson
Mary Berry
Providence, R. I., is the
guest of Miss Loula A. Mason.
Joseph Williamson, Esq., of Augusta was in
she grew from childhood to womanhood. Her guest of Mrs. B. H. Conant
Belfast Wednesday on business.
quiet, unassuming ways, and genial disposition
Earl R. Daggett of New Haven, Conn., is
Miss Alma Cottrell of Gloucester, Mass., is
Mr. Stanwood Cobb of Newton, Mass., is the
won her many true friends, who remember her
visiting relatives in Belfast.
the guest of Belfast relatives.
guest of Rev. Charles B. Ames.
kindly deeds, her love and devotion to her parG. C. Lower returned last Saturday from a
Wilbur F. Blodgett returned Tuesday morn-*
ents, the humble way in which she tried to few
Rev. Charles B. Ames will leave tomorrow
days’ visit in Skowhegan.
ing from a business trip to Boston.
follow the teachings of her Saviour, to whom
Friday, for a visit to Pocasset, Mass.
^lrs.
W.
L.
of
Smith
of
N.
is
is
the
Studley
Laconia,
of
Leroy
of
H.,
Lynn, Mass,,
guest
age, and
she gave her heart when 18 years
Hon. Pascal P. Gilmore of
in Belfast and vicinity.
his grandfather, Mr. Peter F. Welch.
Bucksport returnlater joined the Methodist class. April 18, visiting
ed home Tuesday from a visit in Belfast.
Miss Beatrice Holt of Bradford is visiting
Miss Frances Weeks of Boston is the guest
1888, she married Clarence Gurney and they
Mrs. D. H. Wagner and son have returned
her cousin, Miss Elizabeth A. Kelley.
began their married life in Belfast, afterward her sister, Mrs. G. Osborne Lord.

moving

cott, Misses Russ, Quimby and others, and
when the combined voices burst forth in a
chorus there was “music in the air.”
Among the friends from out of town were
Rev. and Mrs. Harry Lutz of Newton, Mass.,
Rev. and Mrs. George S. Mills of Bennington,
Vt., Mrs. Frank Harriman of New York, Mrs.
William R. Marshall, Winchester, Mass., Mrs.
Walter Kelley, son and daughter, of Minneapolis, Miss Sara Russ of New Bedford, Miss
Sue W. Palmer, Waterville, Mr. and Miss
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banks, and show its teeth and threaten to
take the crouching, shuddering inmates, house
and all, away on its back, and they were finally
rescued in boats from these same chamber
windows. Oh, that story was great! All the
greater because the people in that house slept
serenely through the whole of it.
Occasionally these flights of fact and fancy
have come a little nearer than the Passagassawaukeag; but still, enjoying the race, I have
made no outcry. Before these brilliant reporters, with their nimble wits and nimble
pencils, on is, in a way, helpless. If you
have ever tried to eat a picnic dinner in a pine
grove on a June day you know what I mean.
But in this iliatter of Bobby’s death something
rises within me that is not quite “righteous
indignation,” not quite “unholy wrath,” and
not quite “sorrowful anger,” but which might
be a mixture of all three, seasoned with a little
old fashioned red pepper. Out of this mixture
of feelings I present to the public the true
story of Bobby’s death.
Like all living creatures Bobby b*la few
river

good qualities; but,as often happens, the structure of his reputation was built upon his many
>|-rings.
faults; and the climax of Bobby's “badness”
oinville, to Dora M. Mac- came when in the early summer he was caught
land in Lincolnville.
killing sheep—then, indeed, the last rag of
Diego, Calif., to Chester Bobby’s respectability fell away. We tied
land
and
build.'firings;
him up and gave a promise to the sheep owners
Springs.
A. Eugecomb, Hampden,
that he should never again have his liberty.
A interport; land in \V inI have been asked “If I had Bobby hitched
when he strangled.” I have
Burnham. to Rufus Rey- to the automobile
been stopped on the road and asked “how and
uu Idings in Burnham.
-i ts,
Brooks, to Hamilton E. when I strangled my dog.” “how far I dragged
md buildings in Brooks.
“If I missed my dog,” etc. I have
-'ham, Searsport, to Thomas my dog,”
been stared at, condoled with and glared at by
mui in Searsport.
y
Burnham, to Harry E. comparative strangers, as the woman who
old; land in Burnham. (2
“strangled her dog;” and at the bottom of all
this annoyance is, “I saw it in the paper.”
t i ivermore, to Flavyous
land in Prospect.
Sometimes I almost believe that in a sudden
-oo. to Lila E. Roberts,
frenzy I seized and strangled that ninetypound dog, and then dragged his body through
Brooks to Leroy E.
m Jackson.
the streets. Such is the strength of public
'atv, io Rufus E. Stone,
opinion, and the “power of the press.” But
the facts are more prosaic, although the touch
am, Boulton, to Roy J.
! and buildings in North- of tragedy remains. Bobby’s life must, after
his wicked deed, have been always a life of
.IT, Frankfort, to Lester
confinement, since no muzzle was strong
man; land in Prospect.
enough to hold him. At home he was securely
1
nity, to George W. tied, and on the road, when taken for
exercise,

hp

j

OBITUARY.

idents.
Last year he was sailing master for
Commodore Clifford. Last April he went to
i Belfast to look after Commodore Clifford’s
i new boat. He was quiet and reserved even
amnmr
his intimate friends. For some time
he had been in failing health and frequently
I
complained of trouble with his head. In his
last letter to his wife he said that he felt that
Brief remarks, which called for laughter and he did not seem to know anything about the
construction of a boat and was rather despondvigorous applause, were made by Rev. H. Lutz, ent. He was
aged 52 years and is survived by
Rev. C. B. Ames, Rev. Geo. S. Mills, Prof W.
wife and three sisters, Mrs. W. C. Dain of AuR. Howard, of Williamstown, and Mrs. H. burn, Mrs. Edward McLellan and Miss Maria
Wiggin of Bath. He was a member of the
H. Hilton of Chicago.
Among the guests Portland
Yacht club.
were some of our best musical talent—Mr. and
Mrs. Pitcher, Mr. Ralph I. Morse, Mrs. WesMrs. Priscilla J. Goldsmith died July 24th at

■
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Yacht Club.

ball was a private affair and the in itations were issued and all expenses borne by the
club, w'hich is to be congratulated on its hospN
tality and enterprise.
C. B. Kinsman acted as floor director for the
dancing and M. H. Simmons, L. L. Cooper, It.
M. Smith, E. O. Beane, C. E. Downing ana
Blaine Owen were his aids,
Those on the committee for the reception,
which was held immediately before the dance*
were as follows: Commodore and Mrs. Frank
E. Smith, Vice Commodore and Mrs. F. G. Kinsman, ex-Commodore D. C. Robinson and Miss
Louise Smith.
The

■
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BONIFACIO.

situated on the admirable Gulf of Porto
Vecchio. It has a population of 3,353.
As we sailed outof the Gulf of Ajaccio, The bay abounds in fish and curious seaand the view is magnificent. Porto
so often
uselessly compared to the Bay shelis,
of Naples and the Lake of Geneva, we Vecchio was colonized by the Genoese in
left behind us the fairest of all Corsican 1544. In the vicinity are splendid forests
towns, Ajaccio, lying like a beautiful of cork-oaks; the exportation of cork
bouquet upon the calm surface of the forming the chief industry. The ancient
fortifications of the old Genoese town
tranquil waters.'
The wild and troubled beauty of the were built of red porphyry. The adjahigh mountains, the harmonious wind- cent hills are green and fertile, approachings of the c untry roads, the exquisite ing the sea which they overhang. There
softness of the tints upon hill and dale, is an excellent road northwards to Ghisand the transparent light, all denoted the onaccia, the terminus of the railway. It
perfect charm of southern landscape. follows the coast in certain parts with
We were on our way to visit three of entrancing views seawards, then steeply
Corsica’s seaport towns, Fropriano, Bon- undulating to Pont du Travo.
ifacio and Porto Vecchio.
A good night’s rest aboard the “LiaThe graceful white ship, “Liamone,” mone,” to be awakened in the early
so christened in honor of one of the furimorning by the rattle of the anchor
ous rivers, short-coursed and deep-chan- chains in the harbor of Bastia.
In a few
nelled, of this Isle of Beauty, makes this hours’ time we shall leave Corsica, pertrip fortnightly, running to Bastia in haps forever, but what we shall never

TYPEWRITER EXPORTS.

Suits

time for the Italian

crossings to Leghorn. forget is her unrivalled scenery, her
We enjoyed the rough, broken outline grandiose natural aspects, her sunny
of the island coast, clothed everywhere climate, and the hospitality of her sturdy
with its wealth of evergreen maquis. At sons and daughters. This surpassingly
6 p. m. we dropped anchor in the Bay of beautiful little island merits the attenValinco and hailing small boats were tion of all travellers, for to know Corsoon

on

Tiny

way to the shore and supper.
Projiriano, with its scant populaour

tion of 2,000

souls,

is one of the most

Grace C. D. Favre.

Bonifacio, Corsica,

flourishing ports in Corsica. Briar wood
pipes, corks, macaroni and cigars are all
manufactured here and shipped in quite
appreciable quantities to the Continent.
There is a regular boat service to A iaccio,
Bonifacio and Marseilles, which is liable,
however, to be interrupted by a maritime
strike, which is one of the drawbacks to
For this
a projected sea-trip in Corsica!
world is sadly honeycombed with anarchy

June 23, 1912.

DEMOCRATIC

f>« c0 okBook with

Oil Cook-stove

very stove.

The leaders of the Republican party
know- that they cannot successfully assail
the financial record of the Plaisted administration. The endeavor they have
been making to defend the record of the
!
Fernald administration and to belittle
what has been done in the way of paying the debts which it left behind it has
not met with success. The debts have
been paid by a Democratic administraand crime.
tion and the tax rate has been reduced.
1 he valiant Corsican natriot SamDiero Economies have been introduced in the
of State departments and
Corso di Bastelica landed at Propriano, managementand
institutions
the results speak for
at
the
head
of
CorJune 12, 1564,
twenty
themselves. Waterville Sentinel.

alscP^cnven^o

All dealers sell the stove. It is handsomely
finished in nickel, with cabinet top, drop
shelves, towel racks, etc. Long chimneys, enameled turquoise-blue. Mcde with 1, 2 or 3

|

I

JR

10 covet
cost

-1_

burners.

—

STANDARD OIL COMPANY OF NEW YORK
NEW YOFK CITY
ALBANY, N.

BUFFALO,

N. Y.

Y.__BOSTON,

termined

to

twenty-five Frenchmen,
appeal to the energy

of

patriotism

the

deand

to defend

islanders

their beloved country from the yoke of
the hated Genoese. Sampiero sent away

some of
them speak more
others; for instance, the veto
of the Children’s hospital resolve, which
compelled the friends of the institution
to get out and hustle for private subscriptions in order to keep it open for the

than

sulphurous springs

Vicarious

of Baracci,

excellent in

the cure of rheumatism,
gout, and gastro-intestinal troubles. The
season is from June to September.

crease

more

Marquis of Tuscany. It sustained a
memorable seige from August 14, 1420.
to January 5, 1421, against Alphonse V.,
King of Aragon. Charles V. visited Bonifacio in
second

1541,

on

his

return

Algerian expedition.

from his

Bonaparte

spent Eeveral months in Bonifacio in
1702. His house is still pointed out with

pride to travellers, though
crumbling into ruins.
The staircase of the King
in

it is

fast

cut

For
For

of

Aragon

1911.$2,712,641

1912. 1,809,081

88
65

$4,521,723 53
1909.$1,2S6 651 55
1910. 2,143,156 47
02
53

Fernald total. 3,429,808 02

Difference.$1,091,915
more

than

a

51

million dollars lower

under Fernald. Nor is that all.
In addition to the increase of more than a
a million dollars in the direct tax on the
people there was increase in other taxes,

railroads, corporations, automobiles,
memorable seige of 1420-1421. Others etc., amounting to over $500,000. Hence
IU101CU
I-'
O.KX‘“t-,
contend it is a relic of prehistoric times.
ministration the total tax levy has been
The Church of St. Dominique, with its
$1,600,000 more than it was under the
octagon belfry, was built in the XIII. Fernald administration. Who couldn’t
century, by the Knight Templars. There pay bills with all that money to pay
them with? But whose bills? 'The peoare some old paintings
and interesting
ple’s. The appropriations were all for
ancient woodwork.
the general benefit. Whose money? The
In. the Church of St. Francis, built in people’s. They pay their bills out of
their
own pockets.
But in the face of
YT V f'ontnrv
i<a t k o fntvtk
4-k^
the facts the claim that the Democratic
on

X

gentle Mousignor Raphael Spinola,Bishop administration has “reduced”
of Ajaccio, who died at Bonifacio August
laughable. —Portland Press.
17, 1457.

taxes is

ENFORCEMENT AGAIN.
charming excursion to the
famous marine grottoes, St. Antoine,
Last week, to show that the DemoMonte Pertusato and Sdragonato. This cratic administration had not kept its
latter is the most important, and bears promise to enforce the prohibitory law,
I stated the conditions in Bangor, and
in the stone ceiling of one of its caves, a
have no doubt but some persons who
miniature representation of the outlines read the editorial said that
liquor was
of the island of Corsica. A strange freak sold there under a Republican adminisof nature which always elicits the won- tration.
No one can
it, but it happened
dering admiration of tourists. These that during dispute
the summer and fall of
grottoes can only be visited if the sea is 1906, when a Republican governor was
calm. If good weather, one should also in power, 1 had occasion to visit Bangor
As my business
visit the Isles Lavezzi, so sadly celebrat- nearly every week.
took but a short time, I had the most of
ed by the wrecking of the French frigate,
the day to myself and walked about the
La Semillante, in 1855, with seven huncity a great deal, and time after time I
dred and seventy-three soldiers she was would be there without seeing a man
who showed the influence of liquor.
conveying to Crimea. The small island
I was told by two men in the fall of
of Cavallo is literally infested with wild
1907, one a grocer whose store was not
rabbits!
On this island, as well as at far from Hancock street, and the other a
San Bainzo, there are the remains of prominent official, that the sale of
liquor had been driven out of the prin«ome old Roman quajries.
cipal places and was confined to ArmeThere is a superb view over the Gulf nians and other
foreigners. This was
of Santa Manza from the ancient Con- still under a Republican Governor and
the
while
vent of St. Julian, founded, it is believSturgis deputies were working.
St.
Francis.
From
the
ed, by
lighthouse
But what is the condition in Bangor
of Capo de Feno the panorama is starttoday under a Democratic administration? I was in the city a short time
lingly beautiful.
In roaming all over the world, from ago and met a man on Exchange street
who had just come out of a saloon so
the Golden Horn to the Hellespont,
drunk he could not walk straight, and
Egypt and the Soudan, Palestine and the within a rod I saw two young men
Holy Land, Iberia and America, Ger- staggering along the sidewalk. The lid
was surely off!
many and the Northland, I have never
And what is true of Bangor is true of
found one place to equal" Corsica in her other cities and towns in
Maine, if
wonderful savage grandeur, and in the newspaper reports can be relied upon.
possession of all that goes to make life In short, the regularly elected or apnot enforcing the
worth the living. Delightful, indeed, is pointed officers are
law in these places and it
prohibitory
the Scented Isle of Rest!
is generally known they are not, but no
Our sight-seeing over we hastened on effort is made by the administration to
board the “Liamone” again and set sail compel them to do so; on the contrary,
who were zealous in enfor Porto Vecchio, which we reached in some deputies
forcing the law are deputies no longer.
less than two hours. Porto Vecchio is a —L. P. Evans in the Piscataquis Obsercharming little seaport town, beautifully ver.
There is

a

m

Des Moines Solves the
Cost of Living.

High

is carried into effect under the Des Moines
plan and the closer union that exists be-

people and

their

representa-

tives.

Although the city is the center of the
agricultural district in the world,
the prices of vegetables, fruit and garden
stuff were so high that necessities were
fast becoming luxuries. For instance,
potatoes at one time reached $3.00 per
bushel. All kinds of produce was selling
at prices much higher than the average
richest

for former years, some of the advance
being due to unfavorable growing conMost of the

ditions.

high

cost

was

due

adding a
large per cent: to the cost of his produce
to cover delivering charges, clerk hire,
Truck gardeners were
rent and profits.
not able to peddle their products from
to the

necessity of

the dealers

house to house because the grocers would
then refuse to buy their surplus stock.
The discussion of the high cost of living
became a fad. The newspapers featured
the

subject,

lower. It is estimated

that the average reduction has been about
per cent. Citizens from all sections
of the city patronize the market, scores

ports of American typewriters to the
United Kingdom will be between $2,500,-

it had its share of attention
The Mayor and Commis-

in the pulpits.

took the matter up. They announced that the little plot of lawn at
the City Hall would be opened as a
sioners

a

week

over

one

hundred farmers

at the market. In a month it had
become so popular that more than a hundred farmers were selling direct to the
Dec Moines housewives and the wagons
stretched for thiee blocks along the curb
In many instances the
on market days.
old

prices

were

cut in

half,

in others the

G. A. R. EXCURSION TO CALIFORNIA.

The veterans of the Civil War are
their annual National En-

planning for

j|j
;

St

1

that the low cost of

possible for

the

living

will make it

city

to grow and meet
his increased demand for workmen as his

business prospers.
The market is now operated three days
a week on the East Side and three
days a
week on the West Side.
In

assured
as

the
the

same

attention

and

comrades themselves

|I

qualities.

E

Goes farthest, t
loaves to the barn.

|
|
I

today-

■

I
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Kingdom, calender

year 1911.
United States.$15,268,557
Germany. 2,065,840
France.
421,319
United Kingdom (typewriters only).
131,814
Germany’s exports under this head

to the United States.

Most;

campment, which is to be held this year will receive.
in Los Angeles, Calif., during the week
The arrangements provide for leaving geria. Germany, and the United KingSept. 9th to 14th. This meeting has not Portland Sept. 2nd, arriving in Los dom, with smaller amounts to the United
been held on the Pacific coast since 1903,
Angeles the afternoon of the 8th with States and certain of the French colonies.
on
which occasion the Department of
special stops at Denver, Colorado Springs
Maine conducted an excursion party and Salt Lake
INDIAN KILLED ON TRACK.
City.
which numbered about 100.
Near Rochelle, 111., an Indian went to sleep
on a railroad track and was killed by the fast
It is well to reflect that immediately
PITTSFIELD PERSONALS.
express. He paid for his carelessness with
following the Civil War, the pioneers
G. E. Pettengill was in Belfast on his life. Often its that way when people
who opened up and developed the reneglect coughs and colds. Don’t risk your
business Saturday.
sources of the Middle West and Extreme
life when prompt use of Dr. King’s New DisL. J. Sanderson and family of Troy
West, consisted very largely of those
covery will cure them and so prevent a danthe
veterans.
of
from
the
ranks
were
in
town
Wednesday.
coming
“It completely
gerous throat or lung trouble.
At this late date many are interested in
Miss Carolyn Ward visited over Sun- cured me, in a short time, of a terrible cough
visiting old scenes and old friends and all day with relatives in Unity.
that followed a severe attack of Grip,” writes
indications are that this meeting will be
J. R. Watts, Floydada, Tex., “and I regained
Clarence E. Frost of Belfast has been
memorable in affording an opportunity
15‘pounds in weight that I had lost.” Quick
in town for a few days on business.
50 c. and $1.00
safe, reliable and guaranteed.
becoming more and more rare each year,
Mrs. Alvah Wyman went to Unity Trial bottle free at all druggists.
for comrades of the East and West to
Tuesday for a visit with her parents, Mr.
mingle together.
A good old-fashioned story of the Civil
and Mrs. H. N. Fernald.
H.
Wm.
Department Commander,
War is told by Charles Askins in The
and
Mrs.
T.
M.
Griffin
Miss
daughter,
Holston of Westbrook and Ass’t Adj.
Youth’s Companion of July 25th. Its
General F. A. Motley of Woodfords are Marion Griffin, have been occupying a
title is “Carrying a Message Through
and
at
relaSandypoint
in
all
of
sections
the
effort
cottage
visiting
bending every
the Bushwhakers”—an enterprise reat Stockton SpringB.
State with the hope that more than tives
quiring as much resolution on the part
usual interest will be aroused, and that
Mrs. Susan T. Porter and granddaugh- of the bearer as the famous
“Message to
Maine will send a delegation of such ter, Miss Minnie Porter, have gone to
Garcia.”
Windermere
Park,
where
Unity,
they
numbers as will be creditable to the
will be guests of Mrs. Porter’s son,
Maine Department and arouse a sense Prof. F. Addison Porter of
Boston, who
of appreciation from our comrades on is occupying his summer home at that
place.—Pittsfield Advertiser.
the Pacific coast.
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COE-MORTIMER
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tions in the calendar year 1911:
Exports of writing machines, computing machines, etc. from the United
States, Germany, France, and the United

being sent

’«*«>!

JACKSON & HALL, Belfast Agents.

BELFAST

000 and

of the exports of writing and computing
machines from France are sent to Al-

OROcT^B

FOR SALE BY YOUR

will tell you to use E. FRANK COE FER’l IL1ZERS: Ms
in the Best Equipped Faitory in the Country at Belfast.

[<|

announcements, the consists mostly of computing machines,
public are cordially invited to join with and are chiefly sent to Austria-Hungary
the G. A. R. comrades on this trip and and Russia, a very small proportion
are

I

They

E

their official

courtesies

j

LET YOUR CROPS DECIDE1

1857

FOR;

1

DRUG

as

BURNHAM
On and after June

26, 1912, trains connectBurnham and Waterville with througl
trains for and from Bangor, Waterville, Portland and Boston will run as follows:

ing

at

The

a.m.

r. m.

Belfast, depart.
City Point.

6 55
12 25
t7 00
U2 30
Waldo .*7 10
tl2 40
Brooks. 7 22
12 52
Knox
t7 34
tl 04
Thorndike. 7 40
1 10
7
48
1 18
Unity.
Winnecook. t7 58
tl 28
1 40
Burnham, arrive. 8 10
Clinton. 8 28
Benton. 8 38
3 05
Bangor.. 11 35
Waterville. 8 44
2 14
Portland. 11 50
4 50
Boston. 3 15 pm 7 55
TO BELFAST
P.M.

Boston

A.M.

7 30

—-

Portland. 11 10

7 00

Only Successful

Destroys

It

KltOM BELFAST.

the

No Nausea or iNo Confine^

r.M

320
t3 26
>3 36
3 47
13 5S
4 05
413
t4 20
4 30
5 20
5 30
6 06
6 35
8 16
11 26

No Prostr ation

c

General

health impi
Health;
beginning.
ings, skilled physi
tior.al and hone
and a comfortaU

|

1

THE KEEL.EY i
151

Congress St.,

F

TELEPHONE
--1

WR«Ka^irne»KaKsfwai

A.M

10 00

~~

P. M
a.

Waterville.

Bangor
Benton

Clinton.
Burnham, leave.
Winnecook.

Unjty.
Thorndike.
Knox.
Brooks.
Waldo.
City Point.
Belfast, arrive

1 20

m

7 15
6 45
7 20
7 28
8 25
18 35
S 44
8 52
t9 00
9 15
t9 25
t9 35
9 40

9 50
9 56
10 04
10 25
110 35
10 50
11 00
til 10
11 30
‘1140
til 50
11 55

4
1
4
4
4
t4
5

10
60

I

17 j
27
45 I
56 I
04

M2
20
5 35
to 45
15 55
6 00
to

'Flag station.
Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at
$5.00 from Belfast and all stations on Branch
tl. D. WALDRON, General Passenger Agent
morris McDonald,
Vice President & General Manager,
Portland. Maine.

EASTERN* STEAMSHIP

CORPORATION.

McCall’s M
and McCall
Far Worr
Have More Friends
magazine or pattern:reliable Fashion to
million one hi:
homes. Besides si.
designs of McCall P.
is brimful of spark!
and helpful informat;

one

■

Save Money end Keep in
for McCall’s Magazine at
a year, including any c
McCali Patterns free.

cents

McCall Patterns Lend
simplicity, economy and
dealers se’l McCall Pattern
makes combined. None hip!
from your dealer, or by ru.v. :r
1

McCALL’S MA
236-246 W. 37th St.

BANGOR

cai u

were

J

Milled from seh
Red Winter Whe
own
special p-c,
richest in brea

i

W. C.

|

municipal market. It was regarded as otherwise sell.
The supremacy of the United States
an experiment, and many of the officials
The market will contribute greatly to in thp PvnnrtnHrtn
twrum/ritpra
were skeptical as to whether it would be
the growth and prosperity of Des Moines.
machines
and
cash
puting
registers is ilsuccessful. The first four or five farm- It assures
people intending to locate here lustrated by the following table showing
and
lawn
the
on
ers drove their wagons
that living costs are at the rock bottom. the
exports of this class of machinery
sola vegeiaDies irom tiie
Manufacturers are assured that their from the world’s leading commercial naThe next day the number doubled.
Within

1

:

1

$3,000,000; to France, about $1,- j
500,000; to Germany approximately
$1,300,000; to Russia in Europe, about
even driving down in automobiles to
$750,000; and to all other Europe, a little
make purchases.
over $2,000,000. Nearly
$1,000,000 worth
Democracy reigns supreme. Mrs. will go to Canada, about $500,000 worth
Banker and Mrs. Laborer elbow their to
Argentina, $300,000 worth to Mexico
way good naturedly through the crowds.
and Brazil, $400,000 worth to Australia
The variety of produce that can be had and
other
British Oceania, $200,000
at the market is
constantly increasing. worth to the British East Indies, $100,You can buy meats from several dealers. 000 worth to
Cuba, and about $500,000
The farmers bring in their home-cured
worth to various other countries located
meats—milk, cream and butter can be in every part of the civilized world.
had at lowered prices. Owners of orThe extent to which American
typechards are greatly benefitted by selling
writers are finding favor even in the
cider produced from their second grade
great manufacturing centers of Europe
apples that could not have otherwise as well as in less advanced parts of the
been marketed in this season of plenty.
world may be inferred from the growth
The thrifty housewife dresses a few in
exports by countries in the period
chickens in order to piece out her pin 1S97-1912 covered
by the official figures.
money; some prepare dairy dishes, others Taking the 10 months ending
April, 1S97,
have choice pastry that finds a ready and
comparing the exports during that
market. Surplus canned fruits from farm period with those of the
corresponding
homes meet with favor. A small boy, months of the current
year, those to the
tiring of his pet rabbits, found an envi- United Kingdom increased from $619,380
ous boy who was willing to
exchange his to $2,137,297; those to France, from $80,savings for a pair of furry pets.
222 to $1,105,609; and those to Germany,
The market place has stopped the agita- from $201,369 to
$1,095,121; while those
tion as to the high cost of living.
It has to all other
Europe increased from $142,convinced our people that they can secure 591 to
$2,301,465. In the same period our I
their food supplies of the best quality
exports of typewriters to Canada indirect from the consumer without the
creased from less than $27,000 to $745,possible chance of a combination of mid- 714; those to Mexico, from $20,000 to
dlemen.
$263,222; those to Argentina, from $10,The producers are benefitted as they 950 to $331,849; those to Brazil, from
are always sure of a market for all
they $3,557 to $248,470; and those to the
raise; they can find a market for a num- British East Indies, from $6,498 to $157,ber of small products that they could not 240.

workman will hp nrnnorlu nnnrioli^H

I

Tell Flour is extra
nutritious.

extra

Washington

Kfi

I

Flour

35

Dubuque, Iowa, July 29, 1912. The
municipal maiket opened here not long
ago is heralded by Des Moines as an
instance of the efficacy of the commission
It demonstrated
form of government.
the readiness with which public opinion

tween the

was even

on

I

Bread made frorr

street just oft >'ain street. I have :
double hitches, buckboards, etc. Careful drivers if desired. Y,,
age is solicited. Telephones—stable 235-2, house 61-13.

V

such as

Canada, Argentina, and
Australia, this class of manufactures
finds a large and g-owing market.
Basing the figures for twelve months upon
the 10 months’ figures
already compiled
by the Bureau of Statistics of the Department of Commerce and
Labor, the exever,

following

$3,429,808
Plaisted total.$4,521,723

Or

the chalk cliffs in a single
night, says the legend, by the intrepid
soldiers of the warlike King, during the

was

For
For

and reap-

been in a state of high
development. In
certain of the newer
communities, how-

eduction

WilliamTi.il

^

mowers

Is situated

I

am]

PRESTON’S

^

Jl

keep8

them^weM

to about

$27,000,000;

*

makes

j

£ Livery, Boarding & Transient St

Most of the typewriters exported from
the United States are sent to
Europe;
where business and
industry have long

r

dren love, it
them fat and

!

These figures do not include automobiles,
year’s exports will amount

$4,000,000.

State

are not
year. The
Fernald administration received in its
first year, 1909, the three mill tax levied
At dawn next clay we were on our way
in 1908.
The rate fixed by the legislate Bonifacio, so aptly called “the Corsi- ture for 1909 was the
same, three mills,
can Gibraltar.”
and it became available in 1910; so that
for
the
two
the
Fernald adminisyears
A succession of enchanting views
tration had the revenue of six mills on
charmed us as we proceeded leisurely
the dollar of property. To provide for
along, reaching Bonifacio at 6.30 a. in. necessary extraordinary expenditures,
Bonifacio, with its fortifieu ‘own, is per- such as the State house renovation, new
Feeble-minded, care of pauhaps the most curious and original in all Home for the
rate for 1930 was raised to
pers, etc.,
Europe. It is perched upon a narrow five mills. But by the same
process the
peninsular, formed of chalk cliffs, wnich proceeds did nut become available until
At the same time the Democratic
descend perpendicularly into the sea from 1911.
Becalmed during a week Legislature of 1931 increased the rate
a dizzy height.
for that, year to six mills and fixed the
in June, 1833, in the narrow straits of
rate for the present year at four mills.
divide
Corsica
from
which
Bonifacio,
Consequently thp State treasury has reSardinia, John Henry Newman wrote ceived eleven mills in the two years,
•he hymn, dear to all English-speaking which, compared with the six mills of
the preceding biennial period, was an infolk, “Lead. Kindly Light.’’
crease of more than 83
While
per cent.
The approach to Bonifacio by sea is the treasury will have to get
along next
The precipitous cliffs, bathed year with the four-mill levy of the year.
very fine.
And still they claim to have reduced
in the rosy morning light, the old town
taxes,and brag about their great achievewith its narrow sunless streets and its ments
in paying the State’s bills! Anybeautiful Pisan Cathedral and loggia, in- body could do that. Even a
tyro, let
vite the tourist to speedy exploration. alone such a great financier as Lament
A.
Stevens, could do it. It is as easy as
The harbor itself resembles far-off Norrolling off' a log. Put in another form,
way. Bonifaeiohasa population of 4,118. the direct State tax for the four
years is
It was founded in 828 A. D. by Boniface, as follows;

available until the

$

III

which will approximate $2o,000,000; j
and threshers, which will
approximate ,

than three times as much.
a

©iiu,UW,WU

ers

luioiru

As well known, the proceeds of
tax assessed for any given year

hun-

Legislature, which enacted just one bill
This bill provided that the
into law.
Secretary of State should furnish a ballot box for each voting precinct in the
State, over 600 in number, with a suitable lock and key to each. These boxes
and the
were to be sent by express,
whole expense is to be paid by the State.

of which the

the galley which had brought them, and treatment of the poor little sufferers.
That kind of economy does indeed speak
when his followers demurred and anxiousfor itself.
One of the claims in behalf
in
ly asked where they might find safety
(UiimuiOU flllUll
lO
lld(
“the tax rate has been reduced.” Not
case of an attack by the Genoese, the
much unless a 25 per cent increase can
stern warrior laconically replied: “In our
be called a reduction. It was nominally
swords!’
25 per cent, but actually the mresent adWithin a distance of two miles are the ministration had the benefit of an inmt

one

that this class of
exports doubles in | The bill further provides .that within
every five years.
For the entire period i twenty-four hours after an election the
from 1897 to 1912 the
aggregate expor- ballots cast shall be sent to the Secretation of typewriters of domestic manu. tary of State and that the express |
charges shall be paid by the town. If a
facture has been $83,694,356.
recount, or an examination of the ballots, j
This rapid development in
exports of is desired in any town a journey to Autypewriters is typical of many other in- gusta will be necessary at the expense of I
tricately constructed and delicately ad- the persons whose interests are involved, j
to $78,454.13. They passed an
justed machines of American manufac- amounting
They passed an appropriation bill a
ture. Of cash registers, for
example, order for the delivery to each member of a
the exports increased from
$813,096 in bound copy of the record of their impor1900, the earliest available year, to ap- tant proceedings. This is a book of 266
pages, printed in double columns of very
proximately $3,500,000 in tjie current fine type. They then drew their mileage
fiscal year; scales and balances, from and per diem and
adjourned.
The whole performance was a political
$381,886 in 1897 to $1,000,000; electrical
which
cost
the State for primaappliances, including telegraph and tele- whistle,
ries, printing, elections and the direct
phone instruments, from $3,631,759 in
expenses of the Legislature itself, about
1902, the first year in which a separate $20,000.
record was kept, to

u^jjiUAiniaurij

Yes. and

loudly

nearly

$11,000,000; sewing j
machines, from $3,340,241 in 1897 to
*74*74>74*74 »T4 *74*74tf4 *74
$10,000,000; printing presses, from $649,- ►T4
'10 in 1891 to $3,000,000; and
machinery
of all kinds, from $29,442,884 in 1897 to

MASS.

—

sicans and

referred

ir
old-fashioned ffl
delicacies that chi|. I
su

are

I

j-

5 ce
mailin

They

lature.

and bread and

dred other bills to the next Legislature
thus illustrating their ideas of the application of “good business principles.”
They did no new construction worthy of
mention.
They called a Special Session of the

ly stated, will approximate $12,000,000.
From these figures it will be observed

Everybody

New Ber/eeticm

TAXES

This will necessitate an emer1912.
gency bill early in the next Legislature
for approximately $120,000. They referred
twenty-eight State pauper bills, amounting to nearly $18,000 to the next Legis-

the 15 years covered
by the official record. In 1897 the total
exportation
was $1,453,117; in
1902, $3,302,191; in
1907, $6,274,439; and in 1912, as previous-

It suits the most exacting French chef. It suits the housewife. It
is found in luxurious villas—in camps—in farms—in humble city homes.
Everybody uses it; everybody likes it It is the all-round stove for all
the year round. It bakes, broils, roasts and toasts as well as a coal range.
It is equipped with a special heating plate, and we sell the New Perfection oven, broiler, toaster, and pancake griddle—each specially designed for use with the

sica is to love her!

They cut down the appropriations
for charitable, benevolent and eduinstitutions nearly one:ational
half.
They made no appropriation
the year
for Free High Schools for

during

The New Perfection Oil Cook-stove

ECONO I

!

Washington, D. C., July 29, 1912.
The United States leads the world in the
exportation of typewriters. In the
single month of April its exports under
that head exceeded one million dollars in
value as compared with
$138,232 in
April, 1897, while for the complete fiscal
year which ends with June the total will
be about $12,000,000, or 8 times as
much
as in 1897, the earliest
year for which a
separate record of this trade was made
by the Bureau of Statistics.
The growth in exports of
typewriting
machines has been
steadily maintained

1! I T

DEMOCRATS
MIZED.

THE

TOW

LINE

Not*— H»mple

Belfast and Boston, $3.25
One Way. $6.00 Round Trip.
TURBINE STEEL STEAMSHIPS BELFAST
AND CAMDEN
Leave Belfast at 5.00 p. m. for Boston daily.
For Bangor at 7.30 a. m. daily.
Leave Boston at 5.00 p. m. daily.
Leave Rockland at 5.15 a. m. (or on arrival
of steamer from Boston) daily.
FRED W. ROTE, Agent, Belfast,

Maine

Copy,

McCall’s Magazine

Journal,
advance.

?

an

|

year ea>

one

F

SOI Tl
that he hr-

Announces

to

For Sale

Premium C«»i-ri-

diseases of the

rye, i ar. Nose

.

AND RtfRAI
Office

hours—10

m.

a.

t

7 to 8 p. m., and l\

One

of

rooms

and

a

bath.

and cold water in six
rooms.

resi-

Belfast—containing

dences in
12

the finest

Hot

sleeping

Excellent closet and

storage accommodations. Fine
stable connected.

particulars apply

For other

CORNER CHURCH AND i
Telephon

$25 Reward
1 will give the above nant.
evidence to convict the p.>
broke into my cottage at 1‘
the dates of April 25th and

Belfast, April 15, 1912.—16tf

TRUCKING.
I am prepared to do all kinds of trucking.
Furniture and piano moving a specialty. Leave
orders at the stable, corner of Main and Cross
streets, and they will receive prompt attention. Telephone connection
W. W. BLAZO,
* 126 Waldo Aveaue, Belfast.
14tf

\

WILLI A

Belfast, May 30, 1912-22

to

Chas. F. Thomoson.

cfrrecticr.

NOTICE
Guaranteed
i inq,

worn

parlors

over

kinds of Har

Shiro's Store. F1

MISS EV

23tf

TO
to

t

h

ST-

A tenement of seven room
city water, all in good repair
tlon at 40 Cedar Street,

premises

ygfliC*

w

and Facia

Shampooing

full line of all

in Clnr

s

11*;

-d**
j
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|,|

rest

on, and so we followed suit:
and the whole of our line sprang forward
with the battle cry of the 6th—A
long

mil AN NOMINA flONi
r,

blinding flame, burst from the whole

PRESIDENT.;

R

length of the enemy's works, a horrid
crash and a terrific storm of
grape and
raniater and bullets tore through and
through our ranks, and many of our
brave boys went down before its fury.

H. TAFT.

WILLIAM

It

PRESIDENT,

.»

SENATOR,

works

c BURLEIGH,
.D0,H
^
til J*TA.

;

(

LRNOR.

\

war

laid

Now,

all of those
few hours ago

attacked the rebels in the most

we

bloody hand to hand conflict of the war.
Bayonets slid into strong men’s bosoms
until the point dripping blood emerged

from the hack. Gun stocks went crashing through quivering brains, smashing

M T. HAINES

! skulls to the chin, and some not content
^
KKULLE.
with their murderous weapons threw
them down and drawing their knives,
\ I. TO CONGRESS,
slashed into each other, howling all the
j while like maddened wolves.
GOODWIN
This is no imaginary sketch. I saw
all this with my own eyes, and am ready
HGOAN.
to assert it, at all times.
The enemy,
! dismayed and frightened by this display
-i NOMINATIONS.
of
I
fighting quality, broke and fled, many
I of them toward the river, but far the
-cnator,
greater part to their left, which as yet
of Winterport. was unassailed, our line not extending
far enough in that direction, leaving in
Sheriff,
our hands 350 prisoners, 4 guns and one
of Montviile, stand of colors.
But the battle was not
11> Attorney,
over, for the eneifly, strong still in their
of Belfast, rifle pits on their left, opened a raking
fire down the length of our line which
ge of Probate,
proved very destructive, and perceiving
of Belfast, the smallness of our
force, only 300 men,
•cr of Probate,
advanced heavily upon our right, my
the
extreme
of Belfast. company being
right company. My officers had both fallen and I
commissioner,
took command.
“Boys, do not yield a
of Waldo. foot we will soon have
reinforcements,”
and the noble fellows
;ity Treasurer,
fought like
of Belfast wounded tigers at bay, but the enemy
was too strong, and they pushed us back,
Nominations,
foot by foot, the resistance being so
of Belfast.
stubborn, that our guns actually hit
of tjnit>- those of the rebels, as we thrust them
Good God!
Had we
°» Searsport. forward to fire.
of Liberty, got to give up the fortifications after
once winning them at so heavy a cost?
of Prospect. Where was the 5th Wisconsin? We did
■man,
not serve them so at St. Mary’s Heights.
We followed them so closely that part of
our boys were ahead of them.
c
of
Oh, it is
dreadful!
When will they be here?
Station.
Such thoughts as these swept, through
our minds,
as we fought on, on, on.
Would they ever come? My boys actually
tne
Hi n
oi.xm Maine
cried with anger at being obliged to give
ation reunion held in
way, for since we had been soldiers, it
■roft, July 10th, the had never happened before.— Hurrah! A
gives the following cheer went up from the glorious old 5th,
W. H. Coan of Dexter as bursting like a living torrent over the
entrenchments, they came to our aid,
! i.blished in the Ban- and
throwing ourselves upon the ground
r luring the war:
exhausted, while tears of joy flowed
ifoul of the enemy from every eye, we let the boys of the
u
up into line of 5th leap over to take our places. —Simulrs
from the tith taneously with the 5th Wisconsin came
general, and our j the gallant 5th Maine and 121st New
■antly deployed and York, who rushed upon the enemy’s left
th. direction of the and carried those works with a rush;
un11 to be strongly and the victory was won —the enemy
banks of the river. i being either captured, or driven into the
the enemy's skir- river and then shot in the rushing waters.
dted and connected The result of this victory was 4 guns and
>f .the brigade on stand of colors, 1600 prisoners, 2000 stand
:
'he brigade upon i of small arms, and one bridge train.
was done the order
upon the enemy,
ARE EVER AT WAR.
whole line over the
There are two things eVerlastingly at war,
rebel works, our left
joy and piles. But Bucklen's Arnica Salve
my company, being
! will banish piles in any form.
It soon suba wood with the rest
had a good oppor- ! dues the itching, irritation, inflammation or
i:e whole affair, which ; swelling. It gives comfort, invites
joy.
ourselves of.
! Greatest healer of burns, boils, ulcers, cuts,
ie soon
ran into the
bruises, eczema, scalds, pimples, skin erupand a scattering fire
tions. Only 25 cts. at all druggists.
pened from both sides.
tile puffs of smoke as
ABANDONED CATS.
p from the muzzles of

t
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U
f;io

pi,,

that the demon of

laughing men of but a
were
changed into devils incarnate.
V\ ith howls of revenge, they rushed
up
the slope, the enemy’s fire
growing hotter and hotter, and the men falling at
every step, and leaping over the earth-
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neray was bless••ailed a beautiful
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av ordered to adskirmish line, and

ni:i two hundred
line, and lay down
that the enemy
.Gy with murderous
ir Gen. Russell now
'King at the works.
Gen. Wright came
him.
“They may
mtil doomsday, but
i.e enemy out of it,
Kissell, “it ought to
To which the aidTt would be a haz“0, no,’’ said
irling his moustache
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exclaimed,

deploy

the rest oi

"iide the skirmish line,
'■rival of the 5th, charge
>rk>.”
How my hearl
I heard the command,
St. Mary’s Heights,
ini prove equally hare
1 Knew
also that a soldier’s
'’".v. and I drew myself up
••
"wing that my friends
1 1
for me.
We were a
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thrown forward upo

It was the intentio1
'i ’-vc should stop till th a
fl,rih Wisconsin came up
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She.

rjHich u'
? <6 it,
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ither anxious to shari
l,r
misunderstood th<
ls K°me
mystery abou ;

*annot solve. The Genera [
have tried, but al I
is> that we saw the

bov«'
i®Cers
•5 Jsnow

music,

hummin' birds an’ butterflies,
An’ I among ’em kneelin’;
’T would even give to Heaven, I think
A kind o’ homey feelin’.
—Alice E. Ives, in Harper’s Weekly.
An’

MEN FALL

FLYING

victims to stomach, liver and kidney troubles
just like other people, with like results in loss
of appetite, backache, nervousness, headache,
But
and tired, listless, run-down feeling.
there’s no need to feel like that as T. D.
Peebles, Henry, Tenn., proved. "Six bottles
of Electric Bitters” he writes, "did more to
give me new strength and good appetite than
So tney
all other stomach remedies I used.”
Its folly to suffer when this
help everybody.
great remedy will help you from the first dose.
Try it. Only 50 cents at all druggists.
%

A healthy

man

is

a

king in his

own

right;

an

man an unhappy slave.
For impure
blood and sluggish liver, use Burdock Blood
Bitters. On the market 85 years. 81.00 a hot*
tie.

unhealthy

There are those,
however, who although they are on the spot all the year
round, do not see Maine in its vacation aspect. The sea is to them, not a wondrous j
stage setting for their holiday, but a
wall, a barrier,. shutting them in from
the rest of the world,
cutting them off
from many of the comforts, not to
say

“The coast women are busy, too,”
said Miss Powell, modestly overlooking
the enormous amount of work that she
herself covers week in and week out,
“They must keep house, besides often
doing the man’s work about the place.
Often wood must be cut as well as food
cooked, if perchance either is to be had.
Father and the big boys are out with
and many
the tide before daylight,
times the breakfast of the little ones
cannot be cooked until the mother has
wielded the axe, or broken the brush for
burning. The water must be brought,
often from a distance, and used with

Housekeeping, always a task
economy.
of foresight and planning, is inexpressibly wearisome in the absence of every
modern convenience, and with a waste
j of water between you and the base of
all supplies.”
And it is this waste of water that the
j
good missionary ship, Sunbeam, will
traverse in good weather and bad, indefatigably, at all seasons of the year, establishing a bond between the scattered
where the summer colonist does not
pene- hamlets of the coast, and bringing all
trate; inaccessible places where even in under one parish.
vacation time there is little change from
the humdrum routine of all the year? It
and Drunkenness.
is for these places that the Maine Sea
Coast Missionary Society has been estabAmong the many radical changes of
lished. And it is among these people
theory, sentiment and action in progress
that the Rev. Hannah Jewett
Powell, among us, some of the most marked and
the only woman coast missionarv, spends
beneficent are in connection with the
her life.
There is
use of liquor as a beverage.
ORGANIZED SIX YEARS AGO.
surely need in this direction, for there
Six years ago two Congregational is no greater problem pressing for soluclergymen, who held coast pastorates, tion than that presented by the saloon
seeing the great need of a larger work and the customs which centre in it. The
along the coast, organized the society, evils are numerous and virulent. Drink
with headquarters at Bar Harbor. The represents a menace to the human race
organizers were the Rev. A. M. Mac- that cannot be exaggerated. It is the
Tlnnald
nrpsidpnt- thp Rjv
A
P Mnn
taproot of many other evils, which would
It
Donald, secretary; Thomas Searls, treas- ! disappear if it were destroyed.
iiuuxe
SOLE PROPRIETOR AND MANUFACTURER
aim
urer; Henry A. Brown, vice-president, &LriK.es at Liie weiiaie
and others.
It wastes
The vice-president is the school, of church and State.
missionary-in-chief, who is constantly in wealth, and corrupts the commonwealth.
the field, and his right-hand man is a It breaks the laws of God and man.
It
BOSTON-and-NEW YORK
woman.
Miss Powell ha? now been with is the great enemy of women and chilthe society for more than two years—“in dren.
In incites to crime, produces disin
the field,” as she says, summer and win- ease,
overwhelms
poverty, and
Extreme measures
ter. There are, in addition, a board of spreads insanity.
directors and volunteer workers,especial- are necessary in dealing with the liquor
ly during the summer months. Among problem, because its evils are extremely
the volunteers this summer are Miss M. great and numerous. No half measures visit condemnation and
disgrace, not
D. Cheney, a teacher in the Deering tan ov rthrow brewery and distillery, simply
upon the few inebriates, but
High school, Portland, Me., and Miss because their power is so vast, their upon all drinkers.-Zion’s Herald.
Eva B. Ammidown of the Charlestown organization so complete, and their
Accidents will happen, but the best
High school. Alfred Homes Lewis of oolicy so vicious.
regulatBut hopeful.progress is being made ed families keep Dr. ThomaB’ Eclectic Oil for
New York, one of the directors, also will
Two sizes 25 and 50c. at
emergencies.
give a part of his vacation time to the :oward sobriety and abstinence. Never such
oefore in the history of the world were all stores.
summer’s work.
The activity of the society extends diere so many and so powerful agencies
along the coast east and west of Bar it work for temperance as today. The : THE SCHOOL SOCIAL CENTER.
I
Harbor, 100 miles in each direction, and ittitude of the common mind toward |
In the August American Magazine
has been greatly facilitated this season,
iquor is everywhere changing, and, on
apthanks to the generosity of Mrs. John S. ; :he whole, decidedly for the better. The pears an article about Edmund J. Ward, 1
Kennedy of New York, by the gift of a ! ixtraordinary efforts made by the liquor creator of the school social center idea,
fine sea-going yacht, appropriately chris- nen to advertise their goods (and this i which has spread to many States. Foltened :the “Sunbeam.”
The nrst boat billboard profanity ought to be prohib- lowing is an extract from the article:
used by the mission was the “Hope,” a
ted) are themselves clear evidences that j “The Rochester School Board had in
3S-foot auxiliary sloop drawing six feet ;hey realize the strength of the tide that 1 hand an appropriation of five thousand
s
But one of the j dollars to pay the expenses of beginning
of water.
She did pioneer work under
rising against them.
We shall appreciate it very much if
you buy your Coal
Capt. H. E. White, but was rather cum- most hopeful signs is the spreading con- | the wider use of the public school build®
of the
bersome, and was replaced by a 45-foot fiction that the evil lies, not so much in ings and grounds, for a blind man could
yacht, the “Morning Star, a gift of the | irunkenness, as in Lbe habit of drinking. see that all that half-idle, conveniently
late Bishop Alexander Mackey-Smith of Formerly only the man who got drunk, located public property should be put to
Philadelphia. This is still owned and who made a beast of himself, was con- some larger use, and they were looking
used by the society, but is not fitted for lemned. Simply to drink liquor in “mod- for a man to take charge.
“Mr. Ward had been director of the
In
the necessarily rough winter work, and sration” was an innocent pleasure.
The Coal strike is settled and the prices for Coal have w
this, in turn, has been supplanted by the ieed, it was generally held to be a real toughest recreation field in Buffalo and
President
of the Directors’ Association
as
it
was
thought to be a need“Sunbeam,” which was launched and necessity,
W
have been fixed as follows:
christened at Camden, Me., last April, ed stimulant, a veritable “life giver.” there, acting pastor of the Church of the
Stove and
and entered upon her summer cruise un- There was no vice or harm in merely Convenant in Washington, organizer of
per ton
der the direction of Miss Powell.
drinking reasonably; it was a part of the Men’s Ciub in Silver Creek; bad seen
“
Chestnut
8.00
And what is the “work” that goes on good manners and an aid of digestion. eight years of football and other athleall the year round, varying with the sea- The passing cup meant good fellowship. tics; had won highest oratorical honors
“
Peal
6.50
The man who did not drink was held to at college and thrown the champion
son only as the habit3 and needs of the
of
“
Cornell. He spoke of
There was no dis- heavyweight
coast people vary, from summer to win- j be mean and selfish.
7.25
ter? Miss Poweil herself best answered i grace attached to the use of liquor until some of these experiences. Then—he
‘I’d
remembered.
walk
across
the
contithe
of
excess
was
reached.
Not
that question when she gave to a Herald j
These
are subject to 25 cents discount
point
per
to work on that job,’ he said, ‘but I
representative the routine of an average until reason was actually dethroned, and nent
ton on all bills
within 30 days from date of
can’t take it; I’m black-listed.’
And
the
brute
became
was the drinkmaster,
day.
he told why he was off the faculty at
er put to shame and visited with condemDiscount not allowed on
less than ton lots. The
MISS POWELL’S AVERAGE DAY.
Hamilton.
nation.
“An average day with me,” she said, !
above prices are for coal put in cellars or on street level
“That would be the end of the story
The ancient error is still widespread
“would include anything from cooking
among us, doing vast injurj, especially if the president of the School Board
within city limits. Coal taken at plant 50c. per ton less
^
my own meals and meals for some sick to the young, but public opinion is fast hadn’t been George M. Forbes.
Dr.
than above prices. Dpstairs 50c. more than above prices,
person, to studying, visiting, conducting turning toward the position that the evi| Forbes looked at Mr. Ward. Then he
services of all kinds—children's clubs, lies
chiefly, not in drunkenness, but in said: ‘You've had the training. You see
Two flights 75c. per1 ton additional.
Special attention
mother’s meetings, and so on. During 1
If in addition to these
It is seen, for one thing, that the possibilities.
drinking.
has
been
service
dividthe past year my
; if there were
coal outside
limits at satisfactory
given to
no drinking, there would qualifications we can get a man who is
*
ed among four is.ands— Head Harbor be no drunkenness.
It is also clearly willing to sacrifice himself for what he
prices.
island, where I was resilient fou- months; realized by an ever-increasing number, believes, I think he is the man we want.
*
one month with Miss Cheney at CrowYou will see that we are still selling the genuine Old
that crime, pauperism, and insanity are If you’ll prove that last statement as to
ley’s island; two months in the coldest of i produced, not by a few drunkards, but why you’re leaving Hamilton, I will
Lehigh Coal exclusively that gave such comthe winter at Little Deer Isle, and Outer
by the common habit of drinking. What favor your appointment by the Board.’’
Long island, where I was called the last supports the saloon, the foul source of
“That was how Mr. Ward became the
satisfaction
the past year, and we hope to receive
plete
of May to tide over an emergency caused ; numberless ills and
woes, are not the hired man of all the people in the city, j
order
for
this
coal this year. Ail orders
a
teacher
for
the
your
by a delay in securing
few drunkards but the many drinkers. not simply the hired man, the minister of |
plantation school.
shall have our prompt and careful attention in preparaWhat imprisons women in poverty and one variety of ‘the good people,’ the !
“I arrived at 6.3d one evening, after robs children of
blessings is not, as a proiessor oi a tew selected youth, out
tion and
travelling from 6 in the morning. The rule, drunkenness but drinking. We are the community hired man, on the job of
two
in
homes
was
visiting
spent
evening
to see clearly that there can be serving folk in getting their money’s
coming
Good wood of all kinds sold at reasonable prices.
The nexi day
where death had entered.
no wise moderation in the use of what worth in acquaintance and understandI officiated at the two funerals, one in is
in
wholesome
and
the
recreation
and
All
use
ing,
joy
wholly
always injurious.
the forenoon, one ii the afternoon, the is abuse. The
point of excess is passed of democracy.
second occasion of the kind in the whole when
“And
at
the
end
of
the
two
is
The
real
danpeoyears
drinking
begun.
history of the island.
not in the third glass, but in the ple’s school buildings all over Rochester,
Bankrupt’s Petition for Discharge.
“4 ffi.i' tl-idf T frunc.'Vit frViiJ cpVmrtl rtf AA 1 ger lies,
The
railroads
first.
do not say to their ! some of them equipped with gymnasium,
**
si
;
In the matter of
j
pupils for three weeks, alone, and then men: You must keep within the limit | library, games, motion picture machines,
Albert R. Fellows,
In Bankruptcy.
finished the term in connection with the rif mivlo otinn hut than rln (>nmmQn(l
were being used as common
citizens’
Bankrupt,
)
*
regular teacher. During the time, I also You must not drink at all. The trainer common council chambers, centers of
conducted the services of the church, of athletes does not tell his men: You neighborhood; and it was being demon- To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the
District Court of the United States for the
had a third funeral, a wedding and made ! must refrain from
drunkeness, but he strated that people of all creeds, parties
District of Maine.
My orders are often prac- does lay down the stringent rule: You and incomes are just folks, and enjoy
many calls.
R. FELLOWS of \Yinterport, in
tically ‘sealed.’ I just live among the must wholly abstain. For every real getting together as they used to in the. theALBERT of
Waldo, and State of Maine, in
people, and do with my might ‘whatever drunkard there are a thousand drinkers, little red schoolhouse back home. The said County
District, respectfully represents, that on
It may be prayers
my hands find to do.
THE MERRIAM WEBSTER
who feel sure that they never took a American institution had developed: the the 15th day of June, last past, he was duly adwith the sick; it may be closing the eyes
judged bankrupt under the Acts of Congress
drop too much, never having been in- Social Center.
The Only New unabridged dicof the dying; it may, as the other night
to
that
he
was
at
has
sur“It
about
this
time
that
Goverduly
relating
bankruptcy:
toxicated, and yet, they .have lessened
tionary iu many years.
rendered
all his property and rights of properafter school, making bread for the chil- their industrial
nor
Charles
E.
a
citiat
Hughes
spoke
capacity, exposed themContains the pith and essence
dren in a family from which I helped selves to
ty, and has fully complied with all the requirein
of
Rochester
and
said
zens’
banquet
down
their
cut
chance
disease,
ments of said Acts and of the orders of Court
of an authoritative library. I
bury the mother last spring.”
of recovery, and multiplied mistakes Mr. Ward’s work:
touching his bankruptcy.
This busy and versatile woman, whose and accidents
Covers every field of knowl.
am more interested in what you
‘I
so
called
their
moderate
Wherefore
he
That
he
be
decreed
by
prays,
may
are doing and what it stands for than in
activity consists partly in preaching, but use of liquor.
edge. An Encyclopedia in a ;
by the Court to have a full discharge from all
more of the time in practicing what she
else
in
the
world. You are debts provable against his estate under said
I single book.
In view of these facts, the time has anything
and other Christians preach, has not only come to teach that the evil
Acts, except such debts as are exThe Only Dictionary with the
lies, not buttressing the foundation of democra- bankruptcylaw
from such discharge.
that keen sympathy for the women of
by
cepted
chiefly in drunkenness, but in drinking. cy.’
New Divided Page.
Dated this 19th day of July, A. D. 1912.
the coast that expresses itself by pitch- We must make tie “moderate” drinker
2700 Pages.
ALBERT R. FELLOWS, Bankrupt.
400,000 Words.
Clubbing Offers. The following clubbing
ing in and helping at the household tasks, realize that he is doing himself great inORDER OF NOTICE ThtREON
6000 Illustrations. Cost nearly !
but that other sympathy that underoffers apply only to subscriptions paid in adand
evils
serious
his
jury,
bringing
upon
half a million dollars.
stands the difficulties of their life and
neighbors. And, above all, we must vance; and when payment is made it should be District of Maine, 3s.
Let us tell you about this most
the needs of their spirit.
Whether the
On this 27th day of July, A. D. 1912, on readstated what premium, if any, is desired. It is
men be farmers or fishers—and many are
remarkable single volume.
ing the foregoing petition, it is—
also necessary to say that none of these publiOrdered by the Court, That a hearing he had
both—the daily routine of the women is
Write for sample
are
mailed
with
cations
The
Journal
or
from
upon the same on the 6th day of September, A.D.
Over
arduous, and where the husband, brother
pages, full parthis office. We have to pay for these publica- 1912, before said Court at Portland, in said Disor son follows the sea, is often fraught
ticulars, etc.
trict, at ten o’clock in the forenoon; and that
tions one year in advance, and they are then
with anxiety.
Humphreys’ Specifics have
1
notice thereof be published in The Republican
Name this
sent from their respective offices to our subAWED BY TREACHERY OF THE SEA.
been used by the peopie with
Journal, a newspaper printed in said District,
and
paper
scribers. Our clubbing offers are as follows and that all known creditors, and other persons
“The treachery and the awfulness of satisfaction for more t.v.u BO
we
will
in interest, may appear at the said time and
for one year's subscription paid in advance;
the sea have sunk deep into the coast
send free
years. Medical Book sent free.
place, and show cause, if any they have, why
women’s hearts,” said Miss Powell.
a
set
of
and
The Journal and Farm
Home.$2.00 the prayer of said petitioner should not be
The Journal and Tribune Farmer. 2.26 granted.
Pocket
•‘Tossing out there in wind and storm, No.
Price
for
The Journal and McCall’s Magazine..... 2.10
with cruel rocks ail about, is Jim or
And it is further Ordered by the Court, That
Maps
t Fevers, Congestions, Inflammations.25
The Journal and New Idea Magazine. 2.25 the Clerk shall send by mail to all known crediJack. The baby wakes at midnight in
2 Worms. Worm Fever, or Worm Disease..25
in
our
The
included
oftors
of
said
and
adthis
order,
publications
clubbing
of
copies
petition
the grip
croup. Miles of darkness and
3 folic. Crying and Wakefulness of Infants.25
fers may be sent to different addresses.
dressed to them at their places of residence as
water stretch between the baby and the
4 Diarrhea, of Children and Adults.25
The publishers of the New Idea Magazine stated.
7 Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis.25
doctor’s help—and that help may be too
Witness the Honorable Clarence Hale,
u
Toothache, Faceaehe, Neuralgia.25
have advised us of an increase in their subYVhat wonder that few of
late after all.
Judge of the said Court, and the seal thereof,
?> Kieadache, Sick Headache, Vertigo.25
and a consequent advance in at Portland, in said District, on the 27th day of
the coast women, lost as they would be
scription
price
i Dyspepsia. Indigestion, Weak Stomach.25
away from it, really love the ocean or
clubbing rates, and The Journal and New Idea July, A. D. 1912.
3 ( roup, Hoarse Cough, Laryngitis.25
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
take delight in it. The human interest
[L. S.]
are now $2.25.
1
Halt Rheum. Eruptions, Erysipelas.25
*
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
overshadows everything else.”
15 Rheumatism, or Rheumatic Pains.25
The publishers of McCalls magazine have
Attest:
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
visits
The periodic
of the Sunbeam on
William Lincoln
16 Fever and Ague, Malaria. .25
sent us this notice: "The subscribers may
her regular beat, summer ar.d winter are 17 Piles, Blind or Bleeding, External, Internal.25
Ex-Veterinary Inspector Bureau of Animal
select their free patterns within 30 days after
19 Catarrh, Influenza, Cold In Head.25
a godsend to these isolated dwellers of
Industry IT, S. Department of Agriculture.
the receipt of their first magazine by making
the coast. More of the coast is charted 20 Whooping Cough, Spasmodic Cough.25
to come within this beat than can be 21 A sthrna, Oppressed. Difficult Breathing.25
a request on an ordinary post card, stating
VETERINARIAN!
25
Kidney Disease.
visited regularly on account of the still 27 Nervous
that the pattern desired is a free pattern to
28
TREATS ALL DISEASES OF ANIMALS
Debility, Vital Weakness.1.00
inadequate equipment and the lack of 30 Urinary Incontinence. Wetting Bed.25 whicn tney are entitled.”
Hospital, Pharmacy and Office,
34 feore Throat, Quinsy__
35
77 Grip, Hay Fever and Summer Colds.25
SPRING STREET,
BELFAST MAINE
Harsh physics react, weaken the bowels,
Masonic
Bold by druggists, or sent on receipt of price.
will lead to chronic constipation.
Doan’s
Never Closed.
Hospital
HUMPHREYS’ HOMED. MEDICINE CO., Comer
Regulets operate easily. 26c. a box at all
This Winter
1 William and Ann Streets, New York.
■tores.
t/12
Telephone 64-3
Residence 69-11
Phones—Hospital 69-18.
necessities of life.
The summer
storms, that to the visitor are so picturesque, are to the native only forerunners
of those a ore formidable storms of winter, when supplies are hard to get and
traffic is difficult and dangerous. The
isolation, that is an added charm to the
summer camper, is a very different matter after the summer camper has departed. What, then, of tnose sections
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Half-Century.

The first thing I will ask for—
An keep on asking’, too—
Will be an old-time garden
All shinin’ with the dew,

‘.cut. Col., who was in

'•

clothes,

If God gives me no garden
In answer to my prayer.
But just keeps me a-waitin’
Till I get over there,

you

Thousands of people
have said

DICTIONARY

Like elf horns blown in dreams.
They’re swayin’ now before my eyes
Till each a presence seems.

i

j

names are

tho?kfleon W7Ui

)

INTERNATIONAL

Low pinks and bouncin’-betties,
marigolds in rows,
Wree, snowy, sweet alyssum,
An’ dainty button rose.

The very

“dT0W"

___~

*

month.f°r *1"

Why, you won’t ’eed nothin’ else”
ea8‘” M well as of the
Far East. To the city dweller who
has
there is 'nt°xication in
u
that flash
of blue sea in the
sunshine,
its leaden-colored
fury in a storm, and
the life saving fragrance of
earth and

--_3

NEW

An’

White phlox like girls in weddin’
Red poppies swayin’ light,
And perky, gay snap-dragons
In velvet coats bedight.

Missionary

I——

imep iag»@e
WEBSTER’S

umvL/jDii.

The gate that hung a bit awry
For little feet a-swingin*.
The sod beneath the lilac bush
With early violets springin'.

may storm those
that you can take |
the storming party
li immediately deshe 5th Wisconsin tc i
"
i “have them come
le,” were the parting
d as the aid wheeled I
speared in the gloom

li

uiviy-i

I want the old-time garden,
The dear sweet-scented flowers.
With yellow bees a-buzzin’
Through all the peaceful hours.

re

ir-

In

persons are those whose kindness of
heart and respect for the conventions of
society are never in question at other
times. The Society for the Prevention
of Cruelty to Animals admits that it is j
helpless in the matter, as far as legal [
prosecutions are concerned. The offend- |
ing family usually offers the plausible
defence that the cat ran away or that
arrangements w ere made with somebody
to feed it.
Moreover, there is the ruling
of the court that the cat, from its habits,
is a wild and not a domestic animal.
But these things do not prevent the
abandoned cats from making the midnight vocal, nor from raiding garbage
cans.
And the medical experts say that
stray cats are carriers of disease and
thus a menace as well as a nuisance to
a
The Animal Rescue
community.
League, which is now the official cat and
dog catcher of the city, is destroying
i superfluous Boston cats at the rate of
i 30,000 yearly, hut even this high rate
does not meet the requirements of the
summer situation in some sections.
If
| those who abandon pets cannot be
reached by law’ they ought to be shamed
j by public opinion into some understand: ing
of
their responsibility.—Boston

regiments

aid-de-camp

large.

every community there are such cases
each summer, and often the offending

■■

•'

some way of reachthe many families who
the summer, leaving the

punishing

go away in
family cat behind to wander at

them with.” Ominous
> in and I could not re■t threaded from my
I
ny fingers, for well
two regiments he ;
>’> isconsin and 6th Maine,
shoulder to shoulder
itties, and I felt that I
'ailed upon to meet
r. nor was I mistak•iiades of nignt were
:y, and darkening |

fv

and

Woman
time, but the society hopes for increasing means to meet this need. Whatever
aims to supply,
Who Visits Isolated Ports In
Maine on is needed, the Sunbeam
be it medicine, books, helpful service of
Yacht Sunbeam.
the hands or spiritual ministrations.
[From the Boston Sunday Herald.]
“The Islands and the Coast Our Parish,
The cummer vacationist who
is the heading on the printed statement
goes to
tW0.WeekS. or his two of the purposes of the association, which
months, or longer, is apt to get Maine include the establishment of a circulating
into his system. When (he
bank departsame season library and of a savings
comes round the
the encouragefollowing
year some- ment for the young men,
thing in him begins to stir, to wake to ment of the boys and girls of the islands
clamor; and the subtle scent of pines to obtain an education and to form Sunwafted for a second
Bpecial
from-r.obody knows day school classes. In the summerservices
where-or the whiff of an east
wind in emphasis is given to out-of-door
the city, brings back with a
the
Sunbeam
ruBh all the and to picnics, in which
allurements of that wonderful coast.
plays an important part.
WORK OF THE COAST WOMEN.
!!muyou ve ’eard the East a-callin’,
A

West*j

DR. E. S. WEBBER.

___

....

DENTIST

Room 5,

WEARtffte RUBBERS

I

Temple.

—-

_-C.

■■

•..

_■_■■

The Republican Journal

exodus of those gentry,'but for a long
The News of Brooks.
time in going about San Antonio at*
Mrs. L. C. Cilley ia still an invalid, with but
night it was expedient to carry a cocked
revolver in your hand and keep to the little change in her conditions
middle of the road.
Hugh Morrill is helping Robert Stiles get
the hay at the old farm. They mpke a lively
feAST BELFAST.
, pair.
Drusilla Roberts is sttil in the hospital at
Miss Fannie Mulholland of Lubec is a guest
Bangor and little change is noted in her conof Miss Julia Leary.
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Sumner Maddocks is convalescing after
severe illness with pneumonia.

a

Yes,

it has

and is rot
TBo

f

become

likely

to

evening.
Nearly all social functions, except those held
out-of-doors, are suspended and all societies are
called off until longer evenings and cooler

anthnriHps

be
nf

land, where he has been attending an auto
school, and will spend the summer with his

well read.

MplrftSP.

Mass..

parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Bowker.

Jiave ruled that hens shall not be allowed
tto roam at large, but may be kept if the
Board of Health will issue a permit, to
Now if a Yankee genius
-cost 25 cents.

muffler for roosters,
be attached at night and

will invent
that can

a

re-

breakfast, there would be
objections to keeping hens in town.

As the case stands today, Mr. Haines
is the champion of the policy that refuses to have anything done to redeem
Maine from her long-standing disgrace
■of maintaining a statute for a high moral
purpose and allowing any communities
■that want to—and there are many of
them—to ignore it.— Lewiston Sun.
Of

the Lewiston Sun

course

that Mr. Haines stands for

and will go from there to her home, after
vion oi several weens wicn ner

one

moved after
no

Mrs. Perley Stanley and son Sherwin of
Cranberry Isle motored to Bangor Wednesday
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Geo. A. Leavitt,

knows

nothing

of

the kind.

parents.

The Ladies’ Aid of Trinity Reformed church
will meet tomorrow, Friday afternoon, with
Mrs. E. 0. Pendleton, to make plans for the fair
and entertainment to be given in a few weeks,
|
j They are working hard making aprons, fancy
; and useful articles, for this sale.
| Mrs. Edith M. Graves arrived last week from
Los Angeles, Cal., for the purpose of disposing
j of her share of her father’s estate, the Benj.
Black place, on Searsport avenue. On her way
east Mis. Graves visited the following places
of interest: Grand Canyon of Arizona, Luray
Caverns in Virginia, Washington, D. C., Philadelphia, New' York and Boston. She will return via. Montreal, the Great Lakes and the
Rockies, over the C. P. R. R. While in Belfast
Mrs. Graves is a guest of Mrs. T. L. Shute.

an

interesting write-up by Winon

Pike, represented the old 5th district
Congress for eight years, and his wife
was the author of “Ida May,” "Caste”
■and “Agnes,” the first named an anti■slavery novel, published soon after
''Uncle Tom’s Cabin,” having a large
sale. Calais is also the birthplace of
Harriet Prescott Spofford, the well
known author, and there are other lesser
lights. The parents of Kate Douglass
Wiggin were both born in Calais, but
-she was born in Philadelphia.
A.

high wind and low temperature. There was a
good attendance and the amount cleared was
$13. Miss Gladys Skidmore was in charge of
the

fishing pond and Miss Ruth Knowlton had

Pnivio

«rV,rv

loaf around and

experience.

He

hand.

ia

noarlv

89

see

the

yet

boys do the work.

wears

bandages

on

Mr. George Bickford from Knox called
his friend, Seth Banton, July 28th.

the U.

Mr. Frank Cunningham is still in Troy with
his wife’s mother, Mrs. L. B. Harding.
Mrs. Frank Clement from Knox was
guest of Mrs. George Nickless, July 26th.

his

•

on

S.

Engineers

to bore artesian

1

1

1

The funeral of Mrs. C. H. Forbes was held t
at her late home last Friday afternoon, Rev. i
David Brackett officiating. W. S. Jones sang a
beautiful solo, with Mrs. Jones as accompa- 1
nist. The funeral was private and only rela- !
lives and a few personal friends were in attendance. The floral pieces wrere beautiful’ i
and profuse. The bearers were Charles Rob- i
berts, Isaac Leathers, Gorham Hamilton and j
Marcellus J. Dow, all life-long acquaintances !
of the deceased. She died of a broken heart,

.There

is much interest in the

and Burnham.

the Llano .Estado

there were groves of pecan trees, and in
northern Texas the southern pine flourashed; but in western and southern Texas
khe only tree growth was along the rivers.
3n the desert region the prickly caetus
reigned. Much more n ight be said of the
topographical features of TexaR in those
«arly days, when there was not a mile of
railway in the State and the two-wheeled
Mexican carts, drawn by oxen, were the
only means of transportation, but newsdraper space ia limited and the subject is
practically inexhaustible.
As to the “horse-thieves, gamblers and

murderers,”
has returned

our

a

up-river contemporary

true bill. |In 1857 a vigilance

organized in San Antonio
to rid the place of these outlaws and
they began operations by hanging five

committee was

•of them to trees. Then two were surrounded in a .house in the outskirts, and
as they were desperate and well supplied
with ammunition they kept the vigilante
rat bay for some time and killed one or
•two of them, but were finally riddled
with bullets. After that there was an
■

MacFarland Back in Jail.

Mrs

Geo. Miller.

Will Lane is working at the hotel at BayNewark, N. J, July 29. Allison MacFarland was brought from the death house at Tren- side, and Maurice West was at the Daggett
ton Prison to the county jail here today to
last week.
await a retrial for the alleged murder of his cottage
wife. MacFarland appealed from the decisHarry Brown has moved his family out onto
ion of the court that convicted him last Janu- the farm
during the haying season, and Mamie
ary and his council today won his fight tp have
him brought here when Justice Gummere or-' is cooking for the crew of hired men.
dered the transfer. The new trial will probMrs. Walter Young has been very ill for
ably not take place until late in the fall.
some sleeks, but is beginning to sit up, and
her many friends hope for her speedy recovKills Germs.
ery.

Parisian Sage is Also the Most Delightful
Charles Miller, wife and child, of Oneonta,
N. Y., have arrived and will spend the reHair Dressing on Earth.
PARISIAN SAGE penetrates into the roots of mainder of the summer with their parents,
the hair, destroys the dandruff germs, puts Mr. and Mrs.
George Miller.
new life into the hair and stops it from
falling

out.

Mrs. Lois G. Littlefield and Mrs. Louisa
Lane are visiting oldtime friends and relatives
in town. Both ladies are close to 80 years of
age and hale and hearty and enjoying life.

A. A. Howes ft Co. guarantee it for dandruff,
falling hair and itching scalp and a large bottle
costs but GO cents.
"In August I began losing my hair in spots
from the size of a quarter to the aize of a silver
July 26th the funeral of Mrs. Charles H.
dollar. I was seriously alarmed—after consulting physicians and trying many things, I Forbes was held at the family reeidence. Only
decided to try PARISIAN SAGE and I find my immediate relatives of the deceased were
hair in much better condition, new hair grow- present. Rev. David Brackett, a life-long
ing in the bald spots." Mrs. Blanche S. Mar- friend and neighbor, spoke words of comfort
shall, 407 Hinton Ava., Charlottsville, Vt. to the bereaved ones. W. S. Jones
sang by
Ladles give delightful PARISIAN SAGE a
trial, and aee how quickly your hair will grow request, "Will the Circle be Unbroken?** the
solo sang at the funeral of her only son Galen,
lovely and fascinating.

July 27th and 28th with Mr. Bryant’s mother,
Dollie Bryant.
Mr. Ira Simmons and two daughters from
Nebraska are visiting their cousin, Mrs. Mar<shall Lawrence. Mrs. Lawrence
and her
family and cousins are passing a week at
Windermere Park, in Unity.
Miss Effie Flye gave a lawn party on the
church lawn Friday afternoon, July 26th, to
her Sunday school class. They played games
and a good time was enjoyed by the little
ones.
Ice cream and cake were served.
MORRILL.
Thft Slinrlnv

evening

cnhn/il Knnoarf kava loci-

great occasion, especially for
our little folks.
The evening was fine and the
church was full, the audience comprising many
from Waldo, Belfast and surrounding towns.
As usual the children had been well trained
and carried out their parts to the perfect satisfaction of all interested. Dr. Pearson, the
superintendent, might well be proud of the
Morrill Sunday school. Short and appropriate
addresses were made by Mrs. Fred Morgan
and Mr. Clarence M. Fogg, who preaches for
the Baptist church here during his summer vacation from Newton Theological seminary.
Some fine music was rendered by the Morrill
orchestra, Ernest E. Bowen, violin, Clarence
was a

The services for the week
Methodist church will be as
Thursday, evening, the prayer
day at 10.45 morning worship;

Epworth League
Sunday evening at 6.S0 p.
Evangelistic service at 7.30 p
evening.
at 12

m;

Sunday

SWANVILLE.

son

of

Medford, Mass.,

was

calling

on

friends

in town Sunday_We are glad to see Mrs.
Herbert Dowling of Malden anil Miss Cecil
Patterson in town again.
CENTER MuNTVILLE.
'TV,^

_--

Montville in August, will be held this year at
the time of the Harvest or Hunter’s moon, the
last Saturday night in October. The Chief and
the Banneret of the clan are in Europe for
August and September... .Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Morse attended the funeral of Mr. Morse’s
cousin, Mrs. Eliza Foster of Unity, July 28th.
Mrs. James Vickery and son of Unity are
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Lafayette
Stewart... .Mrs. Edith Bryant spent several
days with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. L. Stewart_Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Cane are receiving
congratulations on the birth of a daughter,
July 25th.... Mr. A. T. Gay and family of Belfast visited Mr. and Mrs. James Clement recently.. Mrs. Ama Vickery and Mr. and Mrs,
Donald Vickery of Providence, R. I., were recent guests of her brother, Mr. Elijah Gay....
Mrs. Maria Rowell of Waterville is visiting her
son, Mr. Clyde^Rowell_Mr. and Mrs. Adelbert Watts of Waterville are visiting Miss
Etta Thompson.... Mrs. Gliddon of South Freedom i» caring for her daughter, Mrs. Ralph
Cane_Mrs. C. R. Richards and daughter of
Chevy Chase, Md., are guests of her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. J. O. Bartlett.. ..Friends of Mr.
Frank Whitcomb of Waldo were sorry to hear
of his misfortune in losing $100 from his pocket,
...

■

—

I

if
p
*

■

to be Tailor

VVe also do CLEANING, PRESSING an<
PAIRING. We have a cleaning establishment
own in Brewer, Maine.

Miller of Chelsea, Mass., was in
last week, the guest of Mr. and Mrs. W.
S. Nickerson-Miss Annie M. Nickerson
visited Mrs. Maria Goodhue in Searsport last
Saturday and Sunday.... Mr. Charles Damm,
who has been camping out on-the east shore of
Swan Lake, broke camp Sunday_Miss Bernice Damm, who has been quite sick since her
brother’s recovery, is now able to be out again.
-Mr. Corlingof Boston is a guest at Mr. F.
M. Stevens’-Miss Inez and Master Stanley
Cunningham of Melrose, Mass., are guests of
their aunt, Mrs. A. T. Nickerson_Miss AuMr. Frank

town

last Saturday_Misses Ruth and Helen Nickerson of Everett, Mass., arrived Monday morning for £ visit with their grandparents, Mr.
and Mrs. H. M, Chase... Mr. Fred H. Nicker-

pI

Our manufacturing department will open St ;v
ber 1st with a full crew, and orders will r.
prompt attention.

Praise and

gusta Nickerson, accompanied by Mr. Irving
Sawyer of Cape Jellison, spent Sunday with
1 er parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Nickerson....
The remains of Mrs. Albert Goldsmith (nee
Priscilla Chase) were brought here from her
Home in Salem, Mass., for interment in GreenFuneral serlawn cemetery last Saturday.
vices were held at the home of her brother,
Mr. H. M. Chase, Saturday afternoon_Mr.
Samuel Whitten, who has been a guest at
Maple Terrace Farm, has returned to his home
in Saco_The dance at Comet Grange hall
the evening of July 24th, was a very successful affair. There is to be another this, Thursday, night ...Citizens are requested to meet
at the church Saturday evening, Aug. 3rd, to
elect officers for the Old Home meeting-Mr.
French from Atlanta, Ga., is the guest of Hon.
and Mrs. A. E. Nickerson-Mr. Albert Goldsmith and his brother, Edward Goldsmith, and
Mrs. Esther Smith of Salem and Mr. Frank E.
Nickerson of Everett, Mass., were in town to
attend the funeral of Mrs. Albert Goldsmith

■

Every garment GUARANTEED

Sunday school
meeting
each

f

From $22.50 to $35.00.

prayer
m.

111

SUITS OR OVERCOATS

at the First
follows: this,
meeting: Sun-

m.

— —

■

m.

p.

W’alter H. Young, Edwin Cox, Roy Godding
Mr. Hause of the International Harvester
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Johnson from WaterCo. went over to Georges Lake in Liberty last ville
were the guests of Mrs. Inez Bellows July
Saturday ih A. B. Payson’s automobile to spend 22nd.
the week-end.
Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Vose and Mr. and Mrs.
Mabel Farwell of Samuel
Mrs. Berry and Mrs.
Bryant were in Belfast on business
in
Thorndike were in Brooks last Saturday
the past week.
their auto and took Mrs. E. D. Bessey and her
Mrs. Nettie Yeaton and Miss Happy Bangs
little ton John back with them for a visit
were guests of their brother, Calvin Bangs,
with relatives and friends.
July 24th.
We were all glad to see Mrs. B. F. Harding,
Mr. Ralph Reynolds has sold a large quantity
nee Inez Leathers, back in Brooks again, her
of blueberries in the village and has orders for
old home, if only for a brief visit. Their home
a lot more.
is in Billerica, Mass., where Mr. Harding has
Mrs. Ephraim Bragdon and Mrs. Joseph
been a popular teacher for years.
Bartlett from Montville were in the village
Bar
from
a
home
Hobbs
took
John W.
trip
shopping July 26th.
Harbor last week and brought back for his son
Harry Bangs Esq. and Mrs. Bangs from
John W. a dandy pony with a nice rig. The
Searsport visited their parents, Mr. and Mrs.
pony is the smallest ever owned in Brooks and
Knowles Bangs, July 28th.
is said to be a thoroughbred. It is an elegant
Mr. and Mrs. George Worth's little niece
he
is
no
doubt
and
outfit for the boy
delighted.
from Washington, L). C. will pass the summer
Joseph Kimball died in North Monroe last with them in their home in
Unity.
Monday morning at the age of 81 years. Most
Mr. Fred Nichols is truckman in the village
of his life he had lived in Jackson, but for
now, and he makes a fine one. for he is honest
some years was a teamster for Michael Chase
and very obliging and liked by all.
and everybody knew him here. For the past
few years he has lived with his son-in-law,
Rev. T. P. Williams and Mrs. Williams and
Matt Shibles. For the past year he had been j
Miss Marion Small have rented a cottage in
a confirmed invalid.
Liberty and will pass the summer there.
E. G. Louder with his family, six of them,
Mr. Joseph Elliot and his housekeeper, Mrs.
called at Brooks last Sunday afternoon on his
Horne, have picked and canned one hundred
way home from Bangor. He did his chores in
and fifty cans of raspberries, besides selling a
the morning, drove to Bangor in his “Ford”
large quantity.
and would get home to Thorndike in time to
Mrs. Cora Nichols, Mrs. Annie Murch and
milk his cows at night. WThat would you have
the Misses Bertha Bryant and Effie Flye atthought of that ten years ago even? Apractitended the meeting of the Eastern Star in i
cal farmer taking out his family for a 35 mile
26th.
spin to call upon friends and back at night! Thorndike, July
And that in hilly, rocky Waldo county. And j
Hon. G. E. Bryant and Mrs. Bryant and son
five years ago he hated the sight of an auto, | Harding, with Mrs. Bryant’s parents, Mr. and
do
“The world
move!”
Mrs. B. F. Harding from Billerica, Mass, passed

_

Patterson...

the

Mrs. Eunice Plummer and Mrs. W. R. Sparrow were in Belfast, shopping, July 23rd.

(staked plain) plans for the summer home of Ira M. Cobe of
Mrs. Vesta Davis Higgins came up from
-and about the same time imported a herd Chicago and the extensive improvements to Bayside for a few days and
attended her couhis grounds, now in course of construction
of camels to be used in transportation of The concrete roads and the work for the found- sin’s funeral.
ation of the big rock cottage which he plans to
men and supplies across this desert. Near
Mrs. Oscar Brown and three children of
erect are progressing well.
the coast, and for perhaps 150 miles back
Hudson, Mass., have been visiting her cousin,
■wells

be present for the exercises.
The services at the Baptist church will be as
follows: Prayer meeting this, Thursday, evening; morning service Sunday at 10.45 a. m.;
Sunday school at 12 o’clock. All who do
not attend Sunday school at any other church
are cordially invited.
Evening service at 7.30

Messrs. Perley Cross and Everett Blanchard
J
Knox ridge calling July 28th.

|

I

We shall carry an up-to-date Fall stock, consistin
part ot the Finest Domestic and Imported
ing
Woolens. We show a selection of OVER ,'00
STYLES of the celebrated Brunner Woolen Co.'s
Woolens of New York.

will

on

were on

harge of the candy table-Mr. and Mrs. A.
J. Skidmore are passing a few days at their
cottage at Temple Heights ...The Sunday
school will have their annual picnic Thursday,
l August 8th, at Marshall’s Shore. All are cor- |
it
+ U^
U„
rpi
_i
dially invited to attend_The engagement of
Miss Gladys Dean Skidmore, only daughter of was in perfect health only a few weeks ago.
In a recent editorial on “The Barrens”, Hon. and Mrs. A. J. Skidmore, to Maurice But for many months she had worried about her
son Galen and when he died and the tension
the Bangor News has this reference to Gray of Belmont has been announced. The
broke she collapsed and laid down and died.
will
take
the
first of October....
wedding
place
'Texas of half a century ago: “It was a
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Young were business There was absolutely no disease. The daughcountry of swamps, chills-and-fever, a visitors in Belfast
ters and the bereaved husband have the symSaturday.
region inhabited by horse thieves, gampathy of the community in their double loss.
blers and murderers, who had lately es- NORTHPORTShe leaves, besides her husband, two daughMrs. Frank Dickpy returned Monday from ters—Mrs. Samuel H. Lord of Belfast and Mrs.
caped from penitentiaries.” The News
where she had accompanied her A. B.
as only half
Payson of Brooks; one brother, Jesse C.
right. The swamps and Lincolnville,
Edna Matthews, who had Forbes of
Brooks, and two sisters Mrs. James
chills and fever did not exist, except pos- granddaughter,
spent two weeks with her grandparents. Little
and Mrs. Flora
sibly at the river mouths en the coast; Edna is four months old.Miss Helen Bushfield of Haverhill, Mass.,
Thompson of Boston, with numerous cousins
-but the horse thieves, gamblers and
of
Brewer spent the week-end with an5 other relatives.
Dougherty
murderers were very much in evidence. Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Dickey at Dickey’s Bluff.
the
coast
the
Along
land—perhaps we -Mrs. Annie Matthews of Lincolnville spent
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Roberts are spending a
should say sand—is low, as witness the July 23d with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Frank few
days at Bayside.
and
old
friends
at
her
recent
of
former
home
the
Dickey,
flooding
'-comparatively
city
Millard Chase was here again last week in
’< if ^Galveston, and gradually rises in un- were glatj to see her again. She is a grandhis racing auto.
Hu la tions toward the interior until it be- daughter'of the late F. A. Dickey.... Harold
Rev. H. G. Booth, accompanied by Laura and
Herman
Whitman and two young
Dickey,
comes hilly and rocky and practically a
ladies attended the dance in Lincolnville last Hollis Jones, was at Bayside last week.
desert. In the 50’s the government sent
Mrs. F. W. Brown, Jr., and little Miss Isabel
Saturday night and leport a good time.
out an expedition under Capt. Pope of Estelle
Gray spent Sunday with Mrs. Rose spent some days recently with relatives inUnity
c

in

terly conference in the .Methodist church tomorrow, Friday, evening at 7.30 o’clock. All
Mrs. D. W. Dodge and daughter Winifred, official members are urged to be present.
are at China lake for an outing.
The installation of the Rev. Charles B
Mr. D. R. McGray from Unity was in the Ames as pastor of the First Unitarian church
villnorp nn hncinacc tViP ntiaf wppIt
will take place some time in August,
during
Mr. William Farewell was the guest of his vacation, and it is expected that the Rev.
Rossbach
of
a
Adolph
Boston,
former pastor,
friend, Bertha Bryant, July .28th.

nf

vonrc

was

As am inducement to get acquainted, and enable
show you what we can do and how we do if, \ve
shall make a 10 % DISCOUNT from regular prices
on all orders received during August.
us to

Rev Frederic Palladino, superintendent of
the Bucksport district, will hold the first quar-

and

where she has been

relative....The lawn party which was to have
been held on the church lawn Tuesday evening was held in Crockett’s hall owing to the

Mrs. Everett Choate from Montville
village shopping July 27th.

the

I

Though our* store is not yet completed, Mr. Louis I
I
Goldberg is now ready to receive orders.

by

in the

I

HAVE COME TO
BELFAST TO STAY.

the

We are all glad to see Charles Ryder back at
his work in the store. He evidently had a
close call and will remember his hospital

the St.

:n

Mrs. Newell White from Montville
village on business July 26th.

Tom, the little son of Dr. N. R. Cook, went
out to the Dow farm last week and made
himself useful in helpmg get in the hay. It
was his first attempt and he enjoyed it hugely.

spending a few weeks with
her uncle, John Brockman, who is summering
Croix,” but which could have been given there-Miss Lucy Kate Hatch, who has been
additional interest by mention of her a teacher in one of the schools in Somerville, j
Mass., for a number of years, is taking a j
citizens who have won distinction in
trip abroad this season. Miss Hatch is the j
and
James
literature.
Shepjournalism
daughter of Eros Hatch of this village....
perd Pike, one of the ablest journalists Mrs. R. S. Brier, Mr. and Mrs,.W. N. Brier of
Maine has produced, was for many years
Detroit, Mich., and Mrs. Lewis of Roxbury,
Horace Greeley’s “right hand man,” Mass., were
Saturday and Sunday guests at C. \
.and was appointed minister to the Hague M. Hurd’s-Dr. and Mrs. W. L.
Cargill went I
.'ay President Lincoln, His brother, Fred to Pittsfield Monday to attend the funeral of a

tlirop Packard of “Calais

Sunday school, and at Trinity Reformed
church at 2.30 p. m., followed by Sunday
school.

to

Mrs. Emma M jrrill of» Providence, R. I., has
which its citizens have a right to be
been visiting her uncle, Mr. Sewall Meservey.
■proud;” and the Oxford County Citizen
-Mrs. Arietta Owen and daughter Phyllis
asks: “How long would these words be
of Camden are passing a few weeks with her
l rue if he who uttered them were sufferdaughter, Mrs. Marlton Knowdton.Mr. and
ed to continue his reign of lawlessness, Mrs. Charles
Norton, who have been spending j
and if he were t of succeed in his mercen- a vacation of three weeks at their home here,
ary ambition to turn us over unreserved- left last week to pass a few days in Massachusetts before resuming their duties in Howly to the brewers and distillers?”
ard, R. 1_Mr. and Mrs. Simeon Butler of
A Boston Globe' paragrapher says: Camden w'ere
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
■“Bark and barkentine still puzzle us.” E. S. Mitchell.... Mrs. Ada Batchelder is passThat’s easy. A bark is square-rigged ing a week with her sister, Mrs. Lowell, in
Lewiston.... Rev. T. P. Williams and family of
on the fore and mainmasts, the barkentine on the foremast only. Both rigs Houlton arrived last week for a month’s stay
at Saints Rest cottage, Beaulieu Park. Mr.
are fast becoming obsolete, as has been
the case with the topsail schooner, and Mrs. Williams spent two weeks at the
same cottage last year....A little daughter
the full rigged brig, the jackass brig,
arrive*, at the home of Earl Stevens Sunday
the hermaphrodite brig, or brigantine,
morning, weighing 8 1-2 lbs-Miss Mary
And what Kent
the latter the English name.
Dovey, who has been studying and
we call a three-masted schooner the Engteaching abroad fer nearly two years, arrived
lish call a tern schooner.
home last week to pass a few* weeks with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Dovey.... Miss
The Boston Transcript recently pub- Katherine Walker is at home from Ash Point,

lished

Mrs. Bert Bryant from Knox
village shopping, July 27th.

age, is in rather poor health this summer.
He has been a great worker and it annoys him

Gov. Piaisted began his editorial in the
Boston American—the Hub’s “yellow
journal”—with “Maine is a State of LIBERTY.

•

Arline Estes, who has graduated frorn^ the
Business college, has a position in Waterville
with the Y. P. C. A. She is one of our nice
girls and we wish her success.

TAILORS,!

THE

Harry Trust, Bangor Seminary, class of 191?,
has been called to Sandypoint, Me., to take
the place left vacant by the call of Rev. (.'has.
A. Hatch, class of 1912, to Richmond, Me.
The Forty-hour devotion .services at the St.
Francis church will begin next Sunday,
ending
Tuesday morning. All visitors are invited to

The services next Sunday at Mason's Mills
will be held at 10.30 a. m., followed
the

T

|

Sunday morning

o’clock and Wednesday evening at 7.10
o’clock, to which all are welcome.

at 11

Miss Lizzie McGray was the guest of Mrs.
D. R. McGray, the past week.

in

«

The Christian Scientists hold services in
their hall, 127 Main street,

E. F. Bessey came to Brooks last week and
took his little nephew, Charles Dow Bessey of
Zanesville, Ohio, out to his farm for a few
weeks’ outing.

was

~

The Episcopal Mission will hold services
at
the North church next Sunday
morning at
10.45 a. m. Bishop Codman is
expected to be
here about the middle of August.

attend these services and the hours of adoration.

was

...

Rev. V. B. Phelan will preach at the
Brainard schoolhouse in Northport,
Sunday, August
at
2.30
4th,
p. m., standard time.

visited

Mrs. Atchison and little daughter
Mrs, D. R. McGray recently.

J. W. Hobbs and B. F. Stantial with their
sons, Maynard and John, drove to Dixmont
last Saturday and got a lot of fine cherries
from the famous orchard there.

a

There will be a business
meeting at the j
Baptist church this, Thursday] .evening. All
members are requested to attend.

FREEDOM.

weather.

■

Goldbergl

Rev. John

weeks previous. The room was banked
with large and beautiful floral remembrances.
The form of the mother was placed in the
family lot, close beside that of the beloved son,
the caskets in their metal vaults, pressing
against each other, as by her wish. Attending
the services Were the following relatives from
out of town: Mrs, Flora Thompson, Mrs. Jas.
Busfleld, Mrs. Moses W. Rich, Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Richards, Harry Cates, Mrs. Irene Cates,
and Miss Julia Edwards.

N. French and Catherine Bevan of
Monroe, were married at the residence of
Marcellus J. Dow in Brooks last Saturday

Thos. Bowker arrived last week from Port-

decidedly yellow

so

W. Moore of Bellows
Falls, Vt
occupied the Baptist pulpit last Sunday morn!
ing and evening

tthree

Lester

—

and was utterly

prostration,

to gain at once. Am now cured.”
Pure, rich blood makes good, strong
nerves, and this is why Hood’s Sarsaparilla, which purifies anrl enriches the
blood, cures so many nervous diseases.
Get it today in usual liquid form or
chocolated tablets called Sarsatabs.

Miss Ethel Savery returned home Sunday
There is good deal of Pepper in the
after spending the week-end in Northport.
Mrs. C. O. Gooawin of Waterville is in
^'airfield Journal now-a-days, and it
Wm. F. Leavitt and wife of Augusta are Brooks with her children. Her mother, Mrs.
taken
with
a
should be
corresponding guests of their parents, Mr. and Mrs. G. A. F. R. York, has been quite ill for some time.
amount of salt.
Leavitt.
It is announced that the Canadian
Sardine Company will bring over 100
girls from Norway to pack sardines in
Miss Marjorie Kitchen of Old Town, was a
its new factory at Chamcook, N. B., and
guest last week of her aunt, Mrs. A. K. Fletcht hat it will use pure olive oil.
er, Searsport avenue.
Our old triend The Outlook, is being
Mrs. Isaac Mason is in Northport visiting
rapidly transformed from one of the her daughter, Mrs. Chas. Sylvester of Conmost conservative of periodicals into one
cord, N. H., who is having an outing at the
of the’most radically sensational.
BidCampground.
deford Journal.

There will be no preaching services at
the
North-church until the first
Sunday in Septemb«r.

wretched. I lived on bread and beef
tea because my stomach would not retain anything else. I took many remedies, but obtained no relief until I
took Hood’s Sarsaparilla, when I began

Roy A. Thompson came down from Sprout
Hill farm last Sunday to 'give his bride a fair
view of our beautiful village.

Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Stiles of Brooks were
week-end guests of Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Knox,
Swan Lake avenue.

ftorvoua Prostration Long Endured
Before Remedy was Found.

Miss Minerva Reminder, Upper Bern.
Pa., writes: “For several years I had

Mrs. Vesta Higgins was in Brooks from Bayside last week to attend the funeral of her
cousin, Mrs. C. H. Forbes.

Mr. F. M. Staples is visiting his brother,
Hon. L. M. Staples, in Washington.

Utterly Wretched

The Churches.

nervous

Miss Huntley from Machias is visiting
the family of her couBin, Oscar Stiles, at
the E. O. Stantial farm.

Mrs. Jennie Carrow is visiting her (laughter,
Mrs. James DeVere, in Bangor.

The distribution of campaign cigars is
forbidden by law in Minnesota.
Are
they as deadly as that would imply?

i

dition.

Mrs. Etta Savery and ‘daughter Ethel went
to Bangor Tutfcday on business.
#

■
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Try

and you will find

us

we

do

just

as we

Hi

agru

GOLDB"RGS
THE

TAILORS,

High Street,

Belfast, Mai

(Formerly

the Star

Theatre.)

I
1
1

Private Dining Rooms,
Grill Room,
Planked Steak Dinners
Broiled Live Lobster
Dinners.
Broiled Chicken Dinner
Shore Dinners.

A

v

Sf

Tie if
South Sh;

f^>

Orchestra all
Season.

Hops

5ayside,

a

-/fl\

every Wednes-

^(/j

day and Saturday.
Admission 25c. each.

Quick lunches served
^

auto parties.

*

Shore Dinners servt
Little Neck Clams, Sou

W. PRANKLIN BURNHAM,

Frogs' Legs. Everyth
affords sent direct b,
Jones, Fanuel Hall, Ma

higTauthority

Rev. Matthew Gleason, Sacred Heart
Church, Valley Jet., Ia., says:
“1 took a patient to the Neal Institute, where !
he was treated for three days for the drink habit. :
When discharged be said he had no inclination ;
to drink, or appetite for liquor. I feel no hesitancy !»> saying that I have personal knowledge |
that the Neal Treatment does
in three day#.”

cure

the drink habit
a* a. l,

Lobsters

a

CHICKEN

s“VEi.

5p

Order by Phone.
Location central but ret

1

Personally conducted.!1

DRINK HABIT

.Mrs. L.

l

be overcome
by the NEAL 3-DAY
used. Results
TREATMENT. No
absolutely certain. Call upon, address or phone
The Neal Institute, 65 Pleasant Avenue*
Portland, Me, Tel. 4316.

STATE OF IVi

Drug Habits Specially Treated

Office

can

hypodermics

with Great Success.

SWANVILLE CENTER.
Fred Littlefield is building a fine woodshed
and is soon to build a stable to complete his
cozy home-Mrs. Florence Dowling and Miss
Cecil Patterson from Massachusetts are guests
of Miss Louise Cunningham for several weeks.
Mr. Isaac McKeen has made a great imPaul, cornet, with Miss Annie Paul, accompaprovement in his barn_Mr. Fred Nickerson,
nist. Rev. D. B. Phelan of Belfast gave us a
superintendent of schools in Medford, Mass.,
grand good sermon at 3 p. m. Tileston Wadof this town, was a week-end guest
formerly
lin, Esq., loaded his auto at Belfast with some
of his cousins, Mr. and Mrs. H. P. White.... j
of the good sisters from the M. E. church and
Juiv 23rd a son was born to Mr. and Mrs. Lee
graced the afternoon services with their presBucklin-July 24th a son was born to Mr. |
ence.... Mrs. Alvesta
Hatch and daughter,
and Mrs. Lewis Freeman.Watson RobMrs. James Mears, are spending the week at
ertson, from one cow from May 30th to j
Morrill cottage,Northport campgronnd....Mr.
26th made 60 pounds of butter, be- j
and Mrs. Irving Sheldon from New Hampshire July 22n*d.
Mr. Whitcomb is employed by July
sides the milk used in the family.I
this
and
it
was
someMr. T. S. Erskine of
are guests at George Erskine's.... Mrs. Frank
town,
Nearly all in this vicinity are through haying, j
Brown from Lawrence, Mass., will return where between Dutton’s bridge, Belfast, and
_Mrs. Nutter of Brewer, Mr. Ezra K. Win- !
home this week....Two lady friends from
Mr. Erskine’s house that the loss occurred. He
of Pittsfield and Wilson Wingate of Mongate
Portland and Yarmouth were guests of Dr. placed the roll of bills loose in his hip pocket.
roe, brothers and sister, who had not met for
and Mrs. T. N. Pearson last week_Miss El- As it was a very windy day, it is thought that
ten years, were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Will
berta Gordon from San Francisco, formerly of it may have been blown out of the road and
Eastman and others last week... .Charles Curbe
found.
If
the
circumstances
were
this town, paid a visit to Morrill last Sunday.
may yet
tis recently bought a carriage horse... .There (
the
would
known, anyone finding
money
surely
last Sunday,without any forethought,
gathered
NORTH ISLESBORO.
wish to return it, as Mr. Whitcomb had the
at the home of E. E. Clements in Searsport,
Mr. Harold Trim is at home from Boston for misfortune to lose life right hand and has a
fourteen of the descendants of Capt. John
two weeks..-.-kMiss Harriet Whiddon of Wor- large family dependent upon him.Dr.
Belfast was at A. D. Baker’s Sunday. Clements: Mr. and Mrs. David Moody, Mr. and 1
cester, Mass., is the guest of Mrs. Grace Kin- Flagg pf
....Stephen L. Bagley and family have re- Mrs. A. D. Moody and ehildren, descendants of
dred. .Mrs. Thomas Sprague and children of turned to Thomaston.Mrs. Minnie Getchell
Mr. F. N. Nickerson, descendant of
Boston are at her old home for their annual of Belfast is the guest of Mrs. C E. Davis. Susan,
Hattie Leavitt of Morrill is housekeeping for Martha, H. P. White, descendant of Lydia,
visit.... Capt. O. F. Coombs has been having a
Mrs. Cora Jones... .George L. Edmunds took a
P. White, E. E. Clements and children
visit at home while his vessel discharged.... party of young people to Northport last Week Mrs. H.
Smith. The day was much en- j
A nine-pound boy recently came to stay with in his new touring car... .Solom an Palmer lost from Nicholal
Mr. Gilbert Morrell of Brooks
Mr. and Mrs. Newell Trim.... Miss Flora Bur- one of his horses last Thursday.West P. joyed by all
Jones is preparing to build *a silo.Mr. and visited Mr. and Mrs. John Morrell Sunday.... |
gess of Belfast and her guests, Miss Edith Mrs. Charles F. Thompson of Belfast visited
base ball' nine are to have a
Emerson of Chelmsford, Mass., and the Misses relatives ih town last Sunday... .George Burns The Swanvilie
at Comet Grange hall this, Thursday,
Lillian and Katharine Fox of Stoneham, Mass., of Liberty, who is visiting Charles E. Thomp- dance
son, sustained a shock of paralysis last evening.
came over on the morning trip of the Golden
Wednesday night.^.... Mr. and Mrs. Frank A.
Rod last Friday and enjoyed a buckboard ride Luce were called
to Augusta Monday by the
Plaittedisin.
of her father. Geo. Parks, who had been
death
to Dark Harbor.
Mrs. Annie McKeen and
months.....
Miss Mamie Power
ill
for
several
Mrs. Clara Cottrell of Belfast, two of the
wants to know “what
Journal
Fairfield
The
of Hudson, Mass., is the guest of Mrs. James
party, Spent the day with Mrs. Julia Rose.... Burkill, at Hill View Farm.Roscoe Whit- is ‘Plsistedism’?” Well, for example, Plaistedism is that sort of thing which sought to turn
Miss Gaylie Ryder, who is training for a nurse man of Waldo was at L. W. Howard's Satyr
day.... A. H. Dyer and family were at Charles down and out a faithful and conscientious
at the Waldo County Hospital, is at horns for
in Freedom, a part of last week.... sheriff in the Journal’s own county for enforcGould's,
her vacation....Miss Adria Thomas is the Allan MacPberson of Belfast is at F. A. ing the law.
There ire other examples in
Luce's.
plenty.—Portland Press.
guest of her mother, Mrs. R. P. Coombs.
..
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of

NE.

St a
Augusta,

Board

of

Notice is hereby given th
will be in session a’
in Belfast, on Tuesday, the lib
at 9 o’clock a. m., A. D. 1912.
Waldo, to secure informati
to make a just equaiizatio;
property in said County, a»
charges of concealment of | r
ation, of undervaluation a
assess property liable to ta>
B. G. M cl NT IR!
W. J. THOMFSt
E. M. JOHNSTO
Frank H. Sterling, Seer.
sessors

>

20,000 Roils
Wall Paper
For 1912 in Stock
Owing to the fact th.n
nearly double the am
perthat we usually cat-

priced
are

the papers very
many 12 1-2.

selling

papers

I

FOR 10c.

j

-..

..

v

a

And of 5c. Patterns we >■
Other prices up
or more.
We would be pleas
YOU the line.
Yours very truly.

Carle & j
2

Stoles, Belfast,

3
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Orrin J. Dickey’s perexcursion to Togus last
autiful day and all report-

Mr.
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dance in Silver Harvest
1
Tuesday evening, August
Keyes' orchestra. Refresh
ed to ail who wish.

|

at the

will take

\
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red models.

for

e

bought a

box of the imitations—but then its too late.
No need of even a “First
Time” if >ou will just insist that your money pays

a
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Lewiston, who is visiting
a severe ill turn at the
The
.-ice of Howe’s circus.
him immediate attention,

j
I
;

|

critical

1

\

I

is

hite

l
j

physician
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to

teed

ry,

now

l-amg

her

new
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Monday evening,

i

for Six Months without a

For sale

of

estate,

pairs, Guaran-

It is anticipated that Mr. George W. Winslow, principal of the Westfield, Mass., Normal
Training School, will be induced to give his
very interesting address, “The Story of an

only by

on

English Humorist,” Friday evening, August
9th, under the auspices of the Epworth
League. Further announcement will be given

ucu

Au-

in

gave two excellent
Julv 25th. The street

>

..'t

the best seen here
ernoon and evening perand difficult
new
ranv

Girls Home Lawn Party. The lawn party
the benefit of the Girls Home will be
given Tuesday, August I3th, from 2.30 to f.30
p. m., on the spacious grounds at the Home,
If stormy, it will be held the next fair day.
All friends of this worthy institution are
earnestly requested to communicate with the
secretary, Mrs. Geo. E. Brackett, or the
chairman of the several committees as to
Chairman of genways and means to assist.
eral committee, Miss Maude E. Mathews; of
food committee, Mrs. E. P. Frost; of fancy
articles, Miss E. Maude Barker; of transportation, Mrs. R. F. Dunton.
for

g every seat was filled,
unusually well behaved

f
I

The show
and will be welcomed
courteous.

j
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i.ittlefield placed in the

;

Tiday

a
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>rds

f all

filing cabinet
marriages from

new

deaths from 1858-1892.
:form and neatly done in
old record books were
.:t and the task has been
! worth the effort. The
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last week.
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: the scene
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-lure,

buy

and sell

pack-

ed do all work necessary
si ness. The capital stock

:
;

stock, $50,000; preferred ;
stock paid in, none; par
|
:oo.
Horace Chenery, J. L.
Lloyd, R. P. Roche and W.
each, and there are
The corporation is
I
The five above named are j
is
henery
president; J. L. |
R. P. Roche, clerk. HorH. t^uimby and Henry D. i
"f the directors.
share

|

|
I

was

shortly

;

j

capable, middle aged I
do

general housefly of three. Must

>

sale in the stable.

d cook. Wages five
d(,ll;-i's per week.
P. O. Box 4,

Belfast, Me, !
!

i

The

demand for food and

listened

the lawn.

The concert was generof the finest ever given
ally pronounced
by local talent, and every number was heartily
encored. The young ladies trio. Miss Ethola
Frost, piano, Miss Gladys Pitcher, 'cello, and
Misa Hazel Doak, violin, waa especially pleasing. Miss Marian Wells, soprano soloist, and
Miaa Alice E. Simmons, reader, the latter
giving “The Raven" by request, 'received
rounds of applause, and the Polymnian and
male quartets ch&rmed their hearers with their
well rendered selections.
Following is the
program:
Bells of Shandon,
Messrs. Johnson, Parker, GoOdhue, Pitcher.
Serenade,
Widor
Misses Doak, Pitcher, and Frost.
Annie Laurie
Dudley Buck
Mrs. Frost, Mrs. Wescott, Misa Skay, Mr*
Pitcher.
Reading, The Raven,
Poe
Miss Alice E. Simmons,
With Incidental music by Mrs. Gilchrest.
Soprano Solos, A and B Nos. Selected,
Miss Marian Wells.
on

one

Ariy size
12

and with

records, for

W -00 Down
50c. per week at

WREE & JONES’,
Maine.

Legends,
Traumerei,

Polymnian Quartette.

Inatrmental Trio,
Remember Now Thy Creator,
Male Quartette.

Schumann
Dow

a

well

after the tire started

summer

increase

of

vacation

one

Topaz V., the large power yacht built
by Leroy Coombs for Charles W. Clifford,
Commodore of the Kennebec Yacht Club
of Bath, was successfully launched Tuesday. Commodore Clifford and his daughter
came from Bath in their touring car and Miss
Clifford christened the craft by breaking a
The

bottle

of

champagne

on

her

bow.

After

the launching two trial trips were made and
the engine worked perfectly. This is the
largest, handsomest and most costly craft of
the kind ever built in Belfast, and she is a
credit to her builder. It is expected she will
be ready to leave for her home port the last of
this w’eek or the first of next. Commodore
Clifford is to be congratulated on having so
fine a craft for his flagship.
From

lowing

the

letter

Visiting

speaks

Yachtsmen.

The

fol-

for itself:

July 30, 1912.
Chairman Fourth of July

Orrin J. Dickey, Esq.,
Committee, Belfast, Maine.
My Dear Sir: The Maine Commodores’
association wishes to extend to the people of
Belfast, through yorf, its thanks for your most
hospitable entertainment on July 5th. Every
citizen who met one of our number did his utmost to make the stranger feel at home and
every one enjoyed his visit to your city to the
utmost.
We thank you most heartily for all that you
did and hope that many of you will be able to
join the Maine Commodores’ association on
the occasion of its annual cruise in 1913, which
will probably be to the westward.
Yours very truly,

Arthur K. Pukington, Sec’y.

A Goat Yard. The herd of goats at the
corner of Main and Cross streets,of which former mention has beeh made, continues to attract attention. They are the property, and
pets, of Mrs. Walter A. Coombs. There are
eight milk goats and eleven kids from one
week to five months old, and they are of the
Toggenburg breed from Switzerland with the
exception of one Spanish Maltese. Their milk
is the richest milk known and is used in mak.ing high priced cheeses, and by children and
invalids. It is sold for 25 cents a quart. The
jneat pf the young goats is largely used in

I

southern eoiifitfies ahd is fcoii&idefed superior
These goats are very docile and
to lamb.
easily cared for and Mrs. Coombs takes pride
in her herd, the only one in this vicinity.
New Advertisements. A general invitatiori Is extended to everybody to come to the
big Belfast fair, August 20, 21 and 22, 1912.
Send or bring in the choicest products of
farm, garden and dairy, your best 'stock, poultry, etc., and show what Waldo country is doing and can do in agriculture. There are liberal premiums in all departments. There will
be races, good music and many other attracBelfast is to have a new tailoring
tions
establishment. Goldbergs, the tailors, have
come to Belfast to stay, and although
their
store, formerly the Star Theater, is not com...

pleted, they

ready

biuuiiuf

tuia

***

u*“f

be
not begin
early spring.
and all the details will be
a Colonial mansion
carried out in that style. It will have a frontuntil

and

to September 16th, an
week and to shorten the
Christmas vacation one week, leaving a two
weeks’ vacation.

the

cessful attempts to string the bunting, which
was blown down as soon as put up, the endeavor was abandoned and the supports covered with white and the lawn roped in. The
young people in charge of the decorations
worked with a will, bringing in auto loads of
wild flowers which were used with excellent
At the entrance
effect.
were
two large
clusters of wood brakes and ox-eyed daisies
and inside a frieze of white bunting was
draped as a background with elderberry sprays
and red berries against it, and below this was
& deep border of wood brakes and asparagus

candy exceeded the supply and the sales were
above the average. The committees in charge
did excellent work, and friends of the Home
responded Mberally with materials and money.
Gifts were received from Jeffersonville, Ind.,
Chicago, Redlands, Calif., Boston and about
town. The evening concert was held as usual
in the stable, which was crowded, while others

and

It

is

to

age of 145 feet without the porches and there
be eight white pillars on the front. The

will

main house will be 52 feet deep and the wing
It will be three stories, with slated
roof. There will be 20 rooms, including a
large ball room. The gallery will be 77 feet
long and the hall running from the front to !
the rear will be 52x30 and will have a colonial
staircase. Tne lower floors are to be of marble

30 feet.

School Committee.
The regular
meeting of the school committee was held last
Monday evening with seven members present,
Miss Lophemia Robbins was elected to fill the
vacancy in the Poor’s Mill* school, and Miss
Phoebe Cross of Morrill in the Pitcher school.
No report was received from Mr. A. D. Hayes
and Miss Melvina V. Parker, whose petitions
for increase in salary were not complied with. ;
The committee on supplies voted to buy a
Royal typewriter for office use by Superintendent Woodbury. It was voted to extend

ferns.

W anted

Bartlett, Esq., j

The

!

a

Screens, ill frecte &hd greChS, Were
placed in different sections, Shd the whole
place was brilliantly lighted with electricity.
The fancy work and food tables w’ere iri the
Home, and the rooms were beautifullydecorated
with a profusion of cut flowers. The home
was open for inspection, and was visited
by
many strangers. The candy and ice cream was on

Mark J.

____j

of many persons saved a
ana legal documents.
His desk and many other office fixtures were
taken out safely and taken to the city clerk’s
office in the city building.”

Pine

July 24th,

Kn<-41..

large part of the library

financial success, despite
the inclement weather. After three unsuc-

of

n-um

with the assistance

■

l

time.

erected later. It will front on an immense
lawn, and on the south side there will be a
garden 140 feet by 30. and in the rear a garden
100x40 to be circled by the road, making the
garden oval. Through the groves on the north
there will be drives and trails. Marshall &
Fox of Chicago are architects of the residence.
There are at present 60 men engaged on the
excavation and work for the foundation, which
is to be of concrete. Harvard brick will be
j used in the construction and will, arrive in
about ten days. The material will be on the

known attorThe Sentinel says: “Mr. Bartlett was on

<

|

ofruufc

i Among the losers was
i formerly of Montville,

Island Camp occupies an enproposes to install two tire island located in Great Pond (a body of
idle of Main street at the water 12 miles lung and 4 miles wide) the
Main, connected with a largest of the seven Belgrade lakes. For the
ral telephone office, so that ten past seasons this camp has been a source
ceded in the night time at of health, happiness and character develop.;*■ c, any person can call up
ment to an enlarging circle of boys from good
id the operator will turn on
homes. The director is Eugene L. Swan, M
immediately on seeing the D. of Brooklyn, N. Y. Last fall the staunch
II proceed to the nearest auxiliary schooner yacht Cygnus was
bought
out what is wanted.
to give the boys, who spend most of the summer
at
the
inland
a
whiff
of
the ocean.
writes from Minneapolis:
camp,
The parties consist of two councilers and
*nd me The Journal of June
They came while I was away about eight boys and they cruise for ten days
along the coast and about Mt. Desert. Last
|• in weekly touch with Belam very much interested
Saturday a cruise started from Belfast con( orsica.
It was my intensisting of a party of girls from Camp Abena,
the yacht having been chartered to that camp
a few
weeks there when I
pe about three and a half for girls for a short period. About August
plans were changed. 1 5th another cruise will start from Belfast.
The Cygnus is not a racing craft, but can go
the first opportunity
rr
anywhere in any weather. She is about 43
:iiig country and the
feet long, beam 13 feet, 6 inches, draft 6 feet
the regular beaten
6 inches. She has a trunk cabin with full head.os 11 more desirable
from
room and a comfortable cockpit.
Two tenders
Mrs. Favre’s letters are
are carried on davits, and. she has a
power
.avion from many quarters,
launch. A 12 horsepower engine gives about
.ated into French for a
6 miles an hour in calm weather. Capt. John
l aris publications.
Ray, her commander, has gone through the
ertificate of organivarious grades from Banks fisherman and foreitas been recorded in
mast hand to caDtain and he is also a licensed
:.v g i: try
of Deeds.
The
engineer. There are books on navigation
ration are to own, buy
aboard, and those desiring to gain the rudiluct a general agriculments of this interesting study are cheerfully
--el!, use and exchange al^
instructed by the skipper. Some of us old
iements, machinery, fertiwere born too
soon and can but envy
and all kinds of self-pro- boys
the boys of today.
^
1-uy, use and sell exploA Successful Lawn Party. The seventh
nuy and sell all kinds of
racing stables and ken- annual benefit lawn party at the Home for
v and sell
farm products of Aged Women, held the afternoon and
evening
on

issue.

next

Main anH

The Yacht Cygnus. The auxiliary schooner
yacht Cygnus, owned by the Pine Island
Camp for Boys at Belgrade, Me., was in port

date.
committee

i

new

our

Waterville had a $40,000 fire last Monday
morning, in which buildings on the corner of

g was

;

same

beginning

hole.

Mrs.
he removal of the re-

r

i-ara.

petition

2.00

for boxes of six

1

the

$1.50 and $2.00
2.00 and 3.00

Men's,
Women’s,
Children's,

to

present at the special
overnment last Friday
report of the cemetery

Holeproof

For

the athealth the next

usual

tacks

local

a

subject

at the

Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Pierce gave a buckboard
ride to Bald Rock Wednesday, the party including Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Paul, their son,
Prof. C. E. Paul, and wife, of Chicago, Rev. C.
B.Ames and guest, Stanwood Cobb o- Newton,
and Miss CharMass., Mrs. Susan C. Carter
lotte W. Colburn. A picnic dinner was enjoy-

Letters. The following leted at this beautiful spot.
remained uncalled for in the Belfast
post
office for the week ending July 30th: Ladies- I
This, Thursday, afternoon the Rocklands will
Mrs. Jennie Keller, Mrs. Clifford M.
the Belfasts on the Congress street
play
Rand,
Mrs. Emogene Taylor. Gentlemen—Thomas grounds and an interesting ball game is exClarke, H. K. Darby, Frank Shute, Geo. F. pected. The Rocklands will be headed by
Swift.
Ladd, the ex-Cleveland catcher, and the game
will be called at 3 o’clock. An effort is being
A special meeting of the city council was
made to regain Belfast’s old-time prestige in
held last Monday evening for a hearing in the
the national game and to attain that end a
case of Mrs. Louisa K. Patterson, who was
adliberal patronage of the games is needed.
judged insane and committed to the Insane
Don’t miss the game today.
Hospital in Bangor. For several days she had
been under the care of her son-in-law, Dr. E.
Pew
The Cobe Mansion and Grounds.
A. Kilgore of Brooks.
realize the extent of the Cobe estate in NorthC. P. Griffin of Northport has bought of S. port, It comprizes 100 acres, known as Hillside
A. Parker, the Belfast agent, an international Farm, in one of the most picturesque locatione
on the Maine coast, and every acre of it is to
Harvester truck with three seats and a
surry
top, that will comfortably carry eight people be improved. There are already completed
and 1,000 pounds of freight or baggage, and is 17,000 feet of bituminous macadam road leadroad over the grounds to
to run daily between this city and
Camden, ! ing from the town
the site oi the costly summer residence to be
next week.

You of course would find

f

I

given

The Belfast Band £ave a concert last
Friday
evening on the lawn in front of the Northport
Inn, Bay-side, making the trip down and back
in automobiles. The concert was a
fine one
and was enjoyed by a large audience.
Others
will be given during the season.

out the difference after you

special
Samuelson Brothers,
the fall opening with

she

ere

supply.

Advertised

Brier left last Saturday

K.

j

ters

Friday evening.

last

ces

worlym

I

V-.rris, Albert Miller and
made members of the Wal,;
al Association at a meet-

!

fair.
Mr. Gardner L. Hatch of
Citypoint stepped
the steamon a nail last week
The wreckers who are at
which penetrated his foot
the island of Metinic,
about half an inch,
causing a painful wound ship Carolyn, ashore on
the attempt to float her
which confined him to the
house for several are nearly ready for
and are very confident that the big craft will
days, but no serious results folio ved.
again see service.
The public dinner given by the
wome of the
The regular annual examination of candiMethodist Society in Memorial hall
circus day
dates for State Teachers' Certificates will be
was a financial success.
Mrs. Alice C. Bramgiven in Belfast,' Friday, August SOth, begin
hall was chairman of the committee.
A large
at eight o'clock A. M. Examinations for
ing
amount of food was
provided, but the demand
admission to State Normal schools will be
was greater than the

And—that’s the difference,
too, between the merely
Guaranteed stockings and
the original

j

There will be 10 fireplaces and each
porch will have one. The outside dining
porch will be closed in with glass when needed and have a fireplace. The living and dining rooms are each 36 by 26 feet and connected by gallery. Each sleeping room will have
an outside porch, a dressing room and bath.
blocks.

It

will be

one

of the most magnificent struc-

tures in the State.

St. Francis Fete. The lawn party,
entertainment and dance given by the St.
Francis Parish Tuesday and Wednesday afternoons and evenings was a success in every particular. The spacious and attractive grounds
with their many shrubs and plants were enclosed with red, white and blue bunting and a
large evergreen arch filled in with small flags
The grounds,
formed the main entrance.
house, chapel and garage were brilliantly
lighted with electricity, covered with gaycolored lanterns, making a pretty sce..e. There
was an abundance of most delicious cooked
food and it found a ready sale. The goose
booth was presided over by the Misses Nora
and Annie Ryan and Mary Conway of Castine,
and in return for a nickel the bird passed out
The

velopes at the booth of divided hearts, where
purchaser of a piece of heart was instructed to find the owner of the other piece,
the gentlemen to treat the lady to ice cream.
Miss Martha M. Pendleton and Mrs. George
Darby served punch and ginger ale, and at the
same booth Mrs. Loren Colcord, Mrs. Cornelius Cunningham and Mrs. Troy caite and ice
Minnie Pilley and Mrs. John
cream. Mrs.
Leary served salads and sandwiches. The
cane and ring table,which created lots of spoi t
and was also a source of revenue, was managed by George Darby and Miss Julia Leary.
I.i the house dining room, with its attractive
1 nen and china, hot coffee and cake were
served at intermission. Rev. Father James A.
Hayes of Portland, who is assisting Rev. Father
Dennis A. McCabe during the summer, had
charge of the program. T he society wish to

to

Lenses for Spectacles n
delicate operation. It requires
SKILLED workman to grind
fit your eye just right. The
smallest deviation from the proper
curvature makes a big difference in
the lens. I GRIND MY LENSES
TO FIT YOU, that is why [ can
guarantee results.
s a

a

Belfast Optical Co. ;
ADAMS, D. O. S.,
OPTOMETRIST
EYE

mmrnismmgmmgmmmMmmimm

aniiled Listers
I Sm.Lift
I Mackerel. Blueflsli, Butterflsh,

des-roys all dandruff, and
greatly promotes the growth

of the tia'r. You will certainly he pleased with it as
a dressing for your hair.
It
keeps the hair soft and
smooth and promptly checks
any falling of the hair. It
dees not color the hair, and
cannot ir jure the hair or
scalp. Consult your doctor
about these hair problems.
Ask him what he .thinks of
Ayer’s Hair Vigor.
Made

by

the J

C. AYER

CO.. Lowell,

Troy:

Scrimping, who desired to biea&h her hair,
Mildred Booker; m Alphonso, de Jones,* who
wanted to raise a moustache, Ralph Casey;
Mrs. Rotchkins, a fond mother, Grace Mitchell; He*11 daughter Kate, who is bashful, Alice
Spear; Miss Serephina Paddington, who longed
to b-3 tall, Doris Robbins; Mrs. Scrawny, who
was anxious to be pliitiip, Agnes Hill; Mr3.
Blooming, a handsome widow in search of a
usband, Alice Spear. The remedies worked’
altogether too well and the enraged patientg
returned for redress only to find that the
doctor had departed with the handsome widow
who had applied for a husband.Miss Crosby of
the Emerson School of Oratory, Boston, recited

selections—“The Boston Woman
Buying a Reserved Seat” and “She Held up
Her Dress Behind”—to the pleasure of her audience; Luther Hammons rendered a bass solo,
accompanied by Mrs. Clyde Pettee; and Miss
Hazel Sheldon, with Miss Maude Field accompanist, sang a soprano solo, “The Weaver’s
Dream,” and responded to an encore. At the
close of the program dancing began in the attractive little chapel, which had been cleared
for the purpose. Mrs. Clyde Pettee,
pianist,
and George Harte, violinist, furnished good
Edward Hogan was floor director.
music.
The Tuesday program was repeated Wednes-

1

a»«®4s«

1

Tel. 214.

£

--THE HILTON=

E. F.

1

BRAMHALL & CO.

i

I

^

I still have a few $1.00, $1.25 and $1 50
Lingerie Waists I am
79c. Silk Waists selling at a great sacrifice.

■
•

selling

A beautiful quality of Kid Gloves, ail
colors, for 98c., and you
them fitted if you wish.

8g
|R
•

Mass.

I«

home of waists.
can

for

have

I

%
^

Also this, the last week of my Anniversary Sale, I shall sell
all other
Waists, Neckwear, Belts, Handkerchiefs, Corsets and House Dresses at
20 per cent discount.

Four Days

H.

HILTON, Next Door to National Bank.

We shall sell the BENJAMIN
BLACK homestead in East Belfast before
Don’t

Monday, August 5th.
delay if you want a bar-

Clias.R. Coombs

gain

TheWest RealtyCo.

LICENSED EMBALMED.
CORONER FOR WALDO COUNTY

Cottage “Sale

AND
EVERYTHING MODERN IN

Caskets and Burial
Suits.

The undersigned offers for sale the cottage

Temple Heights, Nortbport, belonging

to
the estate of Edward 0. Thorndike. This cotis
of
the
dimensions:
main
tage
following
house 24 feet long, 13 feet wide; ell 22 feet
long, 16 feet wide. It has three good rooms
on each floor.
It also has a piazza on the front
and north side. Also a stable 15 feet long, 13
feet wide. All the buildings are in good repair. There is also a well of nice water on the
premises which has never been known to fail.
This cottage is located near other nice cottages and is in a very desirable location for a
near

summer

and fall residence, and would

Camp
Cottage

UNDERTAKER,

Home

Telephone

48-4

Everything

72 MAIN STREET, BELFAST

in

Staple and

Fancy
Groceries.

answer

Notice!

I

Canned and Bottled Goods,
j
Fancy Crackers, Pickles, 1
and Sauces.

TheTax Lists

FIRE
SALE

Yacht

Supplies.

48-3

Office

Fruits and

For 1912

Vegetables.

have been committed to me for collection
and are now due and payable. I shall he at
the Aldeimen’s room, in the City Building,
from July 29th to August 15th. inclusive,
from 9 to 12 o’clock a. m., and from 1 to

*=*=*

A.A.Howes&Co.,

4 p. m. A discount of 3 per cent will he
allowed on all payments made on or before

Groceries, Drugs

August 15, 1912.

and Medicines.

FRED W. BROWN, Collector,
Belfast, July 25, 1912,-4w40

J
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small furnished tenement at 23 Miller
street, in the Frye block. Apply to Mrs. Charles
Hammons for key, and to Mrs. Sarah F.
Bridges
of fetockton
Springs for terms.
27tf

—

a
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LET

A

ITS^

RIGHT

E

m™*]

'TI^madc;

J, W. Jones’ Store,

RIGHT aNb
BWlS

■

MAfERW

60 MAIN STREET.
of all

Cal! and

see

kinds.
me.

a

AND

Kitchen

Overland
Automobile
if taken at
Inquire of

A three-burner blue-flame oil stove,
practically new. Apply to
MRS. H. H. McDUNALD,
2t30p
Northport Avenue.

once.

LOST
*

Mtmm RUBBERS
This

Winter

The tinder
29tf

w^S

THE JOURNAL OFFICE.

eye

specialist

Twenty-four years experience and skill in
fitting glasses enables me to fit any eye that
glasses will help. Consultation Free.
44 South Main St., WINTERPORT, MAINE
Office Days, Mondays and Tuesdays.

COTTAGE FOR SALE
Quantabacook Lake. A finely furnished
cottage of 8 large rooms, over 1,000 square
feet of veranda, storage, wood and ice house,
boat house and boat. Inquire,
MISS MARION WELLS,
27 Church street.
At

For Sale Cheap

CARLE & JONES.

WEAR

Furnishings

litcfidll k Ml

4-Passenger

LOST

DR, E. H. BGYINGTON

STOVES,
FURNACES

Buys

in

ALSO

RANGES,

$260

bargains
property.

LINSEED OIL
mothimg'eise.

amo

We carry full lines of this naint, as
well as painters' supplies of all kinds.

Fred Timm

M. R. Knowlton for
city and farm

LEAD/ZINC

|
Footwear

I

two

■

I

Halibut, Haddock, Clams.
|||
| City Fish Market, i

|
H

scalp clean and healthy,

and its platform, elevated,
comfortable stage. The catchy oneact farce, “Dr. Cure-all,” was presented by the
children and afforded much amusement. The

Miss Jane

SPECIALIST,

Up Stairs, Odd Fellows' Block.

Ayer’s Hair Vigor keeps the

a

to reduce her flesh, Helen

j

F. L.

Destroys
Dandruff

dressing room

cast was as follows: Dr, Cure-aU, whQ had a
remedy for every ill, Willie F. Pendleton; Maria, a girl of 14 years, who had a peculiar gait,
Louise Wentworth; Mrs. Brown, who wished

lx

lenses to

—

thank Mr. E. S. Pitcher, through The Journal,
for the use of a piano. The garage was used
made

Q

The Grinding of

each

receive orders for
suits or overcoats, and to show what they can
do will make a discount of 10 per cent from
regular prices on all orders received during
August. They will alsa do cleaning, repairing
and pressing... The Holeproof stockings sold
only in Belfast at The Dinsmore Store are
guaranteed to wear for six months without
You can buy them, 6 pairs in
a hole.
a box, for men, women
and children.
....A very desirable cottage near Temple
Heights, Northport, ie offered for sale. For
price and terms call on or write Edward day.
——~ V
Sibley, No. 18 High street....Savings bank
book. No, 208 Stockton Springs Trust Co., lost. WEST WINTERPORT.
The Crockett Moving Pictnre Show will be at
....The West Realty Co. will sell the Benjamin Black homestead in East Belfast before O. Gardner hall, Tuesday evening of eaeh week,
Monday, August 5th. Don't delay if you want until further notice....Don’t forget that the
next meeting of the Waldo County Veteran*
a bargain.... Monarch
paint is sold by Mitchell & Truss ell, who carry a full line of paint- Association will be held in O. Gardner hell on
Thursday, Aug. let....Mr. Lyman Clark, who
ers supplies... .F. L. Adams of the Belfast
Op- has
been employed in the etere of hia uncle in
tical Co., will grind his lenses to suit you and
Attleboro, Maes., for several months, is at
that is why he can guarantee results....The home for a short vacation—Mr. J. Freeman
Hilton Home of Waists is selling silk waists Hussey, one of our oldest and moat prominent
citixens, is seriously ill of valvular heart
at a great sacrifice, and as this is the last week
trouble at his summer home at Camp Etna....
of the anniversary sale all other waists, neckf*™-Ad* Dyer Curtis, who recently returned
wear, etc., will be sold at 20 per oent discount. from Presque Ills, when she filled a musical
are

engagement, has been confined to her room
for the past week, but is stronger at this
writing ...Mrs. Augustus Clarke is confined
to her bed by illness-Mr. W. R. Ferry of
Newton, Mass., who haa been the guest of
relatives here and in Monroe, returned home
on Monday’s boat ...Mrs Woods, the mother
of Mrs. John Knff, is still quite critically ill at
her home... Mrs. Leroy Littlefield returned i
last Saturday from a visit with rela- !
tives in Hampden and Bangor..... .Miss {
Harriet
Patterson is the guest of her j
aunt, Mrs. Daniel Marden....Mr. George Mar- !
den has bought the Frank Clark homestead and !
farm of Mr. Henry Pendleton. Mr. Marden
will begin extensive improvements at once and !
is already having an artesian well drilled on i
the premises.... Mr. Daniel Marden had an ar- j
tesian well drilled last week .by the Chandler ;
Brothers-It almost looks as though there is
a brilliant business move for
Winterport. if
some old fogy does not stand in his own
light,
as has always been the case in this town when
j
business men approach_Mr. and Mrs. C. A.
Campbell spent Sunday at the home of Mrs. :
Ward-The farmers are reporting a heavy
Mr. Chester Curtis was in Bangor
hay crop
Friday on business-Messrs. White & Bussey
have a new touring car-Mrs. A. M. Clarke j
is confined to her bed by illness... .Mr. Chas.
Danielson met with a bad accident recently by
falling on a mowing machine sythe. He is |
considered in a very serious condition_Mrs. |
Oliver Lowe and son Clyde returned last Sat- !
urday from a brief visit in Brooksville.

for all the year residence if desired. Anyone
wishing to examine the property can do so by
calling on Captain Collins McCarty at Temple
For price and terms of sale please
a
Miss Rose McGovern, Heights.
pretty souvenir.
call or write Edward Sibley, No. 18 High street.
Father McCabe’s niece, and her guest. Miss
CLARA T. SIBLEY, Executrix.
Marian Lunt of Portland, looked after the enBelfast, July 27, 1912.—31tf
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“Heavens!”
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—

Than will be another meeting of the trueteee of tha Waldo County Agricultural iociety
[
at the city building this, Thurefcy, evening to
!
to the coining
consider matters

Trust Co.

gifted pianist strikes the
keys and you exclaim,
“Heavenly!” A giftless
pianist strikes the same
keys and you exclaim

m.

hand organ and

a

ith

Joseph A. McKeen, with s crew of men. has
been in Unity the put few
days installing tha
new vault in the
Unity Branch of the Waldo

A-—

dance at Seaside
,11 be a public
with
this, Thursday, evening,
orchestra.
will meet at the
,,,’j Hospital Aid
..resident, Mrs. S. W. Johnson,

'K>ye's

"*

A

BELFAST

\R\> OF

LOST
Between Temple Heights and Belfast on
Saturday last. Overland automobile curtains in
leather case. Finder will be suitably rewarded
for the retufn of same to
ORRIN J. DICKEY.
2w30
Belfast, Maine.
~

TO LET

Savings Bank Book No. 208, Stockton I
Springs Trust Co, Finder please return to
A tenement of five roome, with both and
Bank. Postage will be forwarded to cover. wood room.
Apply on the premleee at
1
FRANK S. BENSON, Treasurer.
30tf
129 MAIN STREET.

..

Obligations would be improved

FORT POWNALL.
Some Old Time Documents Relating to
This Frontier Post.
[Contributed by Lieut. F. F. Black, U. S. A.]
LETTER FROM COL. JOSIAH BREWER.

Penobscot Aug. 20th 1777.
Honourd Sir; I would beg leave to
acquaint your Honour That the Provision I received for the Penobscot Guard
under the Command of Lieut. Andrew
Gillman Ended the 11th Instant I shall
be obliged to your Trouble in procureing

order for the remainder of the Prome by the first opportunity) to the 1st of December next !
Agreeable to Order of Court Dated the
28th April last-As I have Borrowed
Provisions to Supply them untill I could
procure it from Boston-1 make no
doubt you have heard of the movement
of the Enemy to Machias. The commanding Officer their has requested my
assistance-—I have agreeable to his request Equip’d one fourth part of my
further
the boards should be paid
Regiment, with arms, Ammunition & at Four saith,
Dollars a thousand & ye Market
Provisions & have sent them under
price for boards at that time was 1:6:8
proper Officers-Also Order’d Lieut. at 10
hundred for a thousand.
Gillman to send the Major part of his
Jedidiah Preble John Smart
guard to their assistanceJacob Lannett
Andrew Webster
Your trouble in the Above will be
greatfully Acknowledged by Your Most
Obeditnt Humble Servant to Command
To the Honorable Council and House
Josiah Brewer.
of Representatives of the State of the
To The Honorable Artemas Ward Esq. Massachusetts Bay, in their Convention
at Boston &&&.
The humble Petition of that Part of
I the subscriber Certify & am ready to
confirm Ye truth of Ye following on the Inhabitants of Penobscot River emOath That when Colonel Josiah Brewer bodied in a Regiment of Militia, whereof
came from the westward with stores for Josiah Brewer Esq. is Colonel.
Which craves leave humbly to shew,
^the use of the distressed people of Penobscot, sent to their relief by the Massa- That the commons of the said Regiment,
an

vision (to be sent

pay

mem.

v^ujectiuna

was

them, & therefore received no more
the Stores, which I aver is the truth, as
witness my hand at Penobscot this day
of November 8th 1777.
Charles (his X Mark) Blagdon
Test—John Herbert,
Simeon Gorton of lawful age testifieth
& saith, That he was in necessity of
corn & salt & Molasses, applied to Mr.
Benj. Wheeler of Penobscot for relief,
who told him he had not wherewith to
supply his necessity. But pausing a
little time said, As your circumstances
are difficult, I will give you an order, &
money, & go to Col. Brewer, & take my
of the stores, ye Province sent down
| part
for the relief of ye people, etc. I took
i
the Order from under his hand, with the
I
money, & went to Col. Brewer, delivering ye order to him, & offering him ye
money for the stores, Col. Brewer reading the Order Refused it for the following reason viz.: because it should have

was never

maut?

against General Obligations, and he was !
advise to keep them himself, until he re- and so poor a people: neither were we
ceived the worth of them from such as let into the secret; our advice, & consent
took them, which was voted in the meet- , asked, which we expected in a matter of
ing, because no other method could be such importance: neither were we notiimproved to procure them. One Charles fied to make choice of such Gentlemen,
Blagdon told Colonel Brewer in my hear- whom we apprehended would have proseing, he sent for his part of the stores & cuted the General tranquillity of the
did not desire them, with out pay but good, and faithful inhabitants of this
could not get them, & several others the river; by reason of which divers grievances hath been produced to the detrisame.
Robert McCurdy.
Penobscot Nov. 3, 1777.
; ment and discouragement of the inhabitNicholas Crosbey Being of Lawfull ants here.
Therefore for present Redress, and
age testifieth and saith he was at Penobscot State truck house & he heard Sev- for the Prevention of future evils We
eral people discorsing Concerning Col. the Inhabitants of this River, embodied
Josiah Brewer, Lt. Col. Jonatfi Lowder in a Regiment of Militia under the com& Lieut. Andrew Gilman, being sent for manct or Josiah Brewer aforesaid, Reto the General Court at Boston. Col. quest that Your Honours, from your
Lowder afsd. Replys it they did not re- known goodness, will return us to, and
ceive a coppy By the time that was ap- incorporate us with the Ancient Regipointed they Should have a good Excuse ! ment, of which Jonathan Buck Esq. is
not to go up or not be obliged to go he Colonel.
It was never agreeable to us,
further saith he told Col. Lowder he See since his Appointment, to be separated
the papers the General Cort Sent down, i from him, under whose complaisent govNicholas Crosby.
j eminent, we have all possible assurance
N. B. Lieut. Col. Lowder & Let An- of unity and amity, which greatly prodrew Gilman went To Mechias Nov. the motes the happiness, and prosperity of
5th.
such people that we are blessed with
Whereas my Sloop Brought Down the | such affable, and laudable examples, &
Stores that was sent by the State of 1 promoters of the good of all people for
Massachusetts Bay said Stores that Be- whom they are concerned, and with whom
longed to the uper Destrick was landed they are connected, and we are the more
att Col. Josiah Brewers all except thirty intence, & engaged in the above request
four Bushels of Salt which was brought | as we ascertained of his zeal, and Faithback to my Store: which is about twenty fulness to preserve and
defend the
miles down, Said River and delivered to States, without oppressing those whom
Col. Johanathan Lowders fishermen, by he commands.
Said Lowders.orders.
We crave leave to show, that One
Jonathan Buck.
Regiment is sufficient for this place, and
W e the subscribers certify and are a multitude of officers, lessons the numready to make oath to the truth of the ber of privates; so that there not being
following: That when Colonel Josiah j sufficient commands here for all of them,
Brewer came from the westward with they can with honour refuse exposing
stores for the use of the distressed peo- themselves in case of danger; by which
ple of Penobscot, sent to their relief by nieans, such can avoid the inconventhe Massachusetts Kay State. He called iences, and dangers of war; which is ina meeting of
the inhabitants of this jurious 10 the United States of all North
place, and informed them of the stores j America.
he had brought down for them: but reYour Honours petitioners present &
quired obligations signed jointly & sev- submits their above request, hoping you
erally for the cost, and pay for them. will grant their request, and as in Duty
Objections was made against General bound, shal) ever pray
Penobscot November the 5th, 1777.
Obligation and he was advised to keep
them hiinseif, until he received the worth
Benjamin
h.ygins, John Smart,
of them of such as took them; which ; Charles Blackdon (big X Mark), Elisha
was voted
in the meeting, because no Grant, Ehphalet Neil, Jonathan Pars,
other method beside general obligations Gustavus Swan, Andrew Webster
Jun.,
could be improved to procure them.
Thomas Campbell, Capt., Robert Treat
Moses Wentworth,
! Sec’n Lef., Andrew Grant, Capt., Moses
Robert McCurdy,
Peter Sangster.
Joseph Avy.
We the subscribers jointly & severally
testifieth & saith, That att Penobseott
on the 5th Day of November 1777.
In
our presence &
hearing Mr. Benjamin
Wheeler of the place aforesaid Presented a number of persons, with written
declarations to Josiah Brewer, Esq. to
administer their oaths for the truth of 1
them. He read the papers & utterly refused swearing them; it was proposed
for two Gentlemen to write the
captions
to them, which would
prevent his losing I
tciuot-u

-J

..

Lilia

itisu.

ivir.

Wheeler immediately made a tender of
the money, & demanded by
law, that he
would swear them.
But he still refused,
and said he would do no business out of
nis own house tho at
ye same time he

swore some evidences for
wait Ei:c.
Mr. Wheeler

Col. Goldthreplied, The
evidences would he scattered, living at a
distance, & some of them was going 10
the westward, & therefore there was
special meeting to sware them, but he
refused to sware them. Pett Wheeler
then told him, he was
ready to deliver
him some papers from ye General
Court,
he answered, that he should come back
in three days, and then he would receive
them, but would not tarry. Mr. Wheeler
then run out of the House, and called to
Lt, Col. Jona. Lowder, & Capt. Gillman,
who was then rear at hand waiting for
Col. Brewers return, to come up & Hear
them & read them. But they would not
come, & went off aS it was Said to
Mechias, to the truth of which we are
ready to make oath as witness our hands,
at Penobscot,
Robert McCurdy.

N. R, Capt.
Wheelers calling
Gillman as he
that time & in

Moses Wentworth,
Samuel Low,
Caleb Goodwin.

McCurdy forgets Mr.
to Col. Lowder & Capt.

said,

The Stores sent to Penobscot by ye
Massachusetts Bay State, & he gave me
ye order again. I then immediately returned ye Order to Mr. Wheeler aforesaid, who wrote me a substitute one. I
went back to Col. Brewer ye second
time for ye stores, Bht he reading ye
Order as befor had no Objection against
it; but replied. Your family is but small,
& I will not deliver them to you, others
have more need of them, & they shall
nave

j

i/iicin,

oc.

gave

me

y

c

uiun,

saving

You should have brought a receipt with
you to deliver to me on receiving ye
stores; for which reason I will not let
I answered, There is
you have them.
ye Order, & I will sign a receipt for
them consonant with ye Order, & that
was sufficient to justify his delivering
them to me. But he utterly refused ye
delivery of ye said stores, or any part of
them to me.
Upon which I tendered
him the mone for the stores, which he
also refused. Upon which I came away
without any part of them, after I had
spent more time than to have purchased
an equal quantity if they were to be procured anywhere else, Given under my
hand at Penobscot, November the 10th
1777.

Simeon Gorton.
The Petition of Andrew Gilman of
Penobscot in the County of Lincoln in
said State.
Humbly Sheweth that Your Petitioner

left home in Canada, tigether with all
his Effects, which are in the hands of
the enemy.
That Your Petitioner to
Serve the Cause of His Country by the
desire of Capt. John Lake, he was Impower’d by the Honorable Congress of
j! this State in May 1775, to treat with the
Indians of the several Tribes about Can!
1 ada
together with the Eastern Tribes.
That Your petitioner was with Said Indians Upwards of Twelve Years be,
Wentworth, Nathaniel May hew, Joshua
and from the acquaintance he
Couillard, Joseph Carter Senr.. James fore,
had with them, Induced Capt. Lane to
Grant, John Salley (his 0 Mark), j use His Influence
with the said Indians
Samuel
Killman, James Philbrock, to Jovn General
Washington and not
Stephen Bysell, Peter Sangster, William take
up the Hatchet against the AmeriLunnt

('.'), Ephraim Downes, Joseph
Pumroy, John Pierce, Joshua Treat,
Jean Cluley Lieut., Edmund Smith,
Joshua Treat, Jun., Zetham Franeh,
Robert McCordey, Joshua E. Ayr,
Archoieus Harding, John Chisam, Eben
Crosby, Goodwin (his X mark) Grant,
lchabod Colson, Samuel Rogers, Edward
Smith, Daniel Gooden, James Collings,
Daniel (his X mark) Warren, Benj.
i Shute, Capt,, Simon Smith, Isaac Hop| kins, James Duning, Kenneth McKenzie,
Lieut. IHenry Black, Eliphalet Nickerson, Ralph Deverex, Jacob Dinnett,
Benjamin Smith, Henry Kenney, Joshia
Burley, Ephrm Grant, Silas Harthorn,
Junr., Simeon Gorton, Ephrm Grant,
William Sullivan, Adam Grant, Joseph
Avy, John Couillard, Jacob Clearford
(his X Mark, Daniel Lancaster.
e, the subscribers, Hereby solemnly
declare, that Col. Josiah Brewer Refused
delivering us our proportion of salt,
which was sent down by the Province
for the relief of the distressed
people of
Penobscot, & never received any molas-

1
1 cans,

no

other method besides General

of men under Command Stationed at Penobscot which Company was
*
discharged in January Last and as your *
!
Petitioner together with Insign. Jerimiah
Situated on Northport avenue, with
Colborn have two rations Due Each from T'e® °‘ t*1® Bay; cottage house with L fine i
and !
the 11th of Sept, to the 11th of Decem- stable; one-half acre of land, with nice
shade I
ber 1776 and one Ration Each Due Lorn and some fruit trees. Inquire on premises or
E. L. COLCORD,
11th of December to the 22nd of January of
j
26 Northport Avenue,
1778 the time said Company was Dis^®tr
Belfast,
Maine.
Petitioner
is
]
in
charged, and a3 your
great want of Provision he Humblys
Prays your honors to take the matter
into your Wise Consideration and point
out some method Whereby your Petitioner may be enabled to receive the
Very desirable house lots on Northport Ave. !
Provisions Due on the said Rations and
nue, commanding a fine view of the
bay. Apyour petitioner as in duty Bound Shall
'y t0
P. D. H. CARTER,
ever pray.
Andrew Gilman.
114
Waldo
1778.
Roxbury April 21,
Avenue, Belfast Me
The Committee on the within Petition
Or GEORGE P. CARTER,
Seareport, Me.
Having attended the Several Report,
that the Petitioner have Leave to with
draw his Petition.

For Sale

For

Page

426.

Sir:

PenoDSCot,

March

28th,

1779.

The major part of the Inhabitants are
almost Destitute of the Common Supports of nature and some families are intirely Destitute and in a Starving Con-

dition & will Inevietably Starve unlets
they have some speedy Relief. The
River is Blocked up by British Cruizers
not a vessel within six weeks past has
gotTn from the westward and all Recourse cut of Two Vessells Loaded with
Provisions and Necessarys (to a great
Value) which was coming here for their
Relief & the Support of the Indians has
been taken within this Ten Days.
The Indians are in a very bad Situation
for want of the Common necessarys of
Life and unless they can be supp'y’d by

they will unavoidably go to our Enemy
which will be of bad Consequence to Us
as Inhabitants and to
ye United States
in General to loose their Alliance, which
I Apprehend will be the Case unless
some method is taken to Cleare the Coast
ot these Cruizers. Am much afraia that
the whole of the Eastern Country will
fall into their hands this summer unless
some speedy method is taken to prevent
it. They Threaten to force a Trade with
us this Summer for Lumber to
Carry to
Halifax to Build & Repair their Fortus

resses.

the Enemy the loss of it to the state will
be great.

I hope your Honours will Consider us
and Direct us in a method to gain some
Relief in this our helpless Condition.
If nothing is done to Clear this Coast
that vessells may come from the westward to Trade with us and bring us Supplys as usual I am affraid that Famine
and Slavery to the British nation will be
the Consequence with the Inhabitants of
this Eastern Country.
I am Sir With the Greatest Respect
Your Honours most Obedient Humble Servants.
Jon’a Lowder^
L’t Col’o To Penobscott Reg’t of Militia & Truckmaster to the Tribe of Penobscot Indians.
To the Hon’ble The President of ye
Council State of Massachusetts Bay.
In Council April 23rd, 1779, Read &
Sent down.
John Avery D. Secy.
State of Massachusetts Bay
To the Hon’ble Council & House of
I
Representatives of said State.
The Petition of Andrew Gilman humbly |
!
sheweth That your Petitioner was apthe
Hon’l Gen’l Court in
pointed by
Sept’r in the year 1776 to Command a
Guard of thirty men (including ten Indians) to be stationed at Penobscott

River, which men by a Resolve of the
Jan’y 1778, Ordered to be discharged,
they were not made acquainted with,
or heard
of their Discharge ’till 7th
I'eb’y following, during which time your
Petitioner was obliged to borrow pro22d
but

a

Patrick Bow, who was then a prisoner,
on Board said Boat, for
being Detected
for stealing a Quantity of Beaver out of
the Truck House', and sundry Merchandise: Col. Lowder delivered said prisoner

Andrew Gilman.

of Massachusetts
the House of Representatives

Bay
April

dred lb. of Shot two barils n e Rum one
Hogshad of Molasss one Baril of Pork
ten bushils of Beans or peas, Kniv Sizzers needels and combs a Small Quantity of Each and it is Further Resolved
the said Louder be Directed to trad with
the Indians agreeabel to the Regulation
made by John Allen esq. with the Indians and to remit all the furs and
skins he shall Receive of the Indians to
the board of war and be accountable to
the General Court for the dowings.
Sent up for Concurrence, J. Pitts Spr.
In Council April 9 1778.
per Temp.

Srocure
leplyed,

Inlistment, and Give Him

an

Order’upon

:

Humbly

That Whereas your Petitioner had

a

and for said County, on the secBelfast,
ond iTuesday of August next, at ten of
the
clock before noon, ami show cause, if ativilmv
have, wliy the same should nut be proved en
1
!
proved and allowed.
CEO- E. JOHNSON, Judge
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, liegisier.
i
At a Probate Court hem at Belfast, within
ai d
for tile County of Waldo, oil tile second Tees.

1

day Id July, A, D, 1912,
A certain iiistnuneui, purporting

lo be die las. !
A will and testament of Delia T. Hi,;, late nt
Frankfort, in said County of Waldo, deeeased
having been presented for probate.
Ordered, That notice be given to all pel sobs In
terested by causing a copy of lids .Truer to be
published three weeks successively m The l;epublican Journal, published at Belfast, that thev
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held a’t
Belfast, within and for said County,on the second
Tuesday of August next, at ten of Hie mock
before noon, and show cause, if any iliey h ive
why the same should not be proved, annmveii

herewith send you the votes of said Inhabitants pass’d by them at a general
meeting on Tuesday the th day of June
insLant which we are to pray your consideration of, being encourag’d thereto
from the many instances of fav’r & assistance which the province have heretofore afforded to this infant settlem’t and
without some at this time we have real
cause to apprehend that these promising
settlements may be broken up. We are
further to assure you that the said Inhabitants are ready with their lives and
all y’t they have, to support the cause
which this country is engaged in, in defence of their liberties & privileges; and
will hold themselves in readiness for that
purpose. The said Committees are also
to inform you that it was represented at
the said Meeting that the establishment
of Fort pownall is nearly expired: That
the Commander of the s’d Fort in obedience to the commands of the Gov’r delivered to his order the Artillery & some
Arms belonging to the s’d Fort: That he
also delivered to our own inhabitants in
of this vicinity upon
the different

parts

their application some Arms & Ammunition; reserving only a small quantity of
each for the use of the Soldiers belonging to said Garrison, which occasions the

said Fort at this time to be very bare in
those respects. We are also to represent to you that the Town of Belfast is
in want of about a dozen stand of Arms
which is not practicable to be got here.
All which we are enjoined to lay before
you, Gentlemen, who
represent the

[Continued

on

Page 7.]
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A true

tlfiO.
copy.

E.

Attest:

Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

A'tk

GEO. E.

A true copy.

Attest;

Chas. P.

We have
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Call al
see our

a

great variety of the finest
are

our works on Front street and
finished work and get estimates.

j
j

j

.-

t.

granites for monumental work and
prepared to fill orders promptly.

JOHNSON, Judge.

Hazeltine, Register,

.. —

Headstones
Markers.

JOHNSON, Judge.

Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of July, A. D. 1912.
i certain instrument, purporting to he a copy
A of the last will and testament and the pro
bate thereof duly authenticated of Hamilton Holton Wood, late of Brookline, Mass., deceased,
having heen presented for probate, with a petition praying that letters of administration, with
the ;will annexed, may-'be issued to Orrin G.
Wood, John W. Edmunds aud Herbert H. Darling.
Ordered, that notice be given to all persons interested by causing a copy of this order to he
published three weeks successively in The Hepublican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to he held at Ut*lfast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of August next, at ten of the clock

■

Monuments,

and allowed.

Your Honour may be sensible that the before noon, and show cause, if any thev
have,
Lumber Trade in this Eastern Country is why the same should not be proved, approved
and allowed.
very large & If that Trade is cut of by

Penobscot June 7, 1775.
Gent’n:
We, the Subscribers, being appointed
Itl
a Committee by the Inhabitants settled
3-, 1778.
paid the money.
John Smart
on Penobscot River; the Inhabitants of
On the RetitiOn of Jonathan Louder
Jacob Dennett.
Master to the Penobscot tribe of Belfast; Majabigwaduce, & Benjamins
Penobscot November the 7th 1777,
! Truck
River, to make a representation to you
Indians Praying for goods to Supply said of
the difficulties & distress the said InIndians with. Resolved that the Board
habitants are under, in respect to the
be directed to Supply Jonathan Louder
JEDIDIAH PBIBLe’S EVIDENCE;
scarcity of Corn & Ammunition occaThe
deposition of Jedidiah Preble with the following Articles for the Sup- sioned by the interruptibn of vessels,
! Juhi1.. bf Lawful age testiiieth & saith, ply of the Penobscot Indians, if they which they depended upon for their suphave the then to
to viz—one bale
• That some time in
September Last the of blankets one spare
in exportaplies & also the
peasjjof Bleu Shorud tion from the impediments
Deponent went in Company with Lt. three
Seaport Towns by ineffiPtces
of
one peecs of lening
Calico
Col. Lowder in the Province boat, with
cient Committees after the said Articles
a
number of soldiers, to Guard one one of Oznabags one hundred lb. of pow- have been
purchased, We accordingly
der two hundred lb. of Lead one hun-

State

Sale

PROBATE NOTICES!

Pray

[

sess, but after ye Petition went from I
this place to Court, then Col. Brewer t
delivered the salt to us, for which we

f

Lieut. Andrew Gilman.
Sir: I am directed by the Honorable
Board to signify to you that as you have
been lately
appointed by the General At a Probate Court belt! at Belfast, within and"
Court a Lieut, in the Service of this
for the County of Waldo, on tine
second Tue
1 ues
day of July, A. D, 1912.
State to reside at Penobscot in that Cainstrument, purporting to be tite last
pacity mentioned in your appointment it AceJ1'*in
will and testament of Tlmtnas K.
elements
is their Expectation that you Officiate lare of
Monroe, in said County of Waldo de'
as an Interpreter whenever the Public ceased, having been presented
for probate
Ordered, That notice be given ;0 all persons inService require it between Col. Lowder
terested by causing
and the Indians at Penobscot.
? copy of this ..Aler to he
published three weeks
'successively in The He
John Avery, Dy. Sec’y.
publican Journal, published at Belfast, that thev
at a Probate Court, to be held at
appear
may
order
of
the
Council.
By
within

Num- visions for the use of said men, which
ber of them to go & treat with General y’r Petitioner engaged to return in proWashington, Upon Condition Your Peti- visions and Your Honors must be sensitioner would accompany them, for which ble that it will be a great hardship for
the Honorable Court allowed him four him to purchase provisions at the present
pounds per month & Three shillings per exorbitant price to replace that borrowday for his Expences, Since which he ed for the men aforesaid.
has been Commissioned to the care of A ;
Your Petitioner therefore prays your
!
Company at Penobscot. & called of the Honors to Order the Co umissory General
other services, and allowed but four to deliver
Petitioner the back Raj pounds per month up to the 22nd Janu- tions due toyour
an Ensign and
twenty men
;
of
said Comp’y from 22d Jan’y to 7th
ary Last, & dismissed that Your Petitioner has been at Considerable Expence Feb’y aforesaid being fifteen days, &
:
said Indians for to Engage likewise permit him to make up the pay
1 in Treating
their favors.
Your Petitioner prays Roll for the men aforesaid for the said
your Honors would take his ease into term of time
Your Wise Consideration for his Past
And as in Duty bound will ever pray
Andrew Gilman,
Extraordinary Services, & Contirm him
in mo ruuuci
lampiuyineni/, as ne ban t
Boston, ApriP12th 1779.
Return to Cahada at this time, and as
the Indian* Cd'n’t do any Business with
us without an Interpreter and Your Pe- LETTER
FROM PENOB866T TO THE PROtitioner as in Duty Bound Shall Ever
VINCIAL CONGRESS.
JUNE 7, 1775.
j
etc.

That Your Petitioner Engaged

Was in the House at
Mr. Samuel
company.
Col.
Brewer swore me, over to Josiah Brewer
Memorandum,
Esq. together
viz Caleb Goodwin at the same time in
with a Complaint of his crime, in order
another case.
for Trial (as I thought) Mr. Justice
,
Caleb Goodwin the deponent saith,
Brewer reading the complaint,
He obthat he went personally to Colonel Josiah
serves to the Deponent, That in case he
Brewer, and requested some stores for should
proceed to the Trial, He, and Col.
Mrs. Blake, who had a family of small
Lowder, would Loose a Considerable
children, living only upon the charity of Sum of Money: for he would
try the
the people, and her husband at that time
but must Bind him over to the
in the Continental Army: which Colonel ! Prisoner,
Sessions and then he would only be punBrewer knew. I requested her part of ished
Jonathan Avery Dy.
according to Law. He considers Read & Concurred,
the provisions of Colonel Brewer for her or
Jer Powell, A. Ward, R. Derby,
pauses, a little time, and then saith Sec’y:
use, informing him of her circumstances: to the
Deponent, and asked me, Have J. Cushing, I. Palmer, John Whitcomb,
but he utterly refused and did not send
not got orders to Inlist men into the Jabez Fisher, Moses Gill, B. White,
you
her any relief, though she and her chilContinental Service from Lieut. Ulmore? Benj. Austin, Oliver Prescott, A. Fuller,
dren was then suffering for the necesThe Deponent told him he had, But did D. Hopkins, S. Holten, Josiah Stone.
sities of life.
Page 411.
not think Lieut. Ulmore would be willing
Caleb Goodwin.
to Inlist so bad a feliow into the service.
We the subscribei s Certify, and offer Mr. justice Brewer
answered, He made State of Massachusetts Bay
to give oath to the following. That when no doubt he would receive him. Mr.
Council Chamber April 10, 1778.
Col. Brewer came from the west with Justice Brewer then proceeded to Settle Ordered that the Honorable
Thomas
for
the
use
of
the
stores,
Distressed the Affair with the Prisoner, In manner
Cushing Esq. be & he hereby is directed
People of Penobscot, which was sent tc following viz. Cast up the Articles he to deliver to the Board of War of this
their relief by the Massachusetts Bay Stole, Which (I think) amounted to Fif- State all such
as he now hath
State. He called a meeting of the in- teen pounds Twelve Shillings & Four in his hands Wampumto this
belonging
State, that
habitants of this place, and Informed pence.
He Then added Three times that they be Enabled to
Comply with a late
them of the Stores he had brought down sum, which amounted to
of
the
Resolve
General
Court.
Sixty-two
for them: but required Obligations sign- Pounds. Nine
shillings & Four Pence;
Read & Accepted.
ed jointly & severally, for the Cost, and and then told the prisoner If he would
Jonathan Avery, Dy. Sec’y.
for
them
pay
Objections was made pay that sum of Money, He should be
To the Honorable Council & House of
against general Obligations, he was ad- discharged. The Prisoner told him He Representatives of the State of Massavised to keep them himself, until he re- was
to
do
anything he desired to chusetts Bay in General Court Assemwilling
ceived the worth of them of such as took
his liberty. Col. Brewer Esq. bled the Petition of Andrew Gilman of
them; which was voted in the meeting,
If he would sign the Deponents Penobscot
Sheweth.

because

Company

The Distressing Situation of the
Inhabitants of this River, is the Occasion
of my troubling your Honor with this
of
Letter.

consulted, neither were knowing, neither approved of the divission of
the Ancient regiment of Militia in this
piece; and did not so much as suspect,
that any persons or person Were studious
in planning the sd division, as hath taken
place, where there are so small a number

chusetts Bay State: He called a meeting
of the intiabitants of this place. & informed them of the stores he had brought
down for them; But required obligations
Signed jointly & severally, for the cost
ui

■

eth and saith, That I and My Family was
in great distress for bread, and I went
to Col. Josiah Brewer to procure some
of the Province Corn, Salt & Molasses,
and took a large, good' bull Moose skin
with me, to purchase these stores with,
but Col. Brewer would give me no more
than five peck Indian corn; and by reason
of my pressing famishing necessity, I was
constrained to let the said skin go for so
small a purchase; and I never received
any other of the stores of Col. Brewer
which belonged to the Province, tho I
certified my necessity to him, and he
said, he would not take lumber for

—

anu

X

Lieut. Ulmore for his bounty to the
cure them.
It was moved in the Meet- amount of that sum; and give his Note
ing by the Moderator, That People which of Hand for the Same Sum; he should be
received stores, should pay in boards at discharged from his accusation.
All
the rate of Eleven hundred for a thous- which the Prisoner readily complied with,
and. Hogshead staves in the same man- & it was Settled in this manner in the
Which was to be delivered Deponent’s Presence; the prisoner was
ner, etc.
either to Lt. Col. Lowder, or Capt. accordingly set at liberty. Col. Brewer
Grant, and when they made the pay to EBq. said to me before he finished this
them, their order would be sufficient for affair, as followeth viz. You know, if I
the delivery of the stores. This vote settle the affair without Committing the
passed in the affirmative in the Meeting, Prisoner to Gail, It will be a considerable
because of the necessity of the people advantage to me and Col. Lowder, which
for the Provisions, which could not be the Deponent understood, would be
procured on any other conditions; to equally divided between them, as they
which vote as it stands related, neither were in partnership respecting the Truck
Col. Brewer, nor Lt. Col. Lowder made trade.
The Deponent further saith,
no objection. To which as related above,
That this Patrick Bow, Deserted from
we solemnly aver the truth, as witness the Regulars to our Assistance (ashe unour hands, at Penobscot November the
derstood), and Inlisted into the Guard at
5th 1777.
Penobscot under Col. Brewer aforesaid,
Kenneth McKenzie,
and was a soldier in the said Guard at
Eliphalet Nichorson.
the time he was made prisoner. And
N. B. Lieut. Col. Lowder was clerk further saith not
in the said meeting & Jedidiah Preble
Jedidiah Preble, Junr.
moderator.
Penobscot November the 8th 1777.
We aver the truth of the Above, &
Charles Blagdon the Deponent testifito pro-

HUTCHINS BROS.
At a Probate Court, belli at Belfast, within anil
for the County of waldo, on the 9th day ol
July, A. D. 1912.
VI7ILLIA M L. CARGILL, guardian of Fannie
»f
M. Gilman of Liberty, in said County of

peiition

I.DO SS
In Court ot l'i
\\T
>>
fast, on the 9th day ot .1 ■.
F. Duuton, Trustee muter tin*
A. Weatherbee, late ..f 1• 11;i
deceased, having presented his
account of said trust for aliowa
Ordered, that notice there. :
weeks successively in The lh*pn!
newspaper published in Pehn*',
that all persons intmested may
bate Court, to lie held at He
day of August next, and *h
they have, why the said accou
allowed.
GEO. E JOHNS
A true copy. Attest:
Oh vs p. Hazki.i
—

■

Walili, having presented
praying
court, neui at Belfast, witlim and
or private sale and mu
for the County of Waldo, on the 9th day of license to sell at public
of his said ward, describreal
estate
certain
vey
July, A. D. 1912.
ed in said petition.
GROUT WOOD and Herbert
That the said
give notice to
Darling, both of Brookline, County of Nor ! allOrdered, interested by petitionera copy ot this
persons
causing
folk, in the State of Massachusetts, and John W. order
be published three weeks successive.)
to
Edmunds of Wellesley in said County of Nor- ;
in TIm
Journal, a newspaper publishfolk, having presented a petition praying that ed at Republican
Belfast., that they may appear at a Probate
Alice Grout Wood and Herbert Henry Darling,
to be held at Belfast, within and tor said
both of Brookline, and John W. Edmunds of Court,
County, on the 13th day of August, a. J>. 1912,
Wellesley, all in the County of Norfolk, in the at ten <*i the clock before
noon, anil show cause,
State of Massachusetts, may ..be appointed Ti ns- ;
if any they have, why the prayer of said petitees under the will of Hamilton Holton Wood,
tioner should not he granted
late of said Brookline, deceased, for the benefit
EDO SS. —In Court ot m
«Eo. E. JOHNSON, Judge,
of Orvin Grout Wood and Philip II. Wood.
fast, on the 9th day ot Jul.
true copy. Attest:
Latch, administratrix on it,
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
Chas. P. Hazkltink, Register.
Patch, late of Liberty. m *,a,.I
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
having presented her lirst ai
order to be published three weeks successively
administration ot said estate ;
At a Probate Court hem it Belh*>r. within and
m The Republican Journal, a newspaper pubfor the County of Waldo on the 9th day ot
lished at Belfast, that they may appear at a ProOrdered, that notice there.>r
bale Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for
July, A. 1). 11:12.
weeks successively, in The 1C
said County, on the 13th day of August, A. I).
a newspaper published i:i Pei;
F. DUNTOX. Trustee under the last
1912, at ten of the clock before noon, and show il will ol Susan a. Weatherbee, late of Bel- that all persons intercsled nm
bate Court, to be held at
cause, if any they have, why the prater ol said fast, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having
|
petitioner should not be granted.
presented his re-ignatiun, together with a peti- I day of August next, and *h.*a
GEORGE E. JOHNSON, Judge.
tion praying that Jlowaid stetson Fletcher of | have, why thesaid account *h«
A true copy, Attest:
Brookline, Mass
may be appointed Trustee ed.
Chas. P. Hazeltixe, Register.
ui der said will to till the vacancy thereby ertat
OEO. E. JoII
A true copy. Attest:
ed.
CPAs, p, H.V/.hl
At a Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
or the County of Waldo, ou the second TuesT?X ECU TURNS NO J let.
c
order to be published three weeks successively
day of July, a. d. 1912.
by gives notice that lie
in i he Republican Journal, a newspaper pubcertain instrument, purporting to be a
pointed
executor of the last w
cony
A of the last will and testament and the pro- lished at Belfast, that they may appear at a Pro- of
bate Court, to be held it i’ellast, wiihin and for
bite thereof, duly authen icated, of Ann E. Me
MARY A. J1ARRIMAN.
said
on the 13th day of August, a. I).
Gilvery, late of Searsport, in said County of 1912,County,
at fen of tiie clock before noon, and show
in the County of Waldo, dec
V/aldo, deceased, having been presented for cause, it any they have,
the
ot
said
why
pruver
having demands against th
probate, with a petition praying that the copy petitioner should not be granted.
ceased aie desired to piv*.m
(t said will may be filed and recorded in the
C.KoRGK ti JOHNSON, Judge.
tleiiieiit. ami all indebted
Probate Court for the County of Waldo, and
..
A truefcopy. Attest;
to make pa\mem immeu! it.
that letters of administration, with the will anChas. P. H azki.ti n k, Register,
nexed, be issued to Clara E. M. Griffin of Los ;
j rimau of t’elfast. Me., mv •,>.■
Altos, Cal.
GEORGE
New York. July 9, 19L2.
88.—In Court <»1 Probate, held at Bel- !
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons
fast,on the 9th day ot July. 1912, (;. ||. ;
interested by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in l'be Re- Cargill, executor of the last will ol Fred a. j L’XEt UTKIN S No HCL. I
publican Journal, published at Belfast, that tle-v Gilman, late of Liberty, in said Couuiy. im-uu' ! Li ny gives imlier that s|,.may appear at a Probate Court, o be held at ed, having presented ins first am; final account
pointed execuii i\ o! tia
: o'
Belfast, within and tor said County, on the sec- of administration ot saiil estate for allowance.
ond Tuesday of August m xt, at ten of the
Ordered, 1'Jiat notice chereol be given, three
MARK T. DODGE, h.c
clock before noon, and show cause, if any
they weeks successively, in The Republican Journal, I in the County of Waldo, dohave, why the same should not be proved, ap- a newspaper published in Belfast, m said
Conn- !
demands
again*; ;n.
having
proved and allowed.
ty.lhai all persons interested miv att.-ml at a ceased
are desiie.i i.> pi,Probate Court, t" be held at Belf.iM, on the 13th
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
a II nicetu.
and
I th-tiemeiit,
A true Cop}. Attest:
day of August next, and show -a.ise. :f any to make
payment mnm-ma
Chas. P, Hazkltim:, Register.
they have, why tlm said account should not be
Ma
ahowen.
Troy, July 9. 1912.
GKO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
A true copy. Attest:
for the County of Waldo, ou the 9th day or
NOTICE. II,
Chas. P. IIwzki.tinK, Register.
July, a. D. 1912.
ilia
by gives not;
! o
A. LORING of stock ton Springs, in
pointed executrix m
117A L 1)0 ss—In Court ot rrooaie, iichi at Kei
Vf fast, on the 9th day of July, 1912, Sarah oij
said County of Waldo, having presented a
petition praying that Arthur Ritchie rnav be ap- x. Stover, executrix of the last w.ii of Silas I EDWARD O. THORN DIK1
pointed her guardian for reasons .stated m her Storer, late of Morrill, in said ( Aunty, deceased, 1
,i
petitioli.
having presented her first and tinai account of i in tlie County of Waldo,
having demands against the
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to administration of said estate for allowance.
ceased are desired to pit s, i.i
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal, tlenient, and ,m indebted !inorder to be published three weeks successively
to make paynn nt :mmedia:« :
a new spaper published in Belfast, m said County, i
in The Republican Journal, a newspaper pubCl al,
Kl.il rtll JicIMHlS UllflVSlKl limy Mil-mi ill ;t
lished at Belfast, that they may appear at a Pro1'roBelfast. July y, HHg.
bate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and lor bate Court, to be held ;it, Beliast.on tin- 13th
of
13th
and
it
day
said County, on the
show cause,
August next,
any they
day of August, A. D.
4 DM 1 N I STRATR 1 X'S
1912, at ten of the clock before noon, and show have, why tlie said account should not be afNot
lowed.
cause, if any they have, why the prayer ol said
A seriber hereby giv -s a !
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
petitioner should not be granted.
been duly appointed adniinot
A true copy. Attest:
GEO. e. JOHNSON, Judge.
of
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltink, Register.
PARKER <’. GEORGE,
CftAS. P. HAfcE’LTiNK, Register.
YI7ALDO SS.—In Court 01 Probate, lield at Bel- in tlie
County oi Waldo, dee
V?
fast, on the 9th day of July, 1912. Arvilia bonds as the law directs. Ail
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and S. Webber,
administratrix, with the will annex- mands against the estate oi
for the County of Waldo, on the 9th day of
ed, on the estate of Jane I,. I.i vant, late of Bel- desired t" present the >am
July, a. D. 1912.
mont, in said County, deceased, having present- all indebted thereto are requA. FLANDERS of Belfast, in said ed her first and final account of administration ment immediately.
County of Waldo, having presented a petition of said estate for allowance.
ALBKR'l
praying that Ladonna M. Jackson, administraurdered. That notice thereof be given, three
Wiuterport, July 9, 1012.
trix ol the estate of Lucius H. Jackson, Jr
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
may be authorized to execute a deed to carry a newspaper published in Belfast, in said
County,
into effect a certain contract named in said that all
A DMINISt RATOR S NOTH
persons interested may attend at a Pro
petition.
bate Court to be held at Belfast, on the 13th A er hereby gives latt ice tba
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to day ot August next, and show cause, if any they appointed administrator of tin
all persons interested by causing a copy of this have, why the said account should not be allowBENJAMIN J. BLOOD,
•rder to be published three weeks successively ed.
in the County of Waldo, deeiu The Republican Journal, a newspaper pubGEO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
bonds as the law directs. All
A true copy.
lished at Belfast, that they may appear at a ProAttest:
mands against tlie estate of s;,i
bate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
sired to present tlie same for
said County, on the 13th day of August, A. D.
indebted thereto are request
1912, at ten of the clock before noon, and show
SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Bel
ment immediately.
if
cause,
any they have, why the prayer of said
fast. on the 9th day iof July, 1912
ORRIN I
Alton
petitioner should not be granted.
K- Braley, administrator on the estate of .James
Knox. July ‘J. 1912,
geo. e.. Johnson, judge.
H. Braley, late of Belfast, in said County, deA true copy, Attest:
ceased, halving presente
his first and final ac4 DM I N 1ST 11 \ rOR’S NOT!
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
count of administration of said estate, together
A seriber hereby giv-*-. not
with his private claim, for allowance.
duly appointed admmisrratoi
At it Probate Court Held at Belfast, within and
Ordered. That notice thereof be given, three the will annexed, of the estate
for the County of Waldo, in vacation on the
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
FRANK M. PATTERSON,
13th day of July, A. D. 1912.
a newspaper publisle-d in Belfast, in said Couu- !
that all persons interested may attend at a : in the County of Waldo, oe,
certain instrument, purporting to be the last ty,
A
bonds
as tlie law dire (Ms.
to
Court,
be
held at Belfast, on the 13th
will and testament ot Anna B, Osgood, late Probate
demands
tlie estate
of August next, and show cause, if auy
of Palermo, in said County of Waldo, de- day
J are desiredagainst
to
tile
.>ai
present
the
have,
said
why
account and private !
they
ceased, having been presented, for probate.
and all indebted thereto are i<
claim should not be allowed
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons
payment immediately.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
interested by causing a copy of this order to be
JOHN
A true copy. Attest:
Belfas, Judy 9. 1912.
published three weeks successively iu The lieChas. P. Hazeltink, Register.
publican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
NOTICE.
EXECUTOR’S
SS.—In Court of Probate, held at BelBelfast, within and for said County, on the
hereby gives notve, that
fast, on the 9th day of July. 1912. Flora
second Tuesday of August next, at ten of tiie
of the laexecutor
appointed
administratrix
on
the estate of Frank
clock befoie noon, and show cause, if any they Bauton,
ment of
have, why the same should not be proved, ap- I) Nor on, late of Montville. in said County, de- 1
I
THOMAS
CUSHMAN,
A,
ceased,
her
first
having
and
final
acpresented
proved and allowed.
count of administration of said estate, together
iu the County of Waldo, deGEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
with her private claim, for allowance.
A true copy. Attest:
bonds as the law directs. A
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three demands against the estate
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal, j are desired to present the same
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said
88.—In Court of Probate, held at BelCounty, and all indebted thereto are i«■-,
that all persons interested may attend at a Pro- payment immediately to A. 1>. d
fast, iu vacation, on the It til day of July,
ville, Me., my authorized agent.
1932. F. G. Farrington, administrator on the es- bate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 13th
WILLIAM!
tate of True F. Young, late of Palermo, in said day of August next, and show cause, if any they
the
said
account and private claim i
Spokane, Washington, June
County, deceased, having presented his first and have, why
final account of administration of said estate for should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
allowance.
A true copy. Attest:
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
Chas. P. Hazeltink, Register.
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, iu said CounNOTICE. The subscriber herety, that all persons interested may attend at a
gives notice that he lias been dulv apProbate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the
by executor
of the last will ami testament
pointed
13tli day ot August next, and show cause, if any
they have, why the said account should not be of
ELLEN
F.
allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
LOW, late of Winterport,
A true copy: Attest:
in the County of Waldo, deceased.
A11 persons
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for setTO
tlement, and all indebted thereto are requested
to make payment immediately to Henry W, Mayo
of
Hampden, Me., my authorized agent.
Relieves sour stomach
GEORGE ▲. FIFIELD.
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,his unb'appy time; &
from

Continued

■

■

proving

to

(.ike ,ke same into your
,jvt them such relief as
liberation you judge exin behalf of the said

con-

pray >'?“ 1n

jjierti'6'
1

0m

pedif'1,

...■'■■

diiinhle Serv ts
Tho. Goldthwait
John

Jonathan Buck
Kihi’p Mooers
Benj'ii Shute
Oliver Crary
■

water

we

lane. June 9, 1775.
Pownall June 9, 1775.
in

11 arty in the Cause,
;y to assist us if occai'anada Indians are all
The Indians are now
.,il go to Casco Bay toI,,.!' write more fully,
h Respect Your much
so

Jn’o Lane.

are

also

building

a great many
intend to drive
away their Ships, we have beard that our Enemies intend to go to Canada this Summer, if
they do we trust you will help us drive them
away, if we should want You. Your letter
came so late that a great
many of our Court
w'ere gone home before we received it, therefore we shall order the farther consideration
of it to the next Genera 1 Court which will be
in June, they will send You to a Truckmaster
that You will be contented with, who will
trade with You, and supply You with such
things as You will want, if they can be bought.
We wish You a blessing, health and prosYour Friends & Brothers.
perity and are

ships of

lied agreeable to my
see
hy the inclosed
got one of the Chiefs
attended by
... assador
;,s far as Falmouth and
to get them as far as
mldn’t have tho’t that,

[

Will be done by us, Capt. Lane is oblig'd logo
t > New York, he c* n’t come to You this Summer, but we have ordei’d Lieutenant Gilman
to keep at Penobscot & with You. You desire
us to mind nobody but the Heads of your
Tribe. We desire You for the time to come to
sign all the Letters you send us with your
marks, that we may not be deceived.
Dear Brothers, We have the pleasure to tell
you, that by the help of God we have drove
them wicked people of old England out of our
Colony, and we trust and believe we shall be
able to keep them out, we have built forts in
almost all of our Towns that are near the
war,

with which

we

JON’A LOWDER. MAY 21, 1777.
Penobscutt 21st, May 1777.
.3. Warren Esq.
Sir yesterday Lieut. Gillman was at Penobscutt Old Town with the Indians on Business
1775 that
Flo M BELFAST, &C
they sent to him for--before his arrival
cri.33 Watertown June 23,
he was met by Esqr. Ausing an Indian, who
told him they had Certain Intelligence of a
number of the Inhabit- great number of Indians &
Regulars coming
t River; the Inhabitacross the Country in order to Distress & Des&
-waduce,
Benjamin’s troy the several Rivers of Penobscutt, Kennedifficulties & Distress bec & St. Johns, they are commanded
by Loinr in respect of the near a French Colonel in the
Regular service,
iniuon, ana praying
j and I belive it may be Depended upon as a
Fact, and I desire you would Communicate
recommended by this this to the several Committees below, that the
s of Safety, of the
people ma3r be warned to be in readiness when
Newbury Port or to j called for.

t

LETTER

FROM

■

j

\
;

[

.'afety

or

within

f

duck

Conespondthis Colony,

one

of the Pe-

Inhabitants for
Hundred Bushthat amount in Corn
for the same Cord-lent as the said Buck
Vi is Security thear for
k -;iall not make satisreasonable Time, it

N. B.

The Indians here will keep a good
lookout, and promise to inform us with an3Tthing that Effects us.
I am—your Hum’l Serv’t.
Jon’a Lowder.

Salvage

of

GIVE US MEN!

Wrecks.

Delicate Children.

Give

Some Wonderful Feats Performed
In this
Work.
BECOME STRONG AND HEALTHY,
a shiP wllich has
with careful watching, proper food and clothin|
been £ 5fnT' ruleJ

hA8

badly damaged

and sunk is not
worth raising. It would
probably cost
more to raise her
and,repair her than to
build a new ship.

Her value

hand, would
breaking up

old iron, on the other
pay for raising and
She may, however* be in

as

not

the way of other

ships,

a

danger

to navi-

gation generally, and then she is

some-

blown to pieces by a
judieiouslv
placed charge of dynamite.
It is usually worth while, however to
save parts of a
wreck, if by any
they can be got at. Brass work for
is
of
sufficient value to be
example,
worth getting, and, of
course, if gold or
silver—eitherm the form of coins or bars
-be a part of the cargo, then it is certainly worth an attempt.
Sometimes even that is impossible
because of the depth at which the wreck
lies. As a diver descends the water
pressure increases, and to keep him from
being crushed by it the pressure of air
in his dress has to be increased to the
same extent and there is a limit to the
amount of air pressure which a man can
stand. The main trouble is that his blood
becomes aerated under the pressure.
Its condition becomes like that of soda
water in a corked bottle. And as soon
as he commences to ascend and the
pressure is reduced it
becomes like soda
water with the cork out. The nitrogen
which was forced into it by the pressure
comes bubbling out as the pressure
falls,
and if this be allowed to occur too vigorously it will result in the diver’s death. I
About 35 fathoms is the limit below
which man cannot go, and even at that, i
if the diver has to si ay down any length
of time, he must ascend again by easy
stages, with long intervals of rest, for
his blood to get rid of the absorbed air;
so that his aicent will take as much as
four hours. Four hours spent in coming
to the surface after but one hour’s work
below—five or more hour’s wages for
one hour’s work to an expensive man
like a diver, to say nothing of the wages
times

me’ans

ox

ms

diving

deep water
expensive matter, and beyond

attendants —makes
an

Men—from

plenty of out-of-door life and fresh air in tfc<
room at night, the right remedy to recrulati
the bowels and ward off colds and congestion

A happy mother writes.—
“I don't know how I could have raised mj
four children without “L. F.” Atwood’s Medi<
I remembered
cine. They were very poorly.
taking “L, F.” Atwood’s Medicine when I was
once

They
I tried it for them.
to gain and have always kept
so

began

al

well b>

using it.”
Mrs. Georgia Haines, Sabattus, Me.
If you have

never

Medicine, write today
“L. F.”

used “L. F.” Atwood’i
a free sample.

for

MEDICINE CO., Portland, Me.
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thought

How Mrs. Reed of

“I wish there were more people who
so.
I came out four months ago
—got 18 off for good behavior—and
since then, until tonight, I have not
found one man who would trust me.”
“It is easier to believe in your repentance *han to believe it possible that
your mother’s son could ever be a con
vict.
Halstead met the president’s eyes un“Do you know what it
flinchingly.
means to see your mother dying when
her life could be saved for a few paltry
hundred dollars? I knew it was a criminal offence to misappropriate the funds
of the Worthington Trust Company, but
God knows how sorely I was tempted.”

l

Escaped

;

ir

|

l
f
|
;

;

I

I

}

today I am a well and
healthy woman. For
months I suffered
from inflammation, and your Sanative
Wash relieved me. I am glad to tel!
anyone what your medicines have done
for me. You can use my testimonial in
any way you wish, and I will be glad
to answer letters.
Mrs. CHRISTINA
Reed, 105 Moupd St., Peoria, 111.
Mrs. Lynch Also Avoided

Operation.
Jessup, Pa. —“After the birth of my
fourth child, I had severe organic inflammation. I would have such terrible pains
that it did not seem as though I could
stand it. This kept up for three long
months, until two doctors decided that
an operation was needed.

.Oct.
.Feb.
h ll)

3rd 1777
12th 1776
3rd 1777

Lt. Andrew Gillman & Ensign Colburn from Sept. 11th 1777 to

354
468
354
135 23
998

*
iry

|

gether again.

Tne salvage of wrecks is a very diffcult and daring business, but there are
men who are experts at it
and whose
experience is so extensive that they

seldom fail at a job which they
undertake.—Dundee Courier.

145 21
60

Devons.132

“Grandma,” asked little Tommy one
at the supper
table, “do your
12 61
glasses make things look bigger?”
Rations
“Yes, dear,” sail grandma. “Why?”
Trade here in order to get a Supply of
“Oh,” said Tommy, “I only thought if
Lumber
which would be very disagreeable to the In- they did maybe you’d take ’em off when
habitants to be forced to Trade with our Comen you’re cutting my piece of cake.”
evening

rafale the Council & and the
lk,<
presentatives in General Court
f

the Committees on Penob1 «ehalf of
the Inhabitants Humbly
1

reaa

there is

Vote past by the Ina^*ver at their March meetdistant Impowering the Commit-

j'1
r.

a

orrespondence

to

Represent

dh'e .State of the
Inhabitance
oy
»r

;

t.(

|'’

beg

]eave to

to our
ances °f the
^ Hn infant
ag

on

aCqUaint your
knowledge Extends,

Inhabitance at pres-

settlement, by which
was but
very little provisions
hast which is now
Expended
,0 v
-ells
being lately taken by the
usually
^ fartherSupply'd us has cut off
suplys and to ad to this,
n
^
threatened to block us up inth-,
,r

f

ce r

L^at ®hould be the Case the Insuh8ist much Longer.
1 ike wise
threatens to force a

Ene^rinot

once

Enemy

get Relief, Therefore we thought
proper to acquaint your Honours of our Situation in time & pray your Honours to send us
instructions how we shall proceed, Or Grant us
such Relief as your Honours in your Wisdom
s hall seem meet.
And Your Petitioners as in Duty bou nd shall
to

was a

well woman.”—Mrs. Joseph A.

Lynch, Jessup, Pa.

Women who suffer from female ills
should try Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound, one of the most successful remedies the world has ever known,
before submitting to a surgical operation.
CHILORES

Hebron

6t28

every pray.

Penobscot River, March 26th, 1779.
Jonathan Buck, Jon’a Buck, Jun’r, Samuel
Keyes, Ben’a Page, Henry Black, Zetham
French, Committee for the 2d & 3d Destrict.
Jedediah Preble, Benjamin Wheeler, John

Emery, Simon Crosby, Robert McCordey, AnGrant, Thomas Campbell, Ephr’m Grant,
Committee of Safety.
In Council,
April 30, 1779. Read and thereupon Ordered That Benjamin Greenleaf, Esq’r,
with such as the Hon’ble House shall join be a
drew

Committee to consider the Petition & report
what may be proper to be done there on.
Sent down for Concurrence.
John Avery, D.. Sec’y.

too much and go
few pegs;” a story o

The children were having an object adventure and gambling by William J
lesson on the heron.
The master called Locke; an Emma McChesney story b;
attention to its short tail, saying: “The Edna Ferber; and a Phoebe and Ernes
bird has no tail to speak of.
story by Inez Haynes Gillmore.
Impor
The next day he asked the children to tant contributions to the number ar<
write an essay on the bird, and one little stories of baseball “fans” by Hugh S
Fullerton, “The First Night Ordeal” :
girl concluded her essay by saying:
“The heron has a tail, but it must not theatrical article by Walter Prichar:
of.”
talked
Eaton, “A Woman and Her Raiment,’
by Ida M. Tarbell, and the departmen
The July numbers of The Youth’s “Interesting People,” in which appea
Companion will contain two stories of this month sketches and pictures of fiv
boys adventures in Europe. The first men and women whose stories make ex
tells how the young travelers outwitted cellent reading.
robbers in Genoa. The second describes
THE TRIALS OF A TRAVELER.
the predicament of one of them, who
“I am a traveling salesman,” writes E. I
got lost in the labyrinthine passages in
the rock of Gibraltar. The stories are Youngs, E. Berkshire, Vt., "and was ofte
told by George A. England.
troubled with constipation and indigestion tii
I began to use Dr.
King’s New Life Pilli
’’Suffered day and night the torment of itchwhich I have found an excellent
remedy.
ing piles. Nothing helped me until I used
Doan’s Ointment The result was lasting.”— For all stomach, liver or kidney troubles the;
Hon. John R. Garrett Mayor, Girard, Ala.
are unequaled.
at
all
Only 26 cents
druggisti
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Civil Service,

Teachers^Course^tm^’
ENGLISH AND BUSINESS

PREPARATORY

Snefc^’

Penmanship,

Letter Writing,
Business Forms.

If interested fill in this
coupon and mail it to
Please send me your latest
catalog
terested in a business education.

as

I

us.

am

in-

!

Name.City.
Street.

R. F. D

Address BLISS BUSINESS
164 Lisbon St., Lewiston, Me.

[Special

IN

Notice!!

I

The Belfast Fuel &

L

take

1
S

|

1

—-—

Hay Co.

this opportunity of
informing their friends and
patrons that they are now prepared to furnish coal at
the
following reduced rates until further notice. The
prices
apply to city delivery when coal goes in on a level:

|

RER TON

D

ji

Pea-.$6.50

I

Stove’

•

E2&.7.75

Chestnut,

...

■

Franklin Chestnut,
Franklin Egg,

8

|

!

|

8

§

$
8

|

§

§00

1

7.75

|
|
|

8.50

I

8.25

lhe above Prices are
subject to the usual 30
days cash discount of 25 cents per ton.
23tf

I

§

.n.
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Se

con
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n and

goods of every description.
Furniture. bedding, car
pets, stoves, etc
Antique furniture
a specialty, if von
have anythin', rc
sell drop nie ?

posrn card and you will receive a prompt cad.
WA LT KK J J. i/OU M BS,
rCorner Cross and Federal Str- ets,

Belfast,

WEAR

cv-ilg

PUBLIC AUTCh
I

wish to intorm the
public tiiat I have a
car and will
carry passengers anywhere at any time at reasonable
rates
For particulars write or call
telephone
134-14.
21tf
ROY E. YOUNG.

lour-passenger touring

DrTwTc.TlBBEY.
DENTIST,

RUBBERS
This Winter

M

3 MAIN

STREET,

BELFAST, MAINE

TO

A

THE^—===

f©

M New York Tribune Farmer
»

AND YOUR FAVORITE HOME PAPER
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SOBSMlir
P
I
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bragged

Academy

Boys.

c»Py‘"g.
Processes.

Civil Service.

LIKE

HEBRON, MAINE.
For Girls and

I

S

"cF,atl )I1’

?>!,,
SjP1

Banking,

Model-Office Work,

FOUNDED 180-1

The August American Magazine is !
It contains an amusinj
story number.
love story told in baseball vernacula
by George Fitch; a dog story by Johi ,
A. Moroso; a love story by Lucilh
Baldwin Van Slyke; a remarkable yarr
by Albert Hickman about a drunkei
who

p

COUGH SYRUP

“Yea, and even unto their children’:
children the promise shall not fail.”

“taken down

Business Forms,
Business Law,
"

KENNEDY’S .LAXATIVE

“Cast your bread upon the water,
And as sure as God is true,
In this life, or in the other
It will yet return to you.”

man

Grammar

Penmanship.

“Then one of my friends recommended

Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound and after taking it for two months

noiiT

.Feb.

only remedy

the surgeon’s
knife.
My mother
bought me Lydia E.
Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound, and

*'

;

Business-Correspondence,

i

BnS«r
Business-Correspondence,

has done

was

■

I

SHORTHAND

COLLEGeT

forme. Fortwoyears
I suffered. The doctor said I had a tumor

I

i

Stenography,

Peoria, III.,

and the

8

begins.

ArithkmeeettgRapid

Calculation,
Spelling,

The Sur-

Compound

I

CURRICULUM:

_

1

|
|

among our graduates.
Enroll before our waiting list
COMMERCIAL

Peoria, 111. —“I wish to let every one
know whatLydiaE. Pir.kham’sVegetable

>

\
j
|

mon

geon’s Knife.
I

■.

MAINE.

Fall Term opens Tuesday. September 10. 1912. The
Commercial College of ACTUAL BUSINESS TRAINING w lich
places you in a position upon graduation.
Positions of $1,000, $1,200, $1,500 and $2,000
com-

Grammar,

kindly.

“I have no words with which to thank
you. The men are few who are willing
to trust an ex-convict,”
“One mistake should not be allowed to
spoil a man’s life,” the president said

••

f

LEWISTON,

SAVED FDGD
AN OPERATION

spoke.

the limit mentioned is out of the question altogether.
Then there is the trouble caused by
A true Copy.
strong tides and undercurrents. The
Signed Jon’a Buck.
*Vaii
IaaIt
flio
miinou
1A oqvo itaiit
diver when in the water is the playof the currents.
thing
mother's life when she would have pre..r
LETTER FROM COL. JOSIAH BREWER.
Robert Louis Stevenson, w7ho once ferred death to dishonor.” The presiPenobscott May 27th, 1777. ventured on a diving expedition,describes
dent pronounced each word impressively.
Sir: I thought it necessary to acquaint Yer himself as being ‘‘blown sideways like a
Though Halstead winced at the tone,
it of the publick
Honour, That Lieut. Andrew Gillman who \ leaf” when in the water.
his glance never wavered.
Even large, heavy bodies like ships of
“Thatis wny you made no defence,”
and the said Buck commands the guard stationed here, was on a
“but
urn as may be and
scout at the Frontier Settlements: was met iron are sometimes carried to loner dis- the president continued,
your
tances by the currents.
It is said that mother knows now.
When did you tell
with by one of the Indian Chiefs of the Penobr up all the publick
the Naval authorities have thus lost en- her?”
Vis possession to the seotts, who was coming down the River to ac"I have never told her,” quickly detirely an old submarine which they sank
.,.ttee Appointed by them
quaint the Inhabitants; That Three Indians ar- J for t-he purpose of trying salvage ex- nied Halstead.
“She thinks that the
riv’d from Canada ye 25 Ins’t, (who were sent periments.
money which paid her expenses at the
j
chall be Reasonknew
the
where
it
went
Tribe
to
sanitorium
was
borrowed
from her uncle.
They
t>y ye
spot
get intelligence): they bring ye
'.!!!
Soon as’;the State following intelligence viz: That there was a
down, but when they tried to salve it, it : All knowledge of the affair was kept
was not there.
The under current had from her until she recovered.”
i-.iir.itt thereof.
Large party of Canada Indians, amounting to I
carried it away.
It is obvious, there“What does she think you took the
tatives May 3d 1776.
about 80 in Number: together with a number !
fore, that diving in places where tides or money for?”
!■
ing letter be sign’d of Regulars & Canadians, Commanded by one current runs
“I don’t know,” Halstead hesitated,
strongly is very difficult.
Council and forwarded Loniei a Frenchman, now a ColT in the British
And .most salvage operations depend then he went on slowly.
“Sometimes I
the Penobscot Tribes: service: and by ye information they could
a
the
that
diver.
fear
she thinks that I did it from viciousentirely upon
Suppose
urrence.
He first goes ness.
gather they were Designed to come across the ship is sunk in collision.
The president reached fer the letter.
rothers:
Upon
Country to ye Heads of ye several Rivers, to down and examines the wreck.
it is decided whether it is : Folding it so only these words were vis;ua:.nt You that we re- use their Influence w ith all the Tribes of In- his report
worth while to attempt to salve the ship ible, he passed the letter to Halstead.
Lieutenant Gilman dated I dians they meet with in their journey, to enas a whole.
If not, he may be told to
“Years ago you promised that if it
the 22d November 1775 by I gage them in ye British Service, in order to
salve the brass fittings, so down he will were ever in your power to prove your
unted us, that you made
Destroy ye Inhabitants on ye several Rivers go again and again, with tools suitable gratitude to me you would do so. ToLowder for your Truck- Viz St. Johns, Penobscot. & Kennebeck. 1 for the work and will remove from the night 1 claim the fulfilment of that
hat Mr. Preble was ap- shall take necessary methods to Secure ye Ino
ship and tend up all that he can procure promise. You are familiar with the
t contented, and that You
habitants with ye Reg’t of Militia under my that is worth saving.
story of Duncan Halstead, but did you
If there be treasure on board he is the know that his mother was once Pauline
the alteration came to be
Command; w’ch is very small; occasioned by a
u have heard that it was
Number being Inlisted in ye Continental Ser- man who will have to get it. He may Hall, or that Duncan stole the money to
be able to make his way to the place save her from a slow painful death?”
two young Indians that
vice.
where it is kept by the ordinary means,
Halstead read no further.
He bowed
wr to this We tell
Lieut. Gillman w'ill keep Scouting parties
you that
but sometimes he will have to blastholes his head on his hands, while tears slipped
but to Waylay their Carrying Places.
"U are not contented with
in the vessel’s hull in order to obtain unheeded down his cheeks. Anger, rehave so many complaints
The Britains give ye Indians great Presents
access to it.
Hundreds of thousands of morse, humiliation were overshadowed
of Money, to gain them to, & secure them in
dollars have been fetched up from the by the knowledge that his mother knew.
sea in
this manner.
Sometimes there It was several minutes before Duncan
in the Truekmasters hap- their service.
In Case of any special Emergency from the are among the cargo things which are realized that the president was talking.
eat mistake as both these
worth saving, and the diver has to get As he lifted his head, the president cont Penobscot, but we trust
Enemy: I shall apply to Col’l Jonathan Buck them out
tinued in the slow, even tones of the
by similar methods.
is we were then
very much for Necessary Reinforcements to assist us:
If the whole wreck is to be saved he narrator:
people of old England, who I have served w’th a Coppy of this in has even more difficult feats to perform.
“I was a ragged, dirty boy, not wholly
drove out of our Colony, order to obtain it.
For example, a very common thing is to depraved for my intense love for beauty
I am, Honoured, Sir, W’ith Great respect, patch the shell of a ship. The great, saved me from that when your mother
ou agree to a
thing you
Your most obedient, and, Most Humble Ser- jagged rent in her side, it may be, where ] came on a visit to our town. One day
mean to stand to all
the bow of another vessel has cut into she was going by our house when my
Josiah Brewer.
ule to You, You may vant,
her, or which has been gashed open by a stepmother, an ignorant, indolent, high
To the Hon’bie Artenias Ward Esq'r.
a"
we have promis'd You
sharp rock, has to be prepared for the tempered,woman, punished me severely
which is to keep the water out. I for a trifling offence. My screams as I
nmpany of Soldiers Stationed on Penobscot River Taken from ye ! patch
Measurements have to be taken from ran from the
house attracted your
th, 1778.
which the patch can be made, shaped so mother’s attention.
Time of Entrance
Time when Dis- Whole time of that it will tit
than 30 years have
holes
more
nicely. Probably
“Though
in ye Service
Service Day
charged
have to be drilled in the ship’s skin—all, passed since then, I have never forgotJan. 22nd 1778
499 10
.Sept 11th 1776
be
it remembered, under the water— ten the picture she made, standing there
499
••
and finally the patch has to be put in in her thin summer dress her hands fill12th
498
nlace anti secured with bolts.
Then
ed with flowers, and such a compassion.Oct. 12th
468 11
Oct. 13 th 1777
when the diver has done all that the. 1 ate expression on her sweet, lovely face.
367
)4th 1777
Jan. 22nd 1778
101
out
and
the
water is pumped
ship floated. She soothed my grief with tender words,
12th 1776
Oct. 19th 1777
373
Of course, in some cases the diver’s and when she saw me touch her flowers
20th 1777
Jan. 22nd 1778
95
be
to
fix
work
chains
or ropes
with caressing fingers, she placed them
may only
12th 1776
290 12
July 28th 1777
by w'hich the vessel may be lifted, but in *my hand.
Jan. 22nd 1778
178 13
.July 29th 1777
A/I
fvinnrl nkwflnlr noif
often he has much skillful work to per.Oct. 12th 1776
468 14
form under the difficult conditions of j my rags nor my dirty, tear-stained face,
12th 1776
352 15
Sept. 28th 1777
12th
Oct. ,13th 1777
367 16
complete immersion in water in a thick, but taking me in her arms, she pressed
12th
Jan. 22nd 1778
468 17
clumsy dress and under an abnormal warm, clinging kisses on my lips. These
12th
205 18
May 4th 1777
It is, indeed, wonder- kisses completely won my heart, as my
pressure of air.
107 19
.May 5th 1777
Aug. 19th 1777
ful what salvage divers can do.
When in a few
appeal had won hers.
20th
1777
Jan.
22nd
1778
156 26
.Aug.
There are, however, instances in which days, she returned home, notwithstand.Oct. 12th 1776
352 21
Sept. 28th 1777
have
been
“fished
the
of
her
friends
at the conliterally
Oct. 13th 1777
ships
teasing
up” ing
15
.Sept 29th 1777
from the depths of which divers could quest she had made, she secured my
.Oct. 12th 1776
205
May 4th 1777
not descend. One which occurs to the father’s permisssion and I went with
157
.May 4lh 1777
Sept. 28th 1778
■.Oct. 12th 1776
Oct. 13th 1777
367
writer is that of a small Naval vessel her.
19th
4th
1777
198
May
sunk on collision off the south coast of
“Through her influence I was adopted
.May 5th 1777
92
Aug. 4th 1777
England. Two steam tugs held the end by a wealthy man, who, soon after,
Oct. 20th 1777
77
.Aug. 6th 1777
of
a long cable, and by slowly
dragging went abroad with his family for several
.Oct. 19th 1776
Jan. 22nd 1778
461
"
it along the sea floor they caught the years. When I returned eighteen years
19th
174
April 10th 1777
the
drew
cable
wreck
and
urder
it.
11th
1777
Oct. 15th 1777
188
ago, was the last time I ever saw your
.April
.Nov. 3rd 1776
Feb. 16th 1777
Several cables were thus got in place mother.
106
.Feb. 17th 1777
April 13th 1777
5
and then, being pulled tight at low water,
"I came here about the time of your
168
.April 14th 1777
Sept. 28th 1777
the tide lifted the ships above and so trouble, but until tonight I never re.Oft. 12th 1776
Feb. 2nd 1777
114
lifted the wreck as well, whereupon it ceived the faintest intimation that the
.Feb. 3rd 1777
Jan. 22nd 1778
354
was towed into shallower water.
This Mrs. Halstead of this town was the
.Oct. 25th 1776
192
May 4th 1777
operation being repeated at every tide, woman whom I knew, years ago, in
.May 5th 1776
177
Sept. 28th 1777
last
was
at
the
wreck
beached.
Montana.
.Dec. 2nd 1776
May 4th 1877
154
In one well-known instance of salvage
“The debt I owe to your mother I can
Oct. 19th 1777
May 5th 1777
168
.Oct. 12th 1776
Jan. 22nd 1778
a ship was literally cut in two, but the never repay, but while we both live your
468
12th 1776
468
two halves were in good condition and it interest shall never cease to be mine.”
.Nov. 28th
422
was resolved to have them both,
As the president concluded, his hand
The
29th
421
divers put in a temporary end to each rested on Halstead’s shoulder like £
2nd
444 7
••
and so they were raised, taken to the benediction. With a heart full of thank
11th
438
nearest shipyard and there joined to- fulness, Duncan quoted softly:
2nd
417

|
l

BLISS COLLEGE

rank.

Give us Men!
Men who, when the tempest gathers
Grasp the standard of their fathers
In the thickest fight;
Men who strike for home and altar—
Let the crowd cringe and falter—
God defend the right!
True as truth, though lorn and
lonely,
Tender as the brave are only;
Men who tread where saints ’have
trod,
Men for Country—Home—and
God.
Give us Men! I say
again—again—
Give us Men!
—Bishop of Exeter.

Upon the Waters.

heard in the room, but
the man’s quickened breath as he read
the letter, written in a delicate feminine
Halstead looked from
hand.
Duncan
the paper to the strong, benevolent face
He attempted to
of the president.
speak, but a constriction of his throat
a time the two
For
cut off the words.
men regarded each other in silence; then
recovering from his emotion Halstead
No sound

men!

Give us Men!
Strong and stalwart ones;
Men whom highes hope inspires,
Men whom purest honor firee,
Men who trample Self beneath them,
Men who make their country wreath them
As her noble sons.
Worthy of their sires!
Men who never shame their
mothers,
Men who never fail their
brothers,
True, however false are others.
Give us Men—I say again,
Give us Men!

_

small

us

every

Fresh and free and frank;
Men of thought and reading.
Men of light and leading.
Men of loyal breeding.
The Nation's welfare speeding;
Men of faith and not of faction,
Men of lofty aim in action.
Give us Men—I say again,
Give us Men!
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Republican Journals %
FOR ONLY $2.25.

j

The Tribune Farmer
*3 a thoroughly practical, helpful, up-to-date illustrated national
weekly. Special pages for Horses, Cattle, Sheep, etc., and most
reliable market reports.
Dr. C. D. Smead, the best known Veterinary surgeon in
America, writes regularly for The Tribune .Farmer,
thoroughly

covering the breeding, care and feeding of all domestic animals,
and his articles meet the needs of every practical
working farmer and interests every man or woman in
city or town who owns a
horse or cow.
The subscription price of The Tribune Farmer alone is $1.00.
8®“To new subscribers and all old Subscribers who will
pay
up arrearages and one year in advance we make this liberal offer

The Tribune

Farmer, one year,
The Republican Journal, one year,

'flMf
J

J0j&/

JaK

Jp|j|]

t VC

Wm

$1.00
2.00

Both for $2.25.

Republican Journal Pub. Co.. Belfast, Me.
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STOCKTON

SEARSPORT.

Antoinette Webber of Boston

Miss
town

Sunday afternoon with

her

was

mother,

mother, Mrs. Malina S. Stowell, at Lowder
Brook.

in

Mrs. Alfred B. Thompson of Boston arrived
by Sunday’s steamer and is the guest of her
mother, Mrs. Celia S. Small, Cape Jellison, for
some weeks.

Mrs.

C. A. Webber.

Henry Webber of Monroe was the guest
of his son, Sidney M. Webber, on West Main
Mr.

Herbert Algier of New York was in
town last week visiting his uncle, Manley
Foote, on Leach street.

field

a

week ago.

Mrs. Annie Parsons and daughter Katherine
of Auburn are guests ot Mr. and Mrs*
Jeremiah W. Sweetzer.

SOL

KNOX.

Waquoit

to make the

corn

grow.

NORTH UNITY
The Ladies Aid

j

..

time

ing

Annie

..

j

Sunday

program:

Recitation,

Nickerson, Mildred Berry.
Recitation,
Stanley Wardwell, Alfred Fayle.
Louise Shute.
Recitation,
Beulah Nickerson
Recitation,
Muriel Goodere, Florence PatterRecitation,
son, Oraillie Lamphier, Predrika Lamphier.
A musical selection was rendered by the
following young ladies: Misses Beulah Cousens,
Lucretia Flanders, Pauline Griffin, Lou it •
Griffin, and Pauline Foster. Thanks are
extended to those outside the parish who
kindly took part in these exercises.
Hortense

require* special nourishment of
assimilation.

easy

Scott’s Emulsion
contains these vital properties
in concentrated form and distributes them all over the body
without taxing the digestion.j
Scott & Bowne,

Bloomfield. K.i

li-lt

it

did

not

get any

better

Mr.

Lodge the degree was^onferred upon two
candidates, the members of the degree staff
wearing their new suits for the first time here.
....Miss Mildred Wentworth is in Portland,
the guest of her mother and sister, Mrs. Bills,
who is matron of the Girls’ Home....Mrs
Joseph Schemerhorn, daughters Fay and
Lelah and son Fred, of Roxbury, Mass., are
visiting friends in town.... Mrs. Lizzie Knight
of Searsmont was a recent guest of her
mother, Mrs. Sarah E. Robbins... .Dr. Clarence
Simmons of Searsmont was here kSunday with
his recently purchased touring car....Mrs.
Harry Stanley has returned from Stonington
and will board the remainder of the summer
Mr.
with Mr. and Mrs. William Newbert.
Stanley was a recent visitor at Mr. and Mrs.
Newbert’s.

Balloon Ascensions,

was a

Japanese Troops
iso OTHER mums.

moo

Smith gave a musical entertaiment in
the Auditorium at Bayside last Thursday
evening which was much enjoyed by all present. Miss Gladys Pitcher,cellist, and Mis; Alice
Simmons, reader, both of Belfast, assisted in
the entertainment... .Mrs. Cross of Waldo is
visiting her daughter, Mrs. Geo. H. Patch.
The Belfast Band gave a fine concert at Bayside last Friday evening.
Lake

;

Berry

Forget the Dates I

Don’t

ISLESBORO.
Mrs. Herman Farrow and two small sons
have arrived home from Turks Island_Mrs.
N. L. Page spent the week-end with Mrs.
Amasa Williams.... Washburn Williams was
badly cut one day this week by falling with a
basket of beer bottles. Dr. Dani^u
and he had to take several stitches in the hand

..

$2,500.00

wrist-Mrs. Mildred Kimball also met
with quite an accident Friday night. She was
standing on a well when the curb gave way
and she fell in.
Some men were passing and
and

helped to rescue her without any serious injury.... Mrs. Sarah P. Hatch and Miss Adelaide Hatch have gone to Turner, Me., to attend the wedding of Emery Hatch and Miss

In Purses and Premiums
CORE ASH HELP TOO tm~

Anna Ricker, after which Mr. Hatch and
bride expect to go immediately to Newfoundland.... The automobile of F. C. Pendleton is
proving quite a nuisance, as many horses are
frightened and several have narrowly escaped
serious accidents. Islesboro roads are hardly

WHITE’S CORNER. Winterport.
Mrs. Etta Dinsmore and two sons of Hampden were guests of Mrs. S. J. Fish Sunday.
Robert McLaughlin of Exeter was a guest at
A. L. Blaisdell’s Sunday.Mr. and Mrs. E.
N. Bartlett spent the week-end at their cottage in Etna- Mrs. Herbert Smith and children are visiting Mrs. Smith’s father, Herbeit
Stevens, in North Searsport, and she is help-

passable

in many

places

SHIP

for two teams.

NEWS.

AMERICAN

ing to care for her sister, who recently returned from Colorado and is in failing health.

IT HOLTS TOO.

PORTS.

York, July 24. Ar, sch Carrie E Look,
Stamford; Ct; sld, sch Mary Langdon, Port
Leonce Nealey of Bangor is spending a few Reading for Islesboro; 25, ar, schs Brigadier,
weeks at the home of his uncle, A. L. Blaisdell Long Cove; Serena S Kendall, Marion, Mass;
Abbie Bowker, Long Cove; 25, ar, schs William
....Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Libby and children
H Sumner, Fernandina; James Rothwell, Long
Louise and Lewis, were guests of Mr. ard Mrs. Cove; 26, ar, schs Susan N Pickering,
StoningHorace Croxford in Dixmont, recently..
Miss ton, Me; Florence & Lillian, Bangor for YonkGlenice Littlefield was a passenger on Sun- ers; 27, sld, sch Ella M W illey, B. unswick; 28,
ar, sch Etna, Santa Cruz, Cuba; sld, sch F C
From there sne will
day’s boat for Boston.
Pendleton, Perth Amboy for St John, N B; 29,
to
where
she
will
be
the
Attleboro,
go
guest j ar, schs Levi S Andrews, Fernandina; N E
of friends for a few weeks. Mr. and. Mrs. Ayer, Bangor; 30, ar, sch Dean E Brown, Belfast.
F. T. Bussey and Mr. and Mrs. L. E. White, I
Boston, July 25. Ar, schs Pendleton Bros,
with their daughters, Misses Beatrice and ! Jacksonville; Smith Tuttle,
Bangor; sld, schs
Margaret of West Winterport, and Mr. and Annie & Reuben, Stonington, Me; Chester R
Mrs. R. L. Clement with their little daughter Lawrence, Rockport, Me; Morris & Cliff, do;
Hume, Round Pond; 29, sld, sch Charles &
Barbara, were dinner guests at the home of G. Willie, Rockland; 30, ar, sch Sarah L Davis,
H. York, Sunday.
Gardiner Creek.
Philadelphia, July 28. Ar, sch Marion N,
Cobb, New York.
TROY.
Baltimore, July 28. Ar, sch Horace A Stone
old neighbors and
Mr. Gilbert Small
New

1

Mil

I

«7i *7i *7* i7« *79 *7i *7c d7> *7i »7t *7e ►7u >7* iTi »7i t < *?« ^

..

j

met with Mrs. Allie Estes friends a
pleasant surprise July 26th, by makWednesday to the number of about fifty ing “door yard calls,” thus celebrating his
and enjoyed the day very much. Music was 90th
birthday. He was one of Troy’s most
very ably furnished by Misses Gladys Estes, prosperous farmers, but moved to Plymouth a

—

Sunday

as

Dickey decided to end his suffering_The
Pop Concert given at Northport Inn Tuesday
evening was well attended and much enjoyed
A public whist will be given at the Inn this,
.Miss Edith M. SouthThursday, evening...
worth of Belfast was in town last Thursday
and Friday, visiting Mrs Isaac Hills.Mrs.

last

....

the Universalist church, the members of the
Sunday school assisting the pastor, Rev. A. A.
Blair, in the service by rendering the follow*

ago and

L

I

1912.

business visit
in Boston last week_MerrillShute of Bangor visited relatives here last Saturday and
Sunday... Mrs. M. A. Littlefield returned
home last Friday from a visit with Bangor
relatives.

gave

At five
Rackliff and Mrs. Coffin.
o’clock all repaired to the spacious dining
room and enjoyed a bountiful repast prepared
for them by Mrs. Estes. The net proceeds
The next meeting will be with
were $5.35.
Mrs. Mary Dodge at Troy Corner. All are
cordially invited. Howard Hillman of
Unity sold last week a two-year-old Holstein
heifer for $50. She girted 6 feet and 1 inch.
_Mr. Geo. Townsend has his beautiful cottage on the shore of 1 ake Windermere ready
for occupancy.... Mrs. Ford of Lynn, Mass.,
and her little son Master Gerald are visiting
.The Ladies Aid at Mr.
at Mr. H. H. Grant’s
Estes last Wednesday had the pleasure of the
agreeable company of Mr. and Mrs. A. A.
Nye of Malden, Mass. Mr. and Mrs. Nye will
visit in Dixmont and Newport before returnthe tea room. The sale will open at 3 p. m.
home of their late parents, Mr. and Mrs. Hen- ing to Massachusetts-Mr. and Mrs. Silas
Admission to entertainment, 25 cents; chilBiather called on Mrs. M. A. Parkman last
ry S. Staples. “W’elcome to Stockton!” say
dren, 15 cents.
Sunday_Mr. Harold Stone of Lewiston is
many old friends.
! visiting his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. R. E.
Another Searsport Man Promoted. Capt.
Mr. H. G. Sleeper and son, Mr, A. P. Sleeper,
Stone, in Troy....Mr. Benj. Chandler, forAndrew J. Colcord was recently promoted to of
decided
to
locate
as
Natick, Mass., recently
I merly of Unity but now a resident of Lewis
the command of the S. S. Colon of the Panan
lawyers in this village, having opened
is
friends and relatives in town.
ama steamship line.
Capt. Colcord is the son office in Sprague block, Main street. Mr. ton, visiting
Rev. and Mrs. James Ainslie are receiving
of Mr. Frank A. Colcord of Searsport and as a
Sleeper, senior, has leased as a residence, the congratulations on the birth of a little son,
boy began his seafaring career with Capt. home of the late Capt. Everett Staples, Syl- which weighed 11 pounds.Mr. Louville
Charles A. Colcord in schooner D. H. Rivers, van
Hollis has bought the Charles Gannett house
street, and took possession last week.
in Unity and intends moving his family there
Retiring from the merchant sailing vessels he
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph S. Staples and daughter, soon.
entered the employ of the American-Hawaiian
Miss Doris, took last Friday’s steamer for
steamship company and after leaving that
Boston, en route to their home in Cambridge, APPLETON.
company entered the employ of the Panama
Miss Fannie Gushee, who is a teacher in one
Mass., after a two weeks’ visit with Mr. Stasteamship company. He served for a time as
sister, Mrs. Charles Emery, Maple street. of the city schools of Portland, is spending her
second officer in their steamers, and for the ples’
Old friends and schoolmates regret the brevity vacation here with her mother, Mrs. Frances
past four years as first officer until his pro- of
Gushee. Her sister, Edith Gushee, a teacher
their tarry in their native town.
motion as captain of the “Colon”. Capt. Colin a Russell, Mass., school, is also at the old
The
Ladies’
Aid
of
the
Universalist
Society,
cord has won his promotion by his own indushomestead... John Martin has sold his farm
try and close attention to his professional cal- parish will meet this, Thursday, afternoon on the
Ridge to Alton G. Martin of Somerville,
ling. His many Searsport friends are pleased with Mrs. Albert C. Colcord, East Main street, Mass. Alton has been engaged for many years
to hear of his promotion. The Colon is a pas- for sewing. All are cordially invited to assist
in the wholesale potato
business, and employed
in the necessary preparations for the “Sale,”
senger steamer and runs between New York
for ten years by one firm as purchasing agent.
will
be held August 15th at Hichhorn
which
and Aspinwall.
John Martih will remain upon the place, while
hall, both afternoon and evening. Particulars Mrs. Julia
Taylor, who has been his housekeepwill be given later by bills. Bear in mind the
The Shoe Situation.
er for two years, will live with her cousin, Mrs.
date!
John Wilson, in Rockland_Clarence Fish,
There is some improvement in the volume
Stockton’s weather for last week was as who is
of orders placed for footwear, but individual
bookkeeper in the office of Austin Mfollows:
Sunday, cloudy morning, quietly Moody, Camden, was at home Sunday-Geo.
sales are rather limited. A general advance is
in afternoon; Monday, dull all day, rain H.
Page returned Saturday from Bath, where
noted in the price of shoes from 2^c. to 5c, raining
in evening; Tuesday, sky filled with wind- he visited his daughter, Mrs. Georgia Ripley.
since
the
of
first
the
and
if
per pair
month,
varied with glints of half-sunshine, During his absence from home of four weeks
the values of hides and leather continue to clouds,
sunshine and
he also visited friends in Nashua, N. H., and
increase quotations for footwear will be still northwest wind; Wednesday,
higher. Leather is in a very strong position clouds; Thursday, northwest wind, and still Lowell, Mass_Mrs. Fred Messer of Somerand, though trading is not especially active, heavy clouds; Friday, beautiful day, comfort- ville, Mass,, arrived Monday and will be the
available supplies are not in excess of the
ably warm; Saturday, overcast morning, guest of her mother, Mrs. Roseltha Dunton,
demand.—Dun’s Review, July 27th.
and sister, Mrs. Frank Berry.At the
threatening showers, fine afternoon.
Wednesday meeting of Golden Rod Rebekah
Children’s
was observed last
in

Smith-Harry

chicken dinner to a large party at noon and in
the evening Colonel Conkling of New York
entertained a party of sixteen to a lobster supC. O. Dickey lost a valuable work horse
per.
last week.
The horse got badly hurt a short

j

nights

Aug.20,21,22,1

afternoon-J

West

Sch. Northland, Capt. Saunders, finished discharging Sunday at the Penobscot Coal dock
and sailed for Norfolk.

Thursday, running
Capt. Gilkey is now the only commander of a
Mr. and Mrs. Andrews, guests for several
full-rigged ship afloat. Quite a falling off
weeks, of Mrs. Andrews’ parents, Mr. and
since 1885, when Searsport had thirty-six comCross street, left Saturday
manders of full-rigged ships in active service, Mrs. Frank Heath,
for Boston en route for Mexico, their present
that being one-tenth of the full-rigged ships
home. Mr. Andrews is engaged in civil ensailing under the American flag.
gineering in that country.
The annual sale of ‘he Knyvetta Sewing
Mrs. Harry Peabody, and four children of
Club of Searsport Harbor will be held at GrifLexington, Mass., are guests of Mrs. Peafin’s Tea Room, Thursday, August 8th. The
body’s paternal grandmother, Mrs. Jane Stastriking features of the afternoon wili be The
ples, and her aunt and husband, Mr. and Mrs
Fortune Teller and “The Chinese Laundry." A
Frank Jackson, Church street. They arrived
one act farce, “The Dressing Gown,” will be
by Sunday’s steamer from Boston for a week’s
given in the evening at the hall, with follow- visit.
ing cast of eharai ters:
Sunday, July 28th, was the fiftieth anniverreter Feabody,
W. A. Griffin
Mrs. Peabody,
Mrs. J. C. Blanchard sary of the marriage of Mr. and Mrs. James N.
Miss Evelyn Greeley Treat, West Main street, and their daughters,
Miriam, the daughter,
Frank Hail
Angus Kirk,
Mrs. Alice T. Doe and Mrs. Lena T. Sanborn,
J. C. Blanchard
Cumber, the butler,
the
maid.
Mrs.
Sarah,
A. O. Colman arranged a surprise card party of their friends
for Monday evening. It was a very pleasant
specialties.
Mrs. J. F. N. Park affair.
Reading (in costume)
Violin solos, vocal solos and duets.
Mrs. Everett S. Grant and daughter, Miss
Music by the Harbor orchestra.
Lillias, of New Haven, Conn., arrived July 24th
coffee
and ice cream, will be
Lunches, tea,
to visit Mrs. Grant's sister and husband, Mr.
on sale during the afternoon and
evening at and Mrs. Charles Emery, Maple street, in the

|

SOUTH MONTVILLE
WINTERPORT
Mr. Joseph Durham arrived from Boston
Mrs^ Forrest Howes and daughter Mildred
last week to join his family in their visit here. are spending a few weeks with her
parents,Mr.
-Miss Belle Thayer is at home from Bos- and Mrs. W. B. Morse... Mrs. Sarah
Bryant
ton on her vacation_Miss Hannah Thompis in Liberty, caring for Mrs. Matthews, who
son is at home from East Boston for a vacais poorly ...A large company of neighbors
tion visit_Ralph Le San, wife and son, ar- and friends turned out and cut the hay for 0.
rived from Boston last week for a short visit W. Ripley, who is yet unable to work, but is
with relatives here, having made the trip in ; slowly improving.... The farmers
report a
his motor boat_Mrs. Hannah Deane of Bos- large crop of hay and it has oeen got in excelton is the guest of her sister, Mrs. Wm. Baker.
lent condition.
-A fine boy came to the home of Mr. and
PROSPECT FERRY.
Mrs. Roland Williams Sunday
Mrs. Ruth Snow of Norfolk Conn., is
visiting
Mr. and Mrs. T. D. Eaton have returned from
relatives here.... Miss Ella Harriman of Lynn
their visit to Houlton.
Mass., is visiting friends‘here ...Mrs. Anna’
Harriman and Mrs. Edna Harriman visited relEAST NORTHPORT.
Mrs. L. C. Ross had an exceptionally busy atives in Sandypoint last Sunday_Mrs. BesShe served a sie Harvey of Boston is visiting Mrs. Mary
day at the
July 23rd.

speedy recovery.

Miss Clara Emerson was the week-end guest
Main street.
! of Miss Melissa Post... Mr. and Mrs. I. S.
Mrs. .Dexter D. Roberts of Carmel is the
Spencer of Thorndike were at B. M. Shibles’
guest of her husband’s niece and husband, Mr.
W. Emerson is helping H. W.
and Mrs. William Smith, Morse avenue. She Sunday_R.
Rackliff finish haying-C. F. Forbes and
Mr. and Mrs. N. W. Delano of Belfast were arrived last Thursday.
! daughter have the sincere sympathy of all in
guests of Mr. and Mrs. George B. Deiano at
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. DuBose of Marion, S. C., I their double bereavement—a mother and son
Pleasant Point Sunday.
who are spending the summer in Searsport, ! taken within a month.Mr. and Mrs. A. S.
Putnam, who have called'! unon the Misses Hichborn. Church
I, Mr. and Mrs. William
! Bailey and Mr. S. Smith and family of Pittsbeen visiting relatives, returned to their home street,
last.Thursday.
field, Mr. and Mrs. John Mannucia and daughin Dorchester, Mass., Saturday.
Misses Sadie and Maude Merrithew, Church ters, Mr. Vincenso Insogna and nephew of
Ensign W\ J. Carver of the U. S. Navy is street, entertained their friend Miss Margaret | Boston were at B. L. Aborn’s Sunday....
spending a few days with his mother, Mrs. Toole of Howland last week. She arrived There will be a leap year ball at Boulter's hall,
i July 24th and left Saturday.
Clara E. Carver, on Main street.
*
Knox Center, Aug. 9th. All are cordially inFrancis M. Dutch of West Newrton, Mass.,
The Ames family returned last Thursday vited. All unmarried men take due notice
was in town last week, the guest of Mr. and
from a week’s “camping out” at “Molly- thereof and govern yourselves accordingly....
Mrs. E. A. Sargent on Prospect street.
Chuckamunk,” Sandypoint—a delightfully The many friends of Mrs. Eliza Foster of
Unity, formerly of Knox, were grieved to
Mrs. Fannie Fitzmaurice of New Haven, quiet location, with a charming view!
of her death at her home in Unity last
Ct.. was in town Sunday, called here bv the
Mr. Hayward Pierce of Frankfort, accom- learn
week_Mr. Vincenso Insogna and nephew' of
illness of her sister, Mrs. C. A. Webber.
of
Mrs.
Knowles
called
Boston,
panied by
upon
been the guests of Mr. and Mrs.
friends in Stockton when motoring to Fort Boston have
Sch. Charles E. Wyman, Capt. Morgan, ar- |
John Mannuccia the past two weeks. Mr. InPoint in Mr. Pierce’s car last Thursday.
rived Saturday from Perth Amboy with 400
sogna returned to Boston July 29th,
Miss Pauline Foster of Malden, Mass., arrived
tons of chestnut coal to the Searsport Coal
of
Miss
is
the
Lucretia
and
guest
July 22nd,
Co.
THORNDIKE.
Flanders at the home of her parents, Mr. and
Mr. Holmes, a student from the Gordon
Miss Eva Havener of Bangor spent the
East Main street.
Training school, Boston, spoke at the Center
week-end in town, the guest of her parents, Mrs. J. A. Flanders,
church last Sunday afternoon. There was
Miss Mabel F. Simmons returned last SaturMr. and Mrs. C. F. Havener, Mount Ephraim
will hold religroad.
day from her fortnight’s stay in Castine as one quite a good attendance. He
2 P.
of the teaching corps at the “Summer School” ious services there again next Sunday at
Steamer Penobscot, Capt. Nickerson, arrived
M.Dr. S. F. Chase of Newtonville, Mass.,
held at the Eastern State Normal School.
Saturday from Newport News with 3,800 tons
who has been visiting relatives in Winterport,
Mr. and Mrs. Dodge of Florida were guests
of coal to the Penobscot Coal Co., at Mack's
Pittsfield and Unity, passed a
of Mrs. Albert C. Colcord, East Main street, Bangor, Orono,
Point.
few days recently with Mr. and Mrs. A. S.
for several days last week, leaving Thursday. ;
Capt. O. G. Eaton, surveyor of the Boston Mrs.
Higgins, Mr. and Mrs. Ross C. Higgins and
Dodge is Mrs. Colcord’s paternal aunt.
Marine Insurance company, is spending a few
! Mrs. V. N. Higgins, and also called on several
Miss Marion Griffin of Pittsfield while visitother cousins in town. He passed Monday
days with his sister, Mrs. Cora Dow, on Main
ing her paternal relatives in to.wn, went to I with Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Philbrick and left
street.
;
Searsport last Saturday to spend Sunday with there on the Tuesday morning train for a
Mr. W. T. C. Hamilton of Minneapolis, Minn.,
|
her friend Miss Kate Dow, returning Monday.
visit with his nephew, George E. Files, in Benwho has been visiting relatives in town, left
A.
and
Mrs.
L.
Mr.
Will
Clark
Mr.
Gardner,
ton... Mr. and Mrs. Chester Brailey have a
last week to visit Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Hamilton
and Miss Phoebe Calkin enjoyed an outing at little babe, born July 25th... Mrs. Fred Hunt
in Winthrop, Mass.
Mr. B. B. Sanborn’s log cabin, Molly Chuckapassed the week-end with her husband at Mr.
Mr.and Mrs.Arthur Holland of Concord,Mass.,
munk, going up Friday afternoon and remain- E. M. Hunt’s.Mrs. Flora Ward is the guest
with their servants and chauffeur, arrived last
ing until Monday.
of her daughter, Mrs. Pearl Hamlin-Miss
week and are at the James G. Pendleton homeHelen I. Philbrick is the happy possessor of
Miss Emma Hichborn came home from Belon
West
Main
street
for
stead
the summer.
fast last Saturday for a week’s vacation from an I vers & Pond piano-Mr. E. G. Lander
The Ladies Aid of the M. E. church will give
J. H. Howes’ dry goods establishment, where and family took an auto ride to Bangor Sunday,
their annual summer sale at Union Hall Frishe has been clerking for some months. Why They were also at Northport one day recently
In
the
a
enday August9th.
evening
unique
i not
_For the first time in many years Mr.
staw permanently in Stockton?
tertainment will be given, consisting of monounable to attend church
Mr. and 'lrs. John C. Stowers of West Palm Joseph Higgins was
logues and triologues and singing by Miss
with their daughter, Miss last Sunday, and he was missed from his acFlorida,
who,
Beach,
Lillian Whitman.
divine service-The
Miriam, are sui.unering at Sandypoint, called customed place during
Ship Timranda, Capt. Nathan F. Gilkey, sail- on their
has been very cool during the last
cousins, the Misses Hichborn, last weather
ed from Boston July 27th for Buenos Ayres.
week and rain is much needed; also warm
down in their automobile.

buy.
WOOD & BISHOP CO., Bangor, Me.
D BY W. A. HALL, BELFAST.
’

Established 1839

Fair!

Belfast

THE HOME CLARION

....

Mrs. Herbert King and little son of Springfield, Mass., arrived Sunday and are guests of
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Clifford,

your

The CLARION is pre-eminently the Range for you to

....

Truman M. Griffin and daughter, Miss
Marion, are guests of Griffin relatives in town
the present week. They arrived from Pitts-

Rev.

neighborhood, approved by good cooks
everywhere.

ing her uncle, James O. Patterson-Wallace
and Viola Seekins are both ill v»ith the measles.
Mrs. Florence. Dowling of Boston is the
guest of her aunt, Miss Louise Cunningham.
Mr. Arthur Thompson and family of Poor's
Mills were guests of Mr. and Mrs. James Webster Sunday_Mr. Jonathan Roberts is very
ill at this writing. His friends hope for a

Mrs.

street, last week.

-BIG-I

through the thousands made
in recent years.
A home product, well known

throughout

I

GONE TO !

is one of remarkable service.
CLARIONS have always done
good work since the first one
was issued in 1874 down

of Lynn, Mass., is passing her vacation with
relatives in town and in Belfast-Mr. and
Mrs. A. S. Damm are staying several weeks
with their daughter, Mrs. C. R. Nickerson....
Miss Cecil Patterson of Essex, Mass., i9 visit-

Mr. Ralph M. Stowell of Oakland left Monday for home after spending a week with his

-p-

■

THE CLARION RECORD

Miss Effie Curtis left Monday for an
in town Satnite stay in Bangor.
Ralph Whitten of Bangor was
24th, steamer Millinocket sailed with paper for
urday and Sunday.
Mr. Crawford S. Treat, West Main street, Boston and New York.
July 26th, schooner
Boston,
for
left
Sunday
Webber
Mrs. C. A.
left Monday for Boston, to be absent for ten Helena arrived, light, to load lumber. July i
for medical treatment.
days.
27th, schooner Clara and Mabertirrived with a
Miss Alice Blanchard of New York is spendMrs. Curtis of Boston was the guest of her cargo of lime from Rockland, and sailed the
town.
in
ing a few days
cousin, Miss Effie Curtis, West Main street, same day, after discharging, and steamer;
£
Miss Rose Roulstone of Boston is visiting last week.
Romsdal sailed, with spool-bars, for St. John,
July 28th,
Miss Flora Roulstone on Reservoir street.
Mrs. Wallace of Brewer was the guest of N. B., and Glasgow, Scotland.
Lane sailed with lumber for
Harold Marshall of Boston is visiting his Mrs. Maria F. Blanchard, Sylvan street, dur- schooner Lizzie
New York. July 29th, schooner St. Croix
ing last week.
mother, Mrs. Julia Marshall, on Elm street.
arrived,
light, to load lumber, and schooner
Sunhome
Mrs. L. S. Titcomb, Sylvan street, went to
Miss Velma L. Webber returned
H. T. Haven’s sailed with lumber for New
day after a week’s visit wTith relatives in Mon- Brewer last Saturday, returning by boat SunYork.
day afternoon.
roe.
Miss Mabel Strout of Bangor was a recent
Mr. and Mrs. H. A George and daughter of
County Correspondence.
Boston arrived Sunday and are at the “Brook- guest of her cousin, Mrs. Maria F. Blanchard,
side.”
Sylvan street, for a fortnight.
OAK HILL, (Swauville,)
Large companies from this village attended
John Eyre arrived Monday from New York
Mr. Albra Flye returned to Freedom July
and is with his mother, Mrs. Clara B. Eyre, on the|dramatic .entertainment presented by the 25th after spending several days with his sisKlark-Urban Co. last week in Searsport.
Union street.
ter, Mrs. F. P. Webb_Miss Helen Knowlton
Miss Clara M. Burleigh of North Berwick
is the guest of her aunt, Mrs. E. L. Leib, on
Church street.

♦'.

~j--

Cape Jellison piers, the following j
shipping report was given Monday evening:,
schooner Brainard arrived with a
indefi- July 23rd,
cargo of water pipes from Philadelphia. July
From

SPRINGS.

Tampa.

Port

j Newport News, July
j Paul, Jr, Bangor; 26,
|
|

25
Ar, sch James W
ar, schr Mary E Palmer,

Bangor.
Norfolk, July 26

Ar, schr Frontenac, Port-

land.

few years ago to make his home with his
schs William E.
| Wiggins, S C, July 24 Ar,
Elizabeth
Savannah;
Gilbert,
daughter, Mrs. Henry Thorne. Few men of ! Litchtield,
Charleston.
70 are so well preserved, so lull of life and I
Seattle, Wash, July 26 Ar, ship Dirigo, Balvigor. He was accompanied by Hon. Lorenzo timore.
Bangor, July 26. Ar, sch Charles DavenGarcelon, whose 90th birthday occurred last j
Newport News; sld, sch Andrew NebinJanuary. It was a rare pleasure to meet and port, New'
York; 29, ar, schs J Frank Seavey,
ger,
converse with these intellectual, interesting
Edgewater; Eagle, Boston; Northern Light,
gentleman, of whom Troy and Plymouth are j Lynn; sld, sch Vineyard, Boston; 30, ar, schs
justly proud... .Benjamin Chandler of Lewis- Harry W Haynes, Hoboken; Alice J Crabtree,
do; A F Kindberg, Weehawken; Chase, Southton and Mrs. E. D. Chase of Unity were guests
j west Harbor; Rosa E, Belfast; Caroline

j

at Augustus Stevens’ last Fridav.

My rick

Mrs. A. (\

BURNHAM.
interfere with the haymakers, so that much grass will be standing in the
fields when the month of August arrives....
The Central Maine Power Co. had a diver at
their dam last week looking for a leak at the
bottom of the dam which has been bothering
them all the spring.The Burnham House
has been leased to D. D. Winn, of Saugus,
Mass., who will take possession the first of
August_Mr. Frank McKusick of Boston
was in town Saturday with a party of friends
from Albion and called on his cousin, Capt. A.
W. Fletcher... .Station Agent E. P. Sullivan
has moved into J. B. Smith’s upper tenement.
_Mrs. Hester Morse of Belfast and Willis
Bailey of Pittsfield visited John Hart last week*
-Hon. G. E. Bryant and family went to
Freedom Saturday morning by auto to spend
the week-end with his son Phil and daughter
Bertha. Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Harding, who
accompanied them, will visit the present week
with friends in Brooks and Belfast... .Miss
Ethel Allen went to Skowhegan last Friday for
a visit with Mrs. Fred Sawyer.Chas. Sherman, wife and daughter Celia,took in the races
at Pittsfield last Saturday and visited in Detroit over Sunday at Abner Clark’s.Burnham Grange held their regular meeting last
Thursday evening with program. The next
meeting will be in two weeks. A fine program
has been arranged and it is hoped a large number will be present... Cora Baker, a trained
nurse, was called to Waterville last week to assist Dr. Bunker in a surgical operation... .Miss
Daisy Foster has returned from a visit to Clinton. ...Raspberries are plentiful and everybody is improving the opportunity for filling
the cans for winter.
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Its not too bail,
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But

I

do

like to

and not too good,
see men dress as they shoo:,:

Til

Thev
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Goods, Hats, Caps, Neckwear, Hosiery (In:

do

can

if they

it

buy their Furnisl

Everwe; r\ Lamson & Hubbard
Caps, Hathaway, Earl & Wilson- Shirts
Collars, Yale Union Suits—1 'am agent for th
goods and they are not to be found elsewlu.
the city—Nice line of Hats and Caps FO?-,:l

^

woven

\
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Dili)

Mrs. Fred A. Morrill of Providence, Ii. I.,
Kreischer, Bucksportjsld, s *1 s John BJCarringwas the guest of Mrs. Arabella Cunningham
ton, Bridgeport; Ida, Boston.
Forbes. In Lynn, Mass., Jui
Stockton, July 25. Ar, Helena, Boston; 26, last week.... Mrs. H. L. Knight and Master bell Wight Forbes, formerly
ar, sch Clara & Mabel, Rockland; 27, ar. sch St
Russell of Vassalboro and Mr. and Mrs. Mer- 55 years.
Croix; sld stmr Ronsdal (Nor) Glasgow, via St
Gray. In Sunset, Deer 1
John, N B; 29, sld, schs Lizzie Lane, New rick Tibbetts of Bethel are guests of Mrs. miah Gray, aged 72 years.
York; H R Holmes, do.
Goldsmith. In Salem, M
Mary Bean.T. M. Farrar of Washington, D.
Searsport, July 25. Ar, sch Northland, Nor- C. was in town last week, visiting his aunt, Priscilla J. Goldsmith, form*

visiting her cousin, Mrs. j
Harding-N. M. Batchelder went to
Bath Friday to visit his daughter, Mrs. Walter j
Hill. His wife, who had been with her daughter for some weeks, accompanied him home
Monday-Rev. James Ainslie gave an inter- folk; 27, ar, stmr Penobscot, Norfolk; 29, sld,
esting sermon at the town house last Sunday sch Northland, Rockland.
afternoon and will be here again in two weeks.
Eastport, July 29. Ar, sch James Slater,
Next Sunday he will be at Troy Corner church. New York.
Calais, July 26. Ar, sch Alice Holbrook,
-Mrs. Fred M. Hawes of Bridgeport, Conn., Baltimore.
is visiting relatives at the Center. Her bright,
Portland, July 28. Ar, sch Annie B. Mitchsunshiny nature ensures a glad welcome from ell, Perth Amboy.
lamoen, Me, JUiy
Ar, sen Aaena 1
all who have ever had the pleasure of meetCarleton, New York.
ing her.Mr. and Mrs. John Tye and
FOREIGN.
Humphrey Chadbourne and family of BrownSalina Cruz, July 25, 8 a. m. Ar. stmr Neville arrived by auto last week for a visit with braskan, Knight, Portland, 0, and San FranMr. and Mrs. George Ward....Mr. and Mrs. cisco,
Puerto Mexico, July 22, 9 am. Ar, stmr
Geo. Cook took an auto ride to Waterville Kansan,
(^'olcord, New York; 28, 6 am. Ar,
Saturday with W. L. Gray-W. L. Gray and stmr American, Brodhead, New York.
MARINE MISCELLANY.
family visited the place of the murder in
Carmel Sunday.
The schooner Hannah F Carleton, of which
Horace F Stone of Bangor was principal owner
of Belfast is

Luetta

►2-for-f

and manager, and which sank last December
on Handkerchief shoals, has been
raised by
Merrick-Chapman Diving & Wrecking Co, of
New York and towed with her cargo of coal intact into Vineyard Haven Mass. The schooner
will be sold at auction and the wrecking company will claim the usual salvage per cent.
The cargo of coal is owned by Rand, McAllister
Co, of Portland.

Mrs. S. A. McCorrison, and calling on old
friends_J. F. and Ernest Marden have gone
to Clinton to put in their weirs for the eel
fishery season-Quite a company assembled
at the M. E. parsonage last Saturday evening
to

receive

who for

the

some

new

district

unknown

superintendent,

reason

failed to ap-

Rev. and Mrs. Taylor, however, were
equal to the emergency and a very pleasant
evening was passed. Ice cream and wafers
were served.... Miss Mabel Burgess of Union
is the guest of Miss Helen E. Cobb.Miss
Angie Miliett of Auburn is in town_Mr.
and Mrs. John Lane of Rockport are visiting
friends in the village... .Mrs. Sophia Edgecomb
has returned from a week’s visit with her sister,
Mrs. O.i Cammett, in Belmont_News has
been received of the death
in Amesbury,
Mass., of Miss Sarah Kendall, formerly of this
place, aged 85 years. She is survived by one
brother, Hon. C. W. Kendall of Washington,
D. C.

TELLS"YOU

guerite.

Knows Too Well.

or

too

frequent

passages,

Other disorders suggest kidney ills.
Doan’s Kidney Pills are for disordered kidneys.

Belfast people testify to their worth.
? Peter F. Welch, 60 Union street, Belfast, Me.,
says: “I know that Doan’s Kidney Pills are an ;
effective kidney medicine.
I suffered from
kidney complaint three or four years ago. The
kidney secretions were irregular in passage,
being at times profuse and then again scanty.
I had read of the good results derived by
Doan’s Kidney Pills and at once procured a
supply. They have done me a world of good.
I still use them off and on whenever I feel I
am in need of a kidney medicine and they
never fail to relieve me.”
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 cents. Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, New York, sole agents
for the United States.
Remember the name—Doan’s—and take no
other.

PRODUCE MARKET.

per bu, 75al.09
7
dried, per lb.,
2.75a3.00
Beans, pea,
Y.
Beans,
E., 2.50a2.75
27
Butter.
7a8
Beef, sides,

Apples,

Beet,forequarters,

Barley, bu,
Cheese,
Chicken,
Calf Skins,
Duck.
Eggs,

Stevens.

In

Liberty, July 28,

Mrs. Earl Stevens, a daughter.
Williams. In Winterport, July
and Mrs. Roland Williams, a son.

to

Mr.

28,

and

Laml>
Lamb >
Mutt
Oats
7a8 Potat
HO Round

19 Straw.

i

RET

17 Lime.
Beef, Corned,
Butter Salt, 141b., 18a22 Oat M
91 Onion
Corn.
86 Oil, k<
Cracked Com,
Corn Meal,
86 Polio*'»
22 Pork
Cheese,
Cotton Seed,
1.80 Plast
10 Rye M
Codfish, dry,
13 Short.
Cranberries,
28 Sugar.
Clover Seed,
6.25a7.50 Salt,
Flour,
H. G. Seed,
8.75a9.00 Sweet
14 Wheat
Lard.

to Mr.

MARRIED

Bahrt-Macomber. In Islesboro, July 27,
Rev. D. B. Phelan of Belfast, Mr. Arthur
Cromwell Bahrt of St. Petersburg, Fla., and
Miss Lurena Eloise Macomber, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Macomber of Belfast.
Durgan-Heath. In South Penobscot, July
18, Roland Durgan of North Sedgwick and
Mrs. Clara R. Heath of West Penobscot.
French-Bevan. In Brooks, July 27, by
Marcellus J. Dow, Esq., Lester N. French and
Catherine Bevan, both of Monroe.
Gray-Meader. In Ellsworth, July 13, Freeman E. Gray of Orland and Mrs. Georgia A.
Meader of Ellsworth.
Nash-Clark. In Belfast, July 26, by Fred
W. Brown, Esq., Mr. Walter F. Nash and M iss
Gladys C. Clark, both of Belfast.
Thompson-Wibberly. In Brooks, July 22,
by Marcellus J. Dow, Esq, Roy A. Thompson
and Mildred Wibberly, both of Frankfort.

by

Hay,

Hides.

16 Turk*
18 Tallow
20 Veal.
25 Wool.
14 Wood,
18 W oo*!.

RETAIL PRICE.

Bucklin. In Swanville, July 23, to Mr. and
Mrs. Lee Bucklin, a son.
Foster. In Thomaston, July 23, to Mr. and

Infrequent

Republican Journal Reader

a

BELFAST PRICE Cl
Corrected Weekly for i1

Fowl,

When the kidneys are weak,
Nature tells you about it.
The urine is nature’s index.

Many

<

Geese,

Mrs. Alton E. Foster, a son.
Freeman. In Swanville, July 29, to Mr. and
Mrs. Lewis Freeman, a son.
Kane. In Montvllle, July 26, to Mr. and
Mrs. R. H. Kane, a daughter.
MacPherson. In Montville, July 24, to Mr.
and Mrs. Allan MacPherson, a daughter, Mar-

As

Gross. In Stonington, Ju
Gross, aged 45 years, 1 m<
Snowman. In Orland. July 2 !
man of Bucksport, aged 35 y*
Richards. In Belfast, Ju
Richards, aged 1 year, 6 mon.'
Williams.
In Orland, Jui;liams of Bucksport, aged 28 ;■
L

pear.

BOHN

I\A 1 LIRE

Maine.

Notice of First

Meeting

«>

In the District Court of the l u
the District of Maine, Wal*l*

the matter of Ellsworth ) jn
1
Howard, Bankrupt,
To the Creditors of Ellsw*
Searsport, in the County
District aforesaid, a Bankr
Notice is hereby given that«
July, A. D. 1912, the said Ellsw.
duly adjudicated Bankrupt; and.
Meeting of his Creditors will
office of Dunton & Morse, Sav;
ing, Belfast, Maine, on the 23rd
A. D. 1912, at ten o’clock in
which time the said CreditorIn

prove their

claims, appoint

a

I'm

the Bankrupt, and transact such
may properly come before said
JOHN R.
Referee in bank
Bangor, Maine, July 30, 1912.

as

v

